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RECONSTRUCTION OF DATA FROM CREEP
MEASUREMENTS
Petr BITTNAR1, Pavel PADEVĚT2

Abstract: The paper is focused on the describing of data reconstruction from creep
measurements. The raw data were damaged by power outages. The repaired measurements
were used for the creep evaluation of the cement paste with sand. Evaluation of creep
measurements of the reconstructed data was carried out and is presented. The measurement
was performed on the dried and saturated specimens prepared from the cement paste [1].
Creep and shrinkage were measured.
Keywords: Cement paste, Shrinkage, Creep, Water saturated specimens,
INTRODUCTION
Measuring the creep of a cement paste is a long process. The measurement that is presented in the
paper has run for one month. During the time of measurement, the unpredictable events can occur that
may degrade the measurement. The most common cause is an unexpected power outage. This is left to
prevent that the measurement system is preceded by battery backup. This allows writing the last read
data to the computer memory and from there they are no longer deleted. In the case of long-term
measurements, the reading and writing of data is performed with a longer time lag, this event is not
destructive for measurements. During the read time, a service outage and re-start of the measurement
system can occur. The data record is not violated in this case.
The second possibility of damage of the record is accumulation of errors in the records. This may
be due to errors in data transmission between the measuring probe and the storage or inappropriate
composition program in the processor that controls data recording. The elimination of complications
from the second group of data corruption is a complicated process. Faulty measurements or data
recording interruption can occur at any time during the measurement. The occurrence of these
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complications affects the quality of the power supply and noise disturbances on the cable between the
probe and the computer.
SYSTEM OF MEASUREMENT
The measuring principle is simple, based on a long-term stable system loading. The loading of the
sample is performed in the lever mechanism. The specimen is loaded by properly chosen force that
does not change during a measurement. The probes are placed around the specimen parallel to its
longitudinal axis [2]. Total three optoelectronic probes are used. During the test, the change of the
length of the specimen is measured. The usual length of the specimen is 70 mm.
The values of the deformation - the lengths are written to a file that is created during measurement.
Writing in this case was conducted with an interval of 5 minutes. A longer interval between records is
possible because the measurement of creep and shrinkage does not rank of rapid processes, in which
the frequent reading is necessity. The time step of writing of the selected data from measurement is
controlled by processor placed between the probe and the computer. If there is an error in the
measurement, it is usually due to faults in the processor during the measurement.
This was a case of damage measurement, which is described in the article. The recorded
measurement is shown in Figure 1. The horizontal axis describes the time in days. The vertical axis
represents the average deformation of the body. This value is calculated as an average of three
sensors.
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Fig. 1 The original recording of measurements.
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Random measurement shutdowns are shown in the graph (Fig. 1). There is discontinued
deformation measurement and values are not recorded. However, the time recording in the central
processor remained unchanged. Re-starting the measurements were carried out by restarting the whole
measurement system.
DESCRIBING OF RECONSTRUCTION
The shape of the creep and shrinkage curves of the materials with the cement matrix remains
continuous in the case of continuous measurements. Therefore in this case, deformation curves should
be continuous, too. The reconstruction was carried out in two steps. The first step is to ensure the
continuity of deformation changes. The second step is the elimination of erroneous measurements so
as to maintain the correct time axis.
Continuity changes of deformation is performed by prediction of deformation in time at the time of
the disturbed measurements. In this case, it is necessary to proceed from the errors incurred at the
beginning to the errors of measurement at the end of the record.
Then it is possible to remove incorrect measurements on the horizontal time axis. The corrected
entry is shown in Figure 2.
RESULTS OF MEASUREMENT
Resulting reconstruction of damaged data is shown in Fig. 2 to 7.
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Fig. 2 Reconstructed creep measurements on the specimen No.1.
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Fig. 3 Reconstructed creep measurements on the specimen No.2, in drying condition.
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Fig. 4 Reconstructed shrinkage measurements on the specimen No.3, in drying condition.
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Fig. 5 Reconstructed shrinkage measurements on the specimen No.4, water saturated.
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Fig. 6 Reconstructed creep measurements on the specimen No.5, water saturated.
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Fig. 7 Reconstructed creep measurements on the specimen No.6, water saturated.
The measurements must be divided into two groups. The first group consists of specimens 1-3 that
have been dried before the test. The second group consists of the specimens 4, 5 and 6. The samples
were saturated with water before the beginning of the test. Each group can be divided into specimens
which were loaded and specimens without loading. Loaded specimens were 1, 2, 5 and 6 and the
result of measuring was the creep. Unloaded specimens had No. 3 and 4, and the shrinkage was
measured on them.
The cement paste was prepared from the Portland cement CEM I 42.5R and using the water-cement
ratio of 0.4 [3]. The cement paste contains sand. The weight of sand to cement weight was 1: 1. The
sand was applied to a grain size of 1 mm. The percentage representation of the sand in its overall
amount was: 4.5 % fraction of 0 - 0.125; fraction from 0.125 to 0.25 9.18 %; fraction of 0.25 to 0.5
48.2 % and fraction of 0.5 - 1 38 %. The specimens were made in cylindrical molds with a diameter
of 10 mm. The specimens were placed into a water bath after concreting and their pressure surfaces
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were adjusted by cutting [4] at the age of 1 month. Overall length was reduced to 70 mm. Creep tests
were performed at the age of 1 year.
CONCLUSION
The size of creep of dried specimens was 24 and 25 microns after 25 days. The size of shrinkage of
the dried specimen No.3 was 24 microns after 25 days. The creep of saturated water specimens was
53 and 57 microns. The shrinkage of the specimen No.4 reached the value of 32 microns. The results
are related to the 25 day testing.
Very interesting results would be achieved by removal of the shrinkage from the creep
measurements. The name for these results on the dried specimens is basic creep. The same process can
be done with water-saturated specimens. The name for the results is the creep of water saturated
specimens.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS OF KINETIC
PROCESSES OF CALLUS TISSUE FORMATION AND
OSSIFICATION DURING DISTRACTION OSTEOGENESIS
TREATMENT IN STAGE OF ACTIVE ELONGATION AND
NEUTRAL FIXATION
František DENK1, Miroslav PETRTÝL2
Abstract: Biomechanical stimulations during long bones lengthening by distraction osteogenesis method have
key influence on the development and formation acceleration of bone regenerate tissue in interfragmental gap of
interrupted diaphysis. These physiological or artificially applied external effects with regard to their direction
and size by different ways regulate the extracellular matrix synthesis of intefragmental tissue, resulting in the
genesis of the relevant characteristic phenotypes of tissue structures. The study of kinetic processes of callus
tissue formation and ossification with dependency on stress and strain distribution changes is performed
according to various and inhomogeneous course of bone tissue formation in the callus sub-volume locations
within individual characteristic phases of the healing process.

Keywords: distraction osteogenesis, bone regenerate, kinetics of callus ossification, external fixation, controlled
biomechanical stimulations

INTRODUCTION
Currently there are available numerous methods allowing analysis of quality, structure and density
development of bone tissue (RTG, CT, densitometry, histology, exact mathematical models) during
long bones lengthening, however, most of these methods are imprecise, in clinical practice
inapplicable, financially or time demanding. Affordable and efficient tool based on the fundamental
principles of mechanics, which would take into account the simultaneous effects of a number of very
important factors affecting the formation and consolidation process of bone regenerate (e.g.
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inhomogeneous and nonlinear temporal changes of material properties, real shape and volume
changes, load changes during the treatment program, mechanical properties of the applied fixator,
etc.), continuously serve sufficiently realistic picture of the bone regenerate behavior in macro, micro a
mezo levels, export information useful for clinical practice and provide feedback to specific clinical
outcomes (homogeneous Young´s modulus of tissue, homogeneous stiffness of bone regenerate,
ossification degree, etc.), has still not been developed. Presented work deals with a detailed X-ray
evaluation of specific bone regenerate and numerical analysis simulating kinetic processes of
formation and ossification during the whole period of the lower limb shaft lengthening by distraction
osteogenesis method. All initial and final boundary conditions for the theoretical calculation are
derived from the experimental results of X-ray analysis of clinical practice. Simulation process of bone
tissue formation and regeneration is based on available theories of tissue differentiation [1], relations
between mechanical stimulation and tissue differentiation [2], and dependency of bone tissue
modeling, remodeling and resorption dependency on mechanical stress and strain [3]. For calculation
is compiled basic biomechanical model, which defines the basic components influencing external
force effects transmission and determines their role in different stages of treatment program.
RADIOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF BONE REGENERATE
The case of successful 65 mm extension of the left tibia in a patient without achondroplasia with
total treatment time of 214 days (sex: female, age: 6 years, height: 124 cm, weight: 25 kg, BMI: 15,9)
was selected for detailed X-ray analysis of interfragmental regenerate formation, consolidation and
ossification during entire period of distraction osteogenesis method treatment. Total observation time
is 969 days (2,6 years). Stabilization of the shaft was ensured with Kirschner wires attached in external
circular fixation system with three supporting helixes (Ilizarov system). Radiographic evaluation of
callus development process from the elongation beginning is performed by treatment plan analysis
with corresponding detailed study of 2D images of A/P and L projections in various stages of healing,
i.e. determination of callus length, CDR (Callus Diameter Ratio) [4] and evaluation of macroscopic
appearance (Fig. 1) [5]. The evaluation also includes a detailed analysis of the morphology and
structure in bone regenerate characteristic development phases.
Active elongation process ran from 14th day (since osteotomy) to 74th day of treatment (Fig. 1, A,
B), i.e. total 60 days. Until 39th day the extension is executing symmetrically on all 3 helixes with
distraction velocity of 1 mm/day, after that the speed of extension was on one of supporting helixes
reduced to 3/4 mm/day. From the 25th day of treatment the diaphysis was gradually fully loaded by
walking with underarm crutches. During elongation process the K-wires and supporting helixes of
fixation apparatus were irreversible deformed. Neutral fixation period lasted 90 days, removal of
external fixator was done 164 days after osteotomy. 214th day is considered the end of treatment. The
course of treatment was uneventful, the 115th day the patient was in home care.
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Fig. 1 RTG A/P projection, bone tissue formation in gap of interrupted
diaphysis, day of treatment no.: 39(A), 67(B), 102(C), 164(D), 501(E), 969(F)
The relatively advanced stage of the extension process (Fig. 1, A) shows a slight hypotrophy of the
callus. Due to elongation process, i.e. thanks to the action of tensile stress, the interfragmental space
mainly consists of highly oriented fibrous tissue. As a result of the full loading are in regenerate
already formed the localities of pressure stress. Due to this effect the beginnings of early maturation is
already observable (osteoid formation and beginning of the ossification process) around the bone
fragments of interrupted diaphysis. Length of the regenerate is in this state 30 mm, CDR ratio is
indefinable because medial zone still entirely consists of fibrous tissue.
Final stage of elongation process (Fig. 1, B) is in volume of medial zone characterized by a slight
hypotrophic drift, which is caused by tissue maturation and early ossification in proximal and distal
part of interfragmental volume. Due to the elongation process the medial zone is still made up of
fibrous tissue. Length of the regenerate is 55 mm, CDR ratio is 0,85.
In the early stage of neutral fixation (Fig. 1, C) bone regenerate is still slightly hypotrophic, length
of callus is 65 mm, CDR ratio is 0,80. Exterior biomechanical effects are entirely in pressure zones
and it leads to very intensive consolidation and formation of mainly imature bone tissue. In medial
zone there is apparent the narrow sawtooth line, where the ossified tissue is gradually and continuously
interconnected.
At the time of fixation apparatus removal (Fig. 1, D) the bone regenerate is fully ossified, slight
hypertrophic drift is caused by the very rapid stiffness increase thanks to full interconnection of
proximal and distal ossified tissue pillars of interfragmental volume, CDR ratio is 0,90. Tissue of the
bone regenerate is homogeneous and formed by mature bone tissue of very high quality or by
corticalis. Around the longitudinal axis of diaphysis the intramedullar cavity recovery is also apparent.
Other radiographic documentation (Fig. 1, E, F) presents the influence of fully physiological load
of the lower limb on the modeling and remodeling processes and consolidation of completely cortical
bone and part of tibial diaphysis with its characteristic architecture.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF BONE REGENERATE FORMATION
General biomechanical model
Compilation of biomechanical model and its response is given particularly by the definition and
basic characteristic of partial components participating in the transmission of external force and
deformation effects in various stages of healing by distraction osteogenesis method. This basic
biomechanical model is formed as a system of linear springs representing the components of entire
scheme fixed to deformation-resistant shoulders with only vertical possibility of shift (Fig. 2, A, B).
F (N)

u (mm)

F (N)
u (mm)

KB
KF

KC
KB

F (N)

KB
KF

KC

KT

KB

F (N)

u (mm)

u (mm)
A

B

C

Fig. 2 Biomechanical spring model of external fixation for neutral fixation
stage (A) and for active elongation (B), detail FE model for bone regenerate
numerical analysis (C)
The overall basic stiffness of the spring system KP is given by the equation:


 =  + ∑  +






+ ∑ 

(N.mm-1),

(1)

where the individual components are defined as follows:
KF

external fixation apparatus stiffness, KF = 286 N/mm [6] [7] [8]

KB

stiffness of femur corticalis, represented by value EB = 17200 MPa

KC

bone regenerate stiffness, contemplated the time dependence of EC value
development in the range of 0 - 17200 MPa defined by curve on the basis
of numerical verification

KT

stiffness of surrounding tissues - unknown, as a general rule ET > 0 MPa
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In phases of active elongation the system is loaded with static vertical displacement, typically 1
mm/day. Inasmuch as the distraction speed corresponds to the velocity of growth and regeneration
capability of tissues [9], it can be assumed their relaxation and creep, and due to these effects time
disappearance of stiffness of some components, i.e. KC a KT → 0. In this stage during physiological
loading (compressive stress) the contribution of components KC a KT is not applied because KC ~ 0 a
KT > 0. Inasmuch as KB >> KC, equation describing the overall resistance of the system (1) in case of
physiological loading can be for active elongation (AE) phase formulated:
,, () =  + , ()

(N.mm-1),

(2)

where KC,c(t) is a function of development of the bone regenerate pressure stiffness due to its early
maturation. Simultaneously it is applied KC,c << KF. For the case of distraction process is valid the
modification of relation (1) which represents the resistance rate of tissue components to the fixator:
,, () = , () + ∑  ()

(N.mm-1),

(3)

where KC,t(t) and KT(t) → 0, and KC,t(t) is function of inhomogeneous development of callus tension
stiffness. In phases of neutral fixation (NF) the equation (1) can be accordingly adjusted to form:


, () =  + ∑  +


 ()



(N.mm-1)

(4)

inasmuch as KC < KB. In later phases of neutral fixation the fixation apparatus performs only


stabilizing function and can be applied relation ∑  +




, () = ∑  +


 ()








>>  , it can be written:

(N.mm-1)

(5)

Numerical FEM analysis
Numerical simulation of bone tissue formation in interfragmental space was performed through
iterative computational algorithm separately for the stage of active elongation and neutral fixation.
Optimization of various parameters of computational process is carried out with regard to results of a
particular case X-ray evaluation of 65 mm tibia extension with the aim of achieving the maximum
conformity during the course of interfragmental regenerate development for the characteristic subphases of bone tissue formation within the treatment program.
Computing process was performed in the form of 2D FE model in ANSYS APDL environment.
The problem is with regard to the time consumption in this phase solved by plane strain and biaxial
symmetry. The model mesh is composed of quadratic planar elements of Plane183 type. Time unit is
an iteration step. Evaluation of the deformation fields distribution in sagittal section during loading of
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Fig. 3 Dependency of bone tissue remodeling on mechanical strain [3] (left),
evolution of Young modulus E in time (right)
diaphysis bone fragments by tensile displacement or physiological force effect in one iteration step is
the basis for the temporal changes calculation of the biomechanical properties of callus tissue internal
structure to next computational step of the algorithm. Criteria for average strain evaluation on
elements are controlled by the modeling processes dependence on the degree of biomechanical
stimulation (Fig. 3) [3]. Calculation expects predetermined time evolution of Young´s modulus E
(MPa) for fibrous tissue and corticalis (Fig. 3). Numerical simulation doesn´t take account the
regenerate volume changes as a result of elongation process and combination of different load cases
during advanced part of active elongation stage and during early time of neutral fixation. Simultaneous
formation of oriented fibrous tissue and early mature tissue in callus volume isn´t also taken into
account in the simulation. Fields of Young´s modulus E (MPa) distribution, total deformation of the
bone regenerate and fields of principal stresses σ1, σ3 (MPa) are within iterative process evaluated
(Obr. 4,5). It was carried out and evaluated total of 6 sets of 102 - 159 steps for active elongation stage

~ 0 MPa

Tensile

Fig. 4 Numerical analysis of kinetics of callus fibrous tissue formation, active
elongation, from left step no. 2/9 and 2/45, 5/38 and 5/90, stress σ1 (MPa)
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and 2 sets of 402 a 265 iteration steps. Iteration process was terminated after the creation of
equilibrium state of bone regenerate volume.

~ 0 MPa

Stress

Fig. 5 Numerical analysis of kinetics of callus bone tissue formation, neutral
fixation, from left step no. 2/9, 2/21, 2/67, 2/111, stress σ3 (MPa)
CONCLUSION
Based on the performed numerical simulation of bone tissue formation in interfragmental gap of
interrupted diaphysis during treatment by distraction osteogenesis method the time dependence of
bone regenerate homogeneous stiffness course can be compiled (Fig. 6). Detailed verification of
radiographic analysis in combination with bone regenerate numerical simulations presents a very real
picture of characteristic phenotypes of tissue structures production in different locations in various
stages of treatment and concurrently allows the absolute location of each iteration step in the treatment

Ossification process beginning

homogenized stiffness (%)

homogenized stiffness (%)

process time schedule.

Active elongation

Number of iteration steps

Neutral fixation

without ZF

Number of iteration steps

Fig. 6 Time dependence of bone regenerate homogeneous stiffness course
during active elongation (left) and neutral fixation stage (right)
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Presented results of submitted study forms the basis for recursive optimization of input parameters
(e.g. functional time dependencies of homogenized Young´s modulus E fields evolution on
macro/mezo structural levels), for preparing detailed analysis of bone regenerate behavior (formation,
consolidation, ossification) throughout the treatment period and subsequently for the creation an
effective tool of classification and continuous optimization of the treatment process in relation to a
new electronically controlled fixation apparatus [6] [7].
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WANG TILINGS IN HOMOGENIZATION TASKS
Martin DOŠKÁŘ1 , Jan NOVÁK2
Abstract: An efficient representation of microstructure of real materials based on Wang tiling is presented in brief.
Once the microstructure is compressed reconstructed domains of arbitrary size can be efficiently generated. This
makes the tiling concept appealing from the viewpoint of numerical homogenization. Computational enhancement
based on the method of Schur complement is investigated.

Keywords: microstructure compression, numerical homogenization, Wang tilings

INTRODUCTION

All materials exhibit heterogeneous structure from certain scale. Besides physical properties of material constituents, the microstructural composition influences the overall response as well. Inspired by
Nature one of current trends in Materials Engineering is to actively design materials to suit intended applications. With growing computational power in silico testing along with optimization strategies seem
to be an appealing alternative to the classical approach to material design based on manufacturing and
physical testing of various microstructural compositions, which is rather time-consuming and costly [1].
Therefore a suitable framework that links a material microstructure and properties of constituents with
the macroscopic behaviour is desired. Such problem, referred to as homogenization, has been studied
since the end of nineteenth century, e.g. [2], and is currently well established especially in the case of
linear problems [3]. However, we believe that in the perspective of the recently introduced concept
of Wang tilings [4] the homogenization procedures may be enhanced with concepts of domain decomposition leading to reduced computational overhead. Thus, the objective of this work is to develop a
numerical homogenization framework that would benefit from the repetitive nature of Wang tilings.
WANG TILINGS

To keep the paper self-contained fundamentals of Wang tiling concept are introduced next, for further
readings on applications of Wang tilings see e.g. [5].
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The basic element of the concept is a Wang tile, a square tetraminoe-like piece with codes assigned
to its edges. Tiling is understood as a mapping from a regular grid of points to a set of distinct tiles. The
edge codes play the role of a constrain such that only the tiles with the same codes on the adjacent edges
can be placed side by side. Moreover, tiles can be neither rotated nor reflected during the tiling. It means
that two identical tiles mutually rotated by kπ/2 with k ∈ {1, 2, 3} are considered as different.
The concept of Wang tilings was introduced by Hao Wang in 1961. In Wang’s work [6] the decision
problem of certain class of logical statements was converted into a question whether the related tile set is
capable of tiling the infinite plane. Since there is no general rule how to decide the tiling problem, Wang
conjecture was that if a periodic portion of plane (patch) can be tiled by the given tile set, then the set is
solvable and the statement holds true. Later, Berger came up with the first set which can cover up the
infinite plane without a periodically repeating patch. His findings initiated research on other aperiodic
tile sets that resulted in discovery of the aperiodic set containing only 13 tiles reported by Culik in [7].
However, from the perspective of Materials Engineering the stochastic tile sets introduced by Cohen
[8] are more appealing as they correspond better with the aim of modelling of materials with random
microstructure [5]. Henceforward by the notion tile set the stochastic tile set is understood.
By making use of either optimization techniques [4] or the automatic design of tiles [8, 5] a microstructural information can be compressed within a tile set such that a tiled portion of plane resembles
the reference microstructure in sense of statistical descriptors with desired level of accuracy. From
this point of view the tiling concept can be understood as a generalization to the widely accepted Periodic Unit Cell (PUC) approach but instead of a single cell a microstructure information is attributed to
multiple tiles. By employing the stochastic tiling algorithm [8] arbitrarily large representations of the
compressed microstructure can be obtained in a very efficient way. This characteristic makes the concept
suitable for numerical investigation of homogenized properties as explained in the following section.

Fig. 1 Examples of compressed microstructures and one reconstructed microstructure realization: (a)
sandstone, (b) Alporas foam.
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REPRESENTATIVE VOLUME ELEMENT

In numerical homogenization the question of representativeness of a computational domain is of a
primary concern. Such a domain is usually referred to as the Representative Volume Element (RVE) [9].
In general, RVE should incorporate all characteristic features of the microstructure under investigation,
which leads to the requirement of statistical homogeneity and ergodicity of treated microstructure. According to Hill [10], the overall response of RVE should be invariant to uniform boundary load. It is
widely accepted, e.g. [11], that this requirement usually leads to very large RVEs. Thus it can be relaxed
to the condition that the wave length of physical filed fluctuations caused by the presence of inhomogeneities should be significantly smaller in comparison to the RVE dimension, i.e. the coefficient of
variation of effective properties of different microstructure realizations under the same load is below a
certain threshold. On the other hand, RVE must be small enough such that it can be considered as a
single material point in a macro scale analysis. This results in known condition of separation of scales.
The particular size of an RVE is the function of the microstructural geometry, the contrast between
material constituent properties and physical phenomenon under investigation [12]. In the case of complex microstructures and high contrasts RVE dimensions can reach large numbers [13]. To avoid the
excessive computing a solution based on Representative Volume Element Sets (RVE Set) was proposed
in [11]. In this paper, we follow the standard asymptotic homogenization procedure in order to meet
the aforementioned Hill’s criterion. In addition, we adopt Niezgoda’s premise that the microstructure
represented to a high degree of accuracy automatically provides us with a broad range of effective properties [11].
The ability of the tiling concept to produce a microstructure realization of arbitrary size implies that
the asymptotic analysis of various physical phenomena can be performed effectively. Note that from the
perspective of Niezgoda’s nomenclature a tile set represents an RVE Set in terms of the microstructural
information providing that the average is taken over a tiling than each tile separately. That is because the
information associated with tile edges is accurately revealed only when assembled into tilings. For other
quantities a tiling, one microstructure realization, of dimensions smaller than RVE stands for Statistical
Volume Element (SVE). Averages over SVEs arising from uniform Dirichlet and Neumann boundary
conditions give upper and lower bounds on effective properties, respectively, refining the arithmetic and
harmonic bounds (also called Voight-Reuss-Hill bounds for linear elasticity problem and Weiner bounds
for heat transport problem) [12, 14]. With increasing tiling size the apparent properties, i.e. macroscopic
properties of SVEs, converge to the sought effective properties.
NUMERICAL HOMOGENIZATION

As mentioned in the previous section the tiling-based compression of microstructural information
is appealing especially in the case of complex random microstructures and high contrast in material
properties. For such microstructures standard analytical bounds such as Hashin-Shtrikman are far apart,
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hence, employing strategies that take into account the real geometries is needed. In this paper we omit
the analytical approaches and focus solely on numerical homogenization.
The profound overview of numerical homogenization of linear properties can be found e.g. in
Kanit [12]. In the developed framework both heat transport and linear elasticity problems are covered.
However, we illustrate the methodology with heat transport problem. In brief, a computational domain,
SVE, is subjected to Uniform Gradient of Temperature – Θ (Dirichlet) , and Uniform Heat Flux – Q
(Neumann), respectively, with prescribed boundary conditions in the form
T (x) = Θ · x ,

or

q(x) · n(x) = Q ,

∀x ∈ Γ .

(1)

Spatial averages of local temperature gradient and heat flux are computed as
1
h∇T i =
|Ω|

Z
∇T (x) dx ,
Ω

1
hqi =
|Ω|

Z
q(x) dx .

(2)

Ω

If the macroscopic quantity is prescribed such that it induces unit excitation in one direction, the dual
averaged quantity directly yields the corresponding components of thermal conductivity or resistivity
matrix. For instance, if Θ = {1, 0, 0}T is prescribed, the spatial average hqi yields components λapp
11 ,
app
app
λapp
21 , and λ31 of the apparent/macroscopic conductivity tensor λ . The remaining members can be

obtained analogically by Θ2 or Θ3 = 1 while the other components vanish.
The governing partial differential equation of heat conduction arising from Fourier’s law is solved
using standard finite element method. Discretization of computational domain is chosen as voxel-based,
i.e. each voxel represents a single finite element, since outputs of microstructure compression are usually
in form of digital images. This assumption leads to substantial reduction in computational cost since
an analytical expression for the element conductivity matrix can be derived as a function of material
properties and voxel size. The matrix values are pre-calculated for each of material constituents and are
added to the appropriate position during localization avoiding integration at a level of each element. The
simple geometry of voxel-based elements also allows for an analytical relation between element volume
average of gradient and flux, respectively, and element nodal values.
To further address the RVE size issue, various models are obtained from tilings of increasing size.
Moreover, for each size a number of realization is generated to get insight in variation of results. Such
an approach leads to numerous computations for repetitive geometries. Thus incorporation of elements
of domain decomposition may reduce the computational overhead.
First, each tile is treated as a separate finite-element task. Without introducing any boundary conditions a global tile-level conductivity matrix K is assembled. No load RΩ is assumed to be prescribed for
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the internal degrees of freedom rΩ , therefore the system of equations can be recast as
   

K11 K12 rΩ   0 


=
,
K21 K22  rΓ  RΓ 

(3)

where rΓ denotes the boundary degrees of freedom and Kij are corresponding parts of tile global conductivity matrix.
Condensation of the internal degrees of freedom, also called Schur complement method, results in
Γ
Γ
(K22 − K21 K−1
11 K12 )r = R ,

(4)

where K̂ = (K22 − K21 K−1
11 K12 ) defines the tile conductivity matrix. Hence, at the tiling level number
of unknowns is reduced to number of tile boundary nodes resulting in significant reduction in number
of degrees of freedom (DOFs), see Fig. 2. The global conductivity matrix of a tiling is assembled by
localization of corresponding tile conductivity matrices.
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Fig. 2 (a) Mesh of 2 × 2 tiling with condensed internal DOFs shown in grey and (b) graph of number of
DOFs with respect to tile edge size.
Moreover, matrices that relates the tile boundary nodal values with tile volume averages of temperature gradient and heat flux, such that
h∇TiΩt = B̃∇T rΓ

and

hqiΩt = B̃q rΓ ,

(5)

can be constructed along with the tile conductivity matrix in the pre-processing part and saved for later
use.
COMPUTATIONAL PERFORMANCE

A study on computational efficiency was performed, resulting graphs in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, comparing
the proposed tiling aided homogenization to the standard FEM analysis in terms of computational time
and memory cost. Homogenization of thermal conductivity was chosen as a benchmark problem. The
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reference microstructure was compressed into 16 tiles each consisting of 85 × 85 px. The apparent
properties were computed for 1×1 up to 10×10 tiling, ten realizations of each tiling size were generated.
In Fig. 3a, the assembly phase consists of tiling generation, discretization and localization, the postprocessing covers averaging given by ((2)).
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As can be seen the major time saving is achieved in
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Fig. 3 Comparison of (a) computational time for standard FEM homogenization (left columns) and
macro-element FEM (right columns) for each tiling size, and (b) cumulative time including the precalculation part. Computational time for Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU T5870@2,00GHz, 4,00GB
RAM, Windows 7 64bit, Matlab R2012b.
the averaging part. The time needed for condensation is excluded from the graph Fig. 3a, however, it
took 730 s to construct the tile conductivity matrices and the matrices which couple boundary nodal
values with the gradient and flux averages in this case. In Fig. 3b the cumulative time including the
pre-calculation is plotted. The tiling approach outperforms the standard analysis when larger domains
are to be computed. With more realizations of each tiling size the tiling approach would perform even
better.
However, there is a trade-off between reduction in computational time and memory. Despite a significant reduction in number of DOFs in the tiling approach the tile conductivity matrices are fully populated
so the global matrix is less sparse, see Fig. 4a, resulting in more data to be stored, Fig. 4b. This feature
limits the application of the described methodology in three dimensions, where memory demands are
even more pronounced.
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Fig. 4 Comparison of (a) sparsity, the ratio of number of non-zero members to all matrix members, of
the global stiffness matrices, and (b) memory required to store the global conductivity matrix.
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SUMMARY

The concept of Wang tilings has been examined from the perspective of homogenization theory.
Once a microstructure is compressed into a set of Wang tiles a convergence analysis of apparent properties may be easily performed. The repetitive nature of tilings may be further utilized to improve
computational performance. The presented framework is substantially general and as demonstrated can
be applied effectively to any linear problem. In three dimensional analyses, however, the associated
memory costs may quickly exceed available resources. In such a case more sophisticated approach of
domain decomposition techniques should be used and will be in focus of our future work.
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DOUBLE DRUCKER-PRAGER CRITERION OF PLASTICITY
FOR CONCRETE
Josef FIEDLER1, Tomáš KOUDELKA2
Abstract: Two Drucker-Prager yield functions are used to define a nonlinear material model for concrete that is
used for tri-axial analysis of plasticity. One function is to approximate tensile stress area the other compression
area. Both functions are connected with a first derivative singularity that is solved on the level of the stress
invariants by using imaginary tangent as a local yield function. Computation is performed by SIFEL (Simple
Finite Element) solver using the Finite Element Method (FEM).

Keywords: Double Drucker-Prager, Concrete Plasticity Model, Finite Element Method

INTRODUCTION
Given that behavior of concrete in tension and compression is very different, creation of proper
material model needs a special treatment. By joining two Drucker-Prager (DP) yield conditions [1] one
can obtain two different approaches in a single material model that can solve tri-axial stress states. The
first condition shall be set to describe tension and the other compression. In the paper, there will be a
description of the parameter setting to properly cover the stress areas and basic principles of stress
return including the solution to singularities of the model. There will be also described basic principles
of plasticity in Finite Element Method (FEM) and also an essence of the Cutting Plane Method.
Eventually, all findings will be implemented into the FEM solver SIFEL [2] and results will be
presented afterwards.
AN ELEMENTARY CHARACTERISTICS OF DP CRITERION
DP yield function [3] is defined as follows

f ( σ ) = α φ I 1 ( σ ) + J 2 (σ ) − τ 0 ,
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where αφ and τ 0 are the parameters of the model. τ 0 represents the yield strength in shear and αφ
friction angle. I 1 is the first invariant of the stress tensor and J 2 is the second invariant of the
deviatoric stress tensor. This yield condition creates a cone, if displayed in the principle stress space.
A DOUBLE DP CRITERION, PARAMETERS OF THE MODEL
Each yield condition shall be set by using parameters αφ and τ 0 according to which stress area it is
supposed to describe. DP condition intended for compression is obtained by the following adjustment
of parameters [4]

αφ =

3 fb − fc
,
3 2 fb − fc

τ 0 = fc

3 − 3α φ

,

3

(2)

where f c represents the strength in axial compression and fb in biaxial compression.
For approximation of tensile stress area, following set of parameters is used

αφ =

3 fc − ft
,
3 fc + ft

τ 0 = fc

3 − 3α φ
3

,

(3)

where ft is the tensile strength..
Resulting double DP criterion dependent on stress invariant is displayed as follows

Fig. 1 Double DP in axial system of stress invariants
For better understanding, the model is presented in case of plane stress Fig. 2 (for values fc =
30MPa, ft =3MPa, fb = 1,2 fc). Its approximations of areas of axial tension and compression and biaxial
compression are very satisfactory but it is inaccurate in biaxial tension. Nevertheless, a reduction of
number of first derivative discontinuities is the biggest advantage (compared to the combination of DP
and Rankine criterion [5]), thus it represents significant simplification of numerical computation.
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Fig 2. Double DP model in plane stress
PLASTICITY IN FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
A yield condition for material models considering plasticity [3] [6] is generally expressed as

f (σ , q ) = 0 ,

(4)

where σ is the stress tensor, q is the vector of internal variables and f is the yield function. The stress
state expressed by Eq. 4 means that the material exhibits plastic flow. If values of the yield function
are negative f < 0 , the material is located in elastic stress state. Stress states where yield function

f > 0 are not admissible.
Assuming the elastoplastic behaviour of the material, the total strain tensor can be decomposed as
follows

ε = εe + ε p

(5)

where ε is the total strain, εe is the elastic strain and ε p is the plastic strain. The stress is directed by
the elastic strain and it is defined by

σ = Deε e
where De is the initial elastic stiffness tensor.
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The evolution of plastic flow can be firstly expressed as associated flow rule

ε& p = γ&

∂f
∂σ

(7)

ε& p = γ&

∂g
∂σ

(8)

and secondly as nonassociated flow rule

where γ& is the rate of plastic multiplier, which indicates the magnitude of the plastic strain and the
gradients give the direction of plastic strains. Functionality of above mentioned equations is
conditioned by following expressions

γ& ≥ 0, f ≤ 0, γ& f = 0.

(9)

The last expression states that if increment of plastic multiplier γ& > 0 yield condition has to be
fulfilled by f = 0 . Otherwise material is found in elastic stress state f < 0 and plastic multiplier has
to be γ& = 0 .
The rate of plastic multiplier can be expressed as

 ∂f 
  De ε&
 ∂σ 
γ& =
T
T
∂g  ∂f  ∂q
 ∂f 
− 
  De
∂σ  ∂q  ∂γ
 ∂σ 
T

(10)

The increment of plastic strains is obtained by substituting Eq. 10 into Eq. 8

∂g  ∂f 
  De
∂σ  ∂σ 
T

ε& p =

∂g
γ& =
ε&
T
∂σ
∂g
 ∂f 
+H
  De
∂σ
 ∂σ 

(11)

T

where

 ∂f  ∂q
H = − 
 ∂q  ∂γ

is the hardening modulus.
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CUTTING PLANE ALGORITHM
The cutting plane algorithm [3] is used for the returning trial stresses to admissible yield surface. It
requires first derivatives of the yield function and plastic potential function and the yield function
itself.
In the very first step it is necessary to determine the trial stresses σtr

(

σ tr = De ε ( n) − ε (pn−1)

)

(13)

The superscript n indicates the iteration step in the global iterative procedure. Assuming that the
current trial stresses need to be revised, the evaluation of the correct stresses can be written

σ ( n ) = σ tr − De ∆ε p( n )

(14)

∂g ( n −1)
∂σ

(15)

∆ε (pn ) = ∆γ ( n )

σ ( n ) = σ tr − De ∆γ ( n )

∂g ( n −1)
∂σ

(16)

Combining Eq. (16) and the discrete consistency condition

(

)

f σ ( n) , q ( n) = 0

(17)


∂g ( n −1) ( n ) 
f  σ tr − De ∆γ ( n )
, q  = 0 .
∂σ



(18)

leads to

The Eq. (18) is solved by the Newton method

∆γ ( n,k +1) = ∆γ ( n,k ) + δγ ( n,k )
∂g
σ ( n ,k +1) = σ ( n ,k ) − δγ ( n ,k ) De
∂σ ( n −1)
∂q ( n , k )
q ( n , k +1) = q ( n ,k ) − δγ ( n ,k )
∂γ

(19)
(20)
(21)

where the superscript k indicates the inner iteration step in the stress return algorithm. The increment
of the parameter δγ is evaluated every step by the following expression

δγ ( n ,k ) =

f ( n ,k )
 ∂f ( n,k )

 ∂σ

T


 ∂g ( n ,k )
 De 

 ∂σ
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 + H ( n, k )


(22)
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A PRINCIPLE OF NUMERICAL COMPUTATION
As mentioned above the cutting plane algorithm requires a yield function and derivatives of the
yield function and a plastic potential function. The elementary issue of the model is to determine
which surface one shall return to, in other words, which yield function and derivatives shall be used in
the iterative process. The first derivative singularities have to be treated separately.
The whole problem is solved on the level of the stress invariants. The area of the inadmissible
stress states is divided into different sections. To every section a corresponding yield function, which
shall be returned to, is assigned. In case of the section that is connected to the point of first derivative
discontinuity (there are 2 all together), there has to be set up an imaginary tangent. This tangent is
created as the normal from the connecting line between the point of discontinuity and the point of trial
stress state. Afterwards, it is considered as a local yield function and with its derivatives can be used in
the cutting plane algorithm. The whole problem and all sections are displayed on the following
diagram Fig. 3
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Fig. 3 Diagram of possible returns
The dashed line represents the tangent, the dash-dot line is the connecting line, the continuous lines
are boundaries of admissible stress states and the dot lines define returning sections.
IMPLEMENTATION
The material model using double DP criterion has been implemented into computational package
SIFEL [2] and tested on simple example shown in Fig. 4 (dimensions: 0,9m height, 1,8m length, 0,5m
depth; material: concrete C30/37 fc = 30MPa, ft =3MPa, fb = 1,2 fc - double DP plasticity model)
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Fig. 4 Input topology + reactions
This concrete girder has been loaded by the vertical force that can be seen in the upper right corner and
has been supported alongside the left edge, where the proper reactions are displayed. Calculation has
been controlled by increments of the loading force and reached the maximum value 123,0kN. Tensile
strength of concrete has been reached and developing plastic strains can be seen on the Fig. 5 below.

Fig. 5 Plastic strains
The development of the plastic strains has an effect of the stress distribution on the height of the crosssection, which is displayed on the Fig. 6. One can clearly observe that the values in compression are
higher than in tension and the stress distribution on the height is no longer linear.

Fig. 6 Distribution of the normal stress σ x
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CONCLUSION
In the paper, there were a solution of difficulties in the double DP plasticity model such as setting
parameters and solution of singularities, elementary explanation of numerical computation of the
material model and plasticity and results from the implementation of the model into FEM solver
SIFEL.
On the note of prospects, it is currently being worked on adding a hardening parameter to the
model, which could enable a post-peak analysis.
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DETERMINATION OF FINITE ELEMENT DISCRETIZATION
BASED ON COVARIANCE FUNCTION PARAMETERS
Jan HAVELKA1 , Jan SÝKORA2 , Anna KUČEROVÁ3
Abstract: Uncertainty propagation is becoming more popular approach to capture the randomness in given systems. One of substantial elements of relevance is the choice of covariance function that drives the spatial distribution of randomness. A majority of algorithms are using various prescribed covariance functions which are
differently sensitive to domain discretization. This paper is focused on the determination of discretization based
on given parameters.

Keywords: Uncertainty propagation, finite element method, covariance function, discretization error, random field

INTRODUCTION

Current needs are driving computational mechanics to extend existing models which results in complex problems. Due to safety reasons a lot of work has been devoted to tasks involving probability and
uncertainty in these models. The uncertainty could appear in various forms and may be distributed in
space and/or time. By form of appearance it is meant that one can be uncertain about boundary conditions, material properties, geometry and other model parameters which comes from real measurements
or assumptions [1]. The actual source of uncertainty could be accounted to lack of accuracy of measurements or lack of measurements, i.e. unfamiliarity with the environment.
This article focuses on the accuracy of representation of the input information that is characterizing
randomness in the system before addressing the differential equation and gives an estimate of finite element discretization properties depending on covariance function parameter values. In other words, this
paper provides an overview of the principles of discretization choice in the approximation of eigenvalues
of the covariance function.
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Problem definition

Since the analytical formula for eigenfunctions for arbitrary domain is not generally known [2], we
will consider spatially discretized eigenvalue problem which is defined by following equation

Wφi = λi Mφi ,

(1)

where φi and λi are eigenvectors and eigenvalues respectively, W = MCM is a symmetric positive
semi-definite matrix [3, 4] with M being a Gram matrix defined by equation (2), matrix C is obtained
by projection of covariance function (3) on the finite element (FE) mesh. Matrix C is by definition
symmetric and positive semi-definite [3, 4].
Z
Ni (x)Nj (x) dA,

Mij =

i, j = 1, . . . , n,

(2)

D

where N(x) = (N1 (x), . . . , Nn (x)) are spatial basis functions and n is number of FE nodes.
Further we will consider exponential covariance function given by following equation


Cκ(exp) (x) = σ
e2 exp −



x0

x−
√
2lx

2
−

y0

y−
√
2ly

!2 
,

(3)

where lx a ly are correlation lengths [1] and σ
e is standard deviation.
Eigenvectors are then normalized by following equation

φ̂i =

φi
,
T
φi Mφi

i = 1, . . . , n,

(4)

and the eigenvalues are sorted in descending order

λ1 > λ2 > . . . > λn .

(5)

METHODOLOGY

For the purpose of determining the error a square domain with dimensions 20 × 20 [m] was chosen.
The domain is uniformly discretized with linear triangular elements with element size se , which is
defined as the length of the side of the triangle, see table 1. Example of discretization can be seen in
figure 1.
As eigenvectors are normalised, only eigenvalues play a role of weight with which the eigenvectors
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Fig. 1 Example of discretization (mesh c=3 according to table 1)
enter into the calculation. Therefore the error measure was chosen according to the following formula
(1)
(c)
i=1 (λi − λi )
,
Pn
(1)
i=1 λi

Pn
Errc =
(1)

c = 1, · · · , 5,
(c)

(6)

where λi is i-th eigenvalue computed using fine mesh and λi is i-th eigenvalue computed using coarse
mesh, superscript (c) indicates the mesh discretization in table 1.
Tab. 1 Mesh properties
c
1
2
3
4
5

Elements
8192
2048
512
128
32

Nodes
4225
1089
289
81
25

se
0.3125
0.625
1.25
2.5
5

Figure 2 shows the error threshold for the ratio of element size se and correlation length lc .

Fig. 2 Error threshold defined by equation (6)
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CONCLUSION

From figure 2 it can be seen what is the dependency between element size and correlation length for
given error threshold. One can also recognize the general rule that says: the greater correlation length,
the greater element size can be. Although the law is not linear dependent for given covariance function,
one can say that se /lc < 0.35 is safe choice of discretization for lc ∈ h1; 15i.
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CRITICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE METHODOLOGY FOR
SHRINKAGE UPDATING
Petr HAVLÁSEK1 , Milan JIRÁSEK2
Abstract: The methodology [1] for shrinkage updating needs to be due to the ill-posedness of the problem different
from the creep updating procedure. It assumes on a similarity between the shrinkage and drying processes; both
processes possess a characteristic time called shrinkage/water-loss halftime. Using the short-time shrinkage data
together with the shrinkage half-time, the shrinkage development and its ultimate value can be determined uniquely.
However, validation of this methodology on experimental data [2], [3] has shown that the linear relationship
between the shrinkage and water loss halftimes is not realistic and together with a small error made in the estimate
of the ultimate water loss can cause a big error in the prediction of the ultimate shrinkage.

Keywords: shrinkage, moisture loss, updating, concrete, modeling

INTRODUCTION

The goal of the proposed methodology [1] is to improve the initial prediction of the B3 model by
utilizing the short-time shrinkage and water loss measurements. The capabilities of this method are
demonstrated on the experimental data of Granger [2] and Aguilar [3].
On contrary to creep, shrinkage updating based only on shrinkage measurements represents an illposed problem. Fig. 1a shows two functions with shrinkage halftimes 100 and 300 days and significantly
different ultimate values are almost indistinguishable during the first 50 days of drying. Comparing to
creep, higher initial shrinkage does not necessarily mean that its final value (or its value after a certain
period) would be higher than of a different concrete which initially exhibits lower shrinkage, Fig. 1b.
The shrinkage updating procedure proposed in [1] stems from the similarity between the shrinkage
and the drying process; both can be described with the function of the same form. They occur almost
simultaneously and their relationship only slightly differs from linear. If the final value of the moisture
loss at given humidity ∆w∞ (henv ) is known, the drying halftime τw can be then fitted/optimized based
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 Illustration of two shrinkage histories (a) with almost identical values during the first 50 days of
drying but with different ultimate values, (b) giving misleading initial assumption of the ultimate value

on the short time measurements. Provided that there exists the link between the shrinkage and drying
halftime, τsh can be computed in the next step. As the final step, the ultimate shrinkage is determined
using least-squares fitting, keeping the previously computed value of τsh fixed.
The recommended procedure [1] can be subdivided into two parts, first it is necessary to achieve an
accurate shrinkage prediction of the experimental specimen and then to update the parameters of the B3
model which will be used for the real structure.
The ultimate value of water loss is affected mainly by the relative humidity of the ambient environment, amount of water and of cementitious materials in concrete mixture, degree of hydration and
the type of concrete curing. If one knows the total amount of evaporable water ∆w∞ (henv = 0),
the moisture loss for a specified relative humidity ∆w∞ (henv ) can be computed from the (measured
or assumed) desorption isotherm. In case of water/moist curing the only possibility how to determine
∆w∞ (henv = 0) is to oven-heat the specimen to 105–110 ◦ C and to measure the weight difference. If

no additional water was added during curing (specimen was sealed), then it can be roughly estimated
based on concrete composition as the amount of added water from which is subtracted the chemically
bound water which is usually in the range 0.18–0.26 of the cement content, the typical value is 0.25.
EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Granger’s Ph.D. thesis [2] studies creep and shrinkage of concrete used in six French nuclear power
plants. Experimental data are provided for basic creep, autogenous shrinkage, drying shrinkage and
water loss. Experimental data for drying creep are missing; Granger presents merely the results of
numerical simulations. Shrinkage was measured on concrete cylinders exposed to henv = 50% after 28
days, until then the specimen was sealed. The cylinders were 1 m in height (0.5 m gauge length) and
16 cm in diameter, the top and bottom surfaces were kept sealed throughout the experiment.
Extensive study published in the Ph.D. thesis of Aguilar [3] contains a broad set of experimental data
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on shrinkage and moisture loss of concrete prisms of two different sizes (ASTM and DIN standard). The
main aim was to analyze the influence of concrete mixture on drying shrinkage, because the local Chilean
aggregates cause larger creep than usual (600–1300×10−6 ). Many different concrete compositions were
tested from which 94 were selected for the analysis. Even though the compositions were often quite
different, the intended specific strength was 30 MPa.
Weight loss and shrinkage were measured on the same specimens. Length changes (shrinkage) were
measured both on the lateral surface and between the specimen bases. The specimens were cast into
standardized molds from which they were removed 24 hours (±2 hours) after casting. Just before the
first reading, they were submerged into water for 30-60 minutes in order to attain temperature stability.
Before the measurement, the surface was wiped with a cloth to remove excessive water. After the first
reading, the prisms were returned for curing into the lime water where they were kept for another 6 days.
Afterwards, the specimens were again superficially wiped and measured. The specimens were stored in
a room with controlled environment: 50±4% relative humidity and 23±1.7◦ C. No sealing was used,
the specimens were drying from all sides. Finally, the specimens were oven-dried at 110◦ C and the final
weight was recorded
RESULTS

This paper presents only the most important findings; the whole detailed study can be found in the
Ph.D. thesis of the first author [5].
All computations and numerical simulations were implemented and solved in Matlab program environment and in the FE package OOFEM [6], [7], [8]. Matlab served mainly for nonlinear least-squares
fitting and data processing, while program OOFEM was used for more demanding and complex tasks
- particularly for coupled simulations of creep and shrinkage with nonlinear moisture diffusion. The
material model for creep and shrinkage was based on the modified Microprestress-solidification theory
[9], [10], [11].
• The originally proposed function describing water loss in time ∆w(t) = tanh(

p
t/τw ) should be

modified because it gives poor agreement with the experimental data in the early period of drying.
It should be extended with another term which would correspond to water loss associated with
emptying of large pores filled with water. This additional term is necessary not only for concrete
that was cured in water (Aguilar), but also for sealed specimens (Granger).
• Granger’s data indicate that having a certain experience, it is possible to predict the final value

of the moisture loss from composition of the concrete mixture. The nonlinear (cubic) isotherm
h
i
∆w∞ (henv ) ≈ η 1 − (henv /0.98)3 ∆w∞ (0) tends to overestimate the assumed ultimate value,
while the linear isotherm reaches only 60% of the expected value. The best agreement is obtained
with the bilinear desorption isotherm.
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• Based on Aguilar’s data, the prediction of the ultimate water loss of the drying concrete specimen

can be computed using two different methods providing comparable accuracy. The first one uses
concrete composition, the second one makes use of the results of the oven-drying experiment.
• The correct value of the shrinkage halftime and a proper form of a shrinkage function are necessary

for the correct shrinkage prediction. Having these two conditions fulfilled, the shrinkage can
be predicted from experiment of very limited duration. With correct shrinkage halftime and a
function which does not decribe well the initial period of drying, it is better to use only the last
measured point.
• Aguilar’s shrinkage data indicate that the shrinkage function εsh (t) = tanh

q

t ∞
τsh εsh (henv )

is

not suitable, the function terminates too rapidly. Considerably smaller error is reached with the

qsh
function εsh (t) = t+τt sh
ε∞
sh (henv ) with exponent qsh bigger than 0.5.
• The shrinkage data from the first 10 days of drying should be neglected.
• The originally proposed relationship between the halftimes τsh = 1.25τw was found to be unreal-

istic. The shrinkage and drying halftimes are very sensitive to data, especially at the later stage. It
was shown that even small changes can lead to completely different ratio. The linear relationship
between τsh and τw is in any case very simplistic and can lead to considerable errors.
As an example consider that the final water loss at given relative humidity ∆w∞ was estimated
10% higher than the actual value. Using least squares, the computed drying halftime τw is 40%
higher than the actual (see Fig. 2a). Even when the shrinkage halftime τsh could be computed
with 100% accuracy from τw , the value of the final shrinkage ε∞
sh would be 20% overestimated
(considering also that the shrinkage function correctly captures the data in the whole range, see
Fig. 2b). Taking into account the error induced by assuming on the linear realtionship between τw
and τsh the error would be comparable to (maybe even exceed) the original (blind) prediction. For
the B3 model [4] coefficient of variation is 34%.

• The ratio between the drying halftime and shrinkage halftime does not exhibit a uniform trend

(see Fig. 3), this makes the estimation of τsh from τw is literally impossible.
• The predicted shrinkage magnitude based on concrete composition should be preserved and changed

only when necessary. The originally recommended methodology can improve as well as deteriorate the blind prediction.
• The dependence of shrinkage on moisture loss is far from linear, more suitable is a “S”-shaped

curve having three distinct parts: 1) substantial moisture loss and minor shrinkage strain - this part
corresponds to emptying of large capillary pores, 2) approximately linear relationship between
shrinkage and moisture loss, and 3) very slow moisture loss leading to almost no shrinkage strain
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 (a) Influence of incorrectly assumed amount of evaporable water ∆w∞ on error in water-loss
halftime τw , (b) influence of incorrectly assumed shrinkage halftime τsh on error in the ultimate shrinkage value

(b)

(a)

Fig. 3 Relationship between the shrinkage and drying halftimes obtained from fitting considering all
measured points, (a) Granger’s data, (b) Aguilar’s data

• The finite element simulations in program OOFEM have revealed that the experimentally mea-

sured water loss data can be fitted with almost any isotherm provided that the difference between
the moisture content at free saturation wf and the content w(henv ) matches the asymptotic value
of moisture loss. However, the shape of the desorption isotherm drastically influences the development of relative humidity which is the driving force of shrinkage. Highly nonlinear isotherms
led to significant delay in the computed evolution of shrinkage compared to the experiment. In
order to match the shrinkage data, the desorption isotherm had to be almost straight.
The slope of the desorption isotherm (moisture capacity) identified in simulations of Aguilar’s
data is very steep; the average is 149 kg/m3 , which is far above the typical value 100 kg/m3 .
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CONCLUSIONS

The methodology for shrinkage updating based on short-term measurements of water loss and shrinkage was critically assessed. It has been found that the key assumption of this approach – the linear relationship between the shrinkage halftime and water loss halftime – is not realistic. A small error made in
the estimate of the ultimate water loss can lead to a big error in the prediction of the ultimate shrinkage.
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COMPARISON OF THE LAYER SLAB MODEL WITH THE
DISCRETE REINFORCEMENT MODEL
Martin HLAVAČKA1 , Jan VOREL2
Abstract: The static behaviour of reinforced concrete structures has been an object of research for many years.
In view of the complexity of the given topic and as reinforced concrete is of great importance for the building
industry, this topic is attractive. A preliminary study of available approaches in finite element code OOFEM [1]
are presented. The comparison of results on the layer slab model and on the discrete reinforcement model are
shown in the paper.

Keywords: OOFEM, layer model, discrete reinforcement

INTRODUCTION

The presented paper deals with an analysis of a reinforced concrete slab. The analysis has been
carried out by means of OOFEM [1], a freeware with object-oriented architecture based on the finite
element method. The behavior of the structure under static loading is discussed in this work. The
archived numerical results (size and distribution of displacements and stresses) on two numerical models
are shown and discussed. The former is the layer slab model, the latter is a model with discretely
modelled reinforcement. Finally, the conclusions and recommendations for further development of this
work are given.
THE STRUCTURE UNDER CONSIDERATION

The paper follows the foregoing work of authors [2] where a building structure loaded gradually with
subsidence of the surrounding ground points was presented. The loading was caused by tunelling under
the structure (see Fig. 1 and 2). An elastic model, two conditions based on damage mechanics and two
conditions based on the plasticity condition were utilized to model the material of the building structure.
The achieved results clearly showed that a more precise model was necessary to capture the structural
behaviour. In the paper, attention is paid to the models of slabs which highly influence the final response
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Fig. 1 Axonometric view on the building

Fig. 2 Response of the building model loaded due to ground falls
as well as the computational cost.
The model based on the layered cross-section of the slab material is studied first. The layered cross
section model is based on the geometrical hypothesis, that cross sections remain plane after deformation. Materials for each layer are specified separately. In this particular approach the concrete layer is
defined as shown in Fig. 3. Then the reinforcement is placed in the tension part of the cross-section (see
Fig. 3). The steel area is prescribed in such way that it corresponds to the common reinforcement ratio
of concrete slabs, i.e.∼ 1%. No secondary reinforcement or stirrups are considered.

Fig. 3 Layer model of the slab
As an alternative approach the discrete reinforcement is modelled by means of reinforcing bars. Both
slabs are supported at the corners and loaded in the grid points with forces representing the self-weight
and imposed load. The slabs have dimensions of 2.0 × 2.0 m and a thickness of 0.2 m (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 Axonometric view on the slab model with the FE-grid and loading
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The element RerShell has been chosen in the OOFEM library for the layered model of the slab. This
is a triangular plane element based on the Mindlin hypothesis with a linear approximation of rotations, a
quadratic approximation of the displacement field and six degrees of freedom at each node. The element
tr shell01 has been chosen for the model of the slab with discrete reinforcement. The properties of the
element are the same as those of the element RerShell but the element tr shell01 does not support the
layered cross-section. The element truss3d with a linear approximation of the displacement field has
been chosen for the reinforcement. The linear elastic isotropic material model has been chosen for both
models of the slabs.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As expected and evident from Figs. 5 and 6, both slabs had the same response with the given load
type and chosen parameters. The maximum vertical displacement amounted to 0.12 mm. In Fig. 5 the
reinforcing bars in the longitudinal direction are marked in white. When making a decision as to which
slab model to use in the total structure model, time-consumption could be taken into account. The slab
model with discrete reinforcement contains additional elements that define reinforcing bars, therefore
time-consumption will be higher in this case. On the other hand, it can be supposed that the model
response will be more accurate than in the model based only on the layer model of the slab.

Fig. 5 Response of the layer model of the slab

Fig. 6 Response of the model with the discrete reinforcement
In order to verify our assumption, a test was undertaken in which both models were loaded solely with
a vertical force of 4 kN and the experiment was carried out on the models with a coarser grid. In Figs. 7
and 8 the response of the structure models are shown. The magnitude of the maximum displacement
of 0.12 mm is the same; however, the total character of the displacements differs. It is very clear in
Fig. 8 that the reinforcing bars act, due their stiffness, against the loading and assist the slab markedly
to transfer the loading.
Elastic material has been used for the slabs in all cases. The option of a plastic material model
with the von Mises condition for bars and the option of an isotropic damage model for concrete are not
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Fig. 7 Response of the layer model of the slab

Fig. 8 Response of the model with the discrete reinforcement
implemented in the program OOFEM at present. Therefore, subsequent research will be focused on
implementing these options in the interface of the program OOFEM.
CONCLUSION

The aim of the presented paper is to show the response character of two models of reinforced concrete
slabs. The modelling was performed in the program OOFEM with elastic material parameters. As
expected and verified it has been shown that the same response is obtained for both models for the
common reinforcement ratio and the bending load of the slab. The choice of one model over the other
thus results from the point of view of time-consumption of the modelling and from the point of view
of calculation time, where, in the case of more complex structures, it has additionally been proven that
more precise results are obtained from the model with discrete reinforcement. Subsequent research will
be focused on implementing the damage material model for concrete in combination with the plastic
condition for steel.
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ENHANCED TREFFTZ FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
Martin HORÁK1 , Jan NOVÁK2
Abstract: Analysis of composite materials with inclusions is of interest in many engineering applications. Application of the standard finite element method may be computationally ineffective, since the finite element mesh
must resolve all heterogeneity details. In this paper we present an alternative approach based on the Trefftz finite
element formulation enhanced by micromechanical fields thereby leading to an effective method which overcomes
the need of detailed discretization.

Keywords: Trefftz method, micromechanics, enrichment functions

INTRODUCTION

During past decades Hybrid Trefftz Finite Element Method (HTFEM) has become very efficient tool
for solving variety of boundary value problems. In contrast to the standard Finite Element Method
(FEM), the Trefftz method uses two sets of displacement fields. First field is an auxiliary internal field
chosen such that the homogenous part of the governing differential equation is satisfied a priory. The
second field represents displacements on the element boundary and links the internal displacement fields
among individual elements, i.e. ensures continuity conditions. Moreover, degrees of freedom associated
with internal field are usually filtered out using static condensation and the HTFEM formulation yields
the classical form that can be combined with conventional FEM. The main advantages with respect to
the standard finite element method are
• Integration along the element boundaries
• Straightforward introduction of subscale phenomena such as crack or inclusion associated singu-

larities
In this contribution we use HTFEM for description of composites materials with multiple inclusions.
The strategy exploits so-called Eshelby solution to elliptical inhomogeneity in infinite media. It is used
as the perturbation of the macroscopic field and is additively incorporated into the standard Trefftz finite
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element basis. The main advantage rests upon the fact that the finite element mesh can be regular and
does not need not to fully resolve the geometry of heterogeneities.
BASIC EQUATIONS

In this section we state equations for plane elasticity problem. The basic equations are (for the
implementation purposes the matrix notation is used in the sequel)
• Equilibrium equation:
Lσ = 0

(1)

ε = LT u

(2)

σ = Dε

(3)

• Kinematic equation:

• Stress-strain law

• Boundary conditions
u = ū

on

Aσ = t̄

Γu

on

(4)

Γt

(5)

In the equations above, σ denotes the stress vector
h
i
σ = σx σy σxy

(6)

h
i
ε = εx εy 2εxy

(7)

ε is the strain vector

L stands for the differential operator matrix

L=

∂
 ∂x

0
∂
∂y

0



∂
∂y 
∂
∂x

(8)

In the plane stress case, the elastic stiffness matrix D has the form

D=

E
1 − ν2

1 ν


ν 1

0 0
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2
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While for the plane strain condition it reads as

D=

1


E(1 − ν)
 ν
(1 + ν)(1 − 2ν)  1−ν
0

ν
1−ν

0



1

0

0

1−2ν
2(1−ν)





(10)

Above E is the Young’s modulus and ν represents the Poisson’s ration. Matrix


nx 0 ny

A=
0 ny nx

(11)

resembles components of the unit normal vector to the boundary of the element domain, ūand t̄ designate
prescribed displacements and tractions, respectively. The entire boundary Γ can be decomposed such
that Γ = Γu ∪Γt and Γu ∩Γt = 0. In the Trefftz formulation, the traction boundary condition is rewritten
in the weak sense
Z
w1 (Aσ − t̄) dΓ

(12)

Γt

where w1 is a suitable energy consistent weighting function. The kinematic equation is also fulfilled
only in the weak sense, namely
Z

w2 (ε − LT u) dΩ

(13)

Ω

By analogy to Equation (12), w2 in the above equation stands for a suitable weighting function. Moreover, integrating by parts, weak form of compatibility equation may be rewritten as
Z

Z

T

w2 (ε − L u) dΩ =
Ω

Z

T

w2 (ε − (Lw2 ) u) dΩ −
Ω

Aw2 T u dΓ = 0

(14)

Γ

The last term can be decomposed as
Z

T

Z

Aw2 u dΓ =
Γ

Z

T

Aw2 u dΓ +
Γt

Aw2 T ū dΓ

(15)

Γu

Since it is not possible to find a solution for both equations, the independent displacement field uΓ on
the interelement boundary is introduced. This leads to
Z

T

Z

w2 (ε − L u) dΩ =
Ω

Z

T

w2 (ε − (Lw2 ) u) dΩ −
Ω

Z

Aw2 u dΓ −
Γt
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HYBRID TREFFTZ FINITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATION

Within HTFEM formulation we have two independent displacement fields. The first field is related to
interior of the element and is called intra-element field. The second field is related to element boundary.
However, the numerical procedure is the same as in the conventional finite element approach. The
intra-element displacement field is approximated as

u = Nd

(17)

where N is chosen such that the homogeneous equilibrium condition is satisfied pointwise. Thus,
starting from equations (1) and (2) and making use of equation (17) we have
Lσ = LT d = LDLT N d = 0

(18)

where T = DLT N is the matrix of stress approximation functions. Moreover B = LT N we denote
approximation matrix for strains. Construction of interpolation functions that satisfy the homogeneous
equilibrium equation brings us to the so-called T-complete functions, which are not particularly described here, for detail see reference [1]. The boundary field enforce the continuity of the displacement
fields among neighboring elements and is approximated as

uΓ = N Γ dΓ

(19)

where N Γ is the interpolation matrix containing basis functions defined over the element boundary. For
linear element it has the standard form


1−ξ
NΓ =
2

1+ξ
2



(20)

where ξ is the natural coordinate ranging from −1 to 1. Substituting of all the approximations into
the weak forms in equations (12) and (16) we arrive at
Z
w1 (AT d − T̄ ) dΓ = 0

(21)

Γt

and
Z

T

Z

AwT2 N Γ dΓ

w2 Bd + (Lw2 ) N d dΩ −
Ω

Γt
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Choosing weight function according suggestions made in [2] w1 = N Γ and w2 = T yields
Z

Z

N Γ t̄ dΓ

N Γ (AT d dΓ =

(23)

Γt

Γt

and
Z

Z

Z

T Bd dΩ −

AT N Γ dΓ dΓ =

Ω

Γt

AT ū dΓ

(24)

Γu

Alternatively, recast in compact form






 
F −Q
d
p

   =  u
−Q
0
dΓ
pt
T

(25)

where
Z

Z

AT N dΓ

T B dΩ =

F =

(26)

Γ

Ω

Z
Q=

N Γ AT dΓ

(27)

AT ū dΓ

(28)

N Γ t̄ dΓ

(29)

Γ

and
Z
pu =
Γ

Z
pt =
Γ

Note that all the terms in equations (26)-(29) can be evaluated using boundary integration only. Using
static condensation, intra-element degrees of freedom can be eliminated and the classical system of
equations is achieved. This enables to couple the HTFEM with standard FEM. In particular, the global
system reads as
KdΓ = f

(30)

K = QF −1 QT

(31)

where

represents the stiffness matrix of the structure and
f = pt − QF −1 pu

is the right hand side load vector.
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ENHANCED HTFEM

Our purpose is to describe body with heterogeneities, such as inclusions or voids. This can be done
by enhancing the homogeneous approximation introduced in the previous chapter by a perturbation field.
Stresses, strains and displacements can be therefore decomposed as σ = σ 0 + σ ∗ , ε = ε0 + ε∗ , and
u = u0 + u∗ , where superscripts 0 denote the macroscopic component and ∗ indicate the perturbation

part. Detailed description of derivation of the perturbation fields is not given here and readers are linked
to the paper [2] for additional details. Here we only point out that the perturbation fields are derived from
the well-known Eshelby solution of elliptical inhomogeneity in infinite elastic body. The total stress is
thus approximated as

σ = T0 + T∗ d

(33)

T 0 is the matrix of T-complete functions and T ∗ is the matrix containing the perturbation part of stress

approximation function. Important property of perturbation fields is that these are self-equilibrated, so
that following equation holds

Lσ = L T 0 + T ∗ d = 0

(34)

Following the same procedure as in the previous chapter we end up with the extended system of algebraic
equations


−Q∗ T

F∗


−Q∗

0



 
p∗
   =  u
dΓ
p∗t
d



(35)

where where
F∗ =

Z

(T 0 + T ∗ )(B 0 + B ∗ ) dΩ =

Ω

Z

A(T 0 + T ∗ )(N 0 + N ∗ ) dΓ

(36)

Γ

Z
Q=

N Γ A(T 0 + T ∗ ) dΓ

(37)

A(T 0 + T ∗ )ū dΓ

(38)

Γ

and
Z
pu =
Γ

The expressions for the components of the vector pt remains the same as in the previous case.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

The HTFEM element has been implemented in open finite element code OOFEM, see [3]. In this
section we show one numerical example of a single inclusion test. The inclusion in placed in the square
piece of isotropic elastic matrix fixed at the left edge and pulled at the right edge. For the comparison
purposes, we first simulated this problem using standard finite element method with 2560 elements, see
Fig. 1(a).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 Single Inclusion test: (a) FEM mesh, (b) FEM results
(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 Single Inclusion test: (a) HTFEM - 1 element, (b) HTFEM - 16 elements
Consequently we have compared the solution with results obtained by HTFEM with regular mesh
using 1 and 16 elements. In Fig 1(b), 2(a) and 2(b) we can see the stress for conventional FEM and
HTFEM using 1 and 16 elements, respectively. It can be seen that HTFEM gives very good results in
comparison with FEM even if a single element is used. However, the results are polluted near boundaries
since the perturbation fields are based on analytical solution that has the infinite support. Substantially
better behavior near boundaries is achieved with increasing number of elements. Already for only 16
elements we obtained almost the perfect match. However, for this case, oscillations at the matrixinclusion interface can be observed. This phenomenon will be explored in the future research.
CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented an efficient approach for numerical modelling of composite materials
containing elastic matrix with elastic inclusions or voids. In the future work we will focus on exploration
of artificial oscillations at the matrix-inclusion interface and the extension of the proposed approach to
the elasto-plastic setting.
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FORM-FINDING OF MEMBRANE STRUCTURES COMPARISON OF SCHEMAS OF DYNAMIC RELAXATION
Miloš HÜTTNER1, Jiří MÁCA2, Petr FAJMAN3
Abstract: This study is focused on the form-finding process of membrane structures using the dynamic relaxation
method with kinetic damping. Eight different schemes of dynamic relaxation method are compared in the paper.
The effect of mass distribution along the structure is also of interest and it is studied in the paper. The efficiency
and stability of each process are compared to four selected 3D examples of membrane structures.

Keywords: membrane structures, form finding, dynamic relaxation, kinetic damping, triangular element

INTRODUCTION
Membrane structures represent an attractive way of modern roofing constructions. Ordinarily, the
design of membrane structures follows a three-stage procedure:
(i) the form-finding
(ii) the pattering
(iii) the static analysis
“The form-finding is process of finding the basic static shape of the structure (under pre-tension
forces only), before detailed analysis, involving imposed loads such as snow and wind, can commence.
Thus, the form-finding stage addresses the question of the structure geometry of the tension membrane
spanning a given boundary configuration [1].”
Mathematically, the form-finding of membrane structure represents a geometrically nonlinear
problem. Dynamic relaxation method [2] is an attractive approach for solution of these structures
because the stiffness matrix inversion is not required.
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MEMBRANE ELEMENT
“The shape of prestressed membranes may be determined using constant stress triangular elements
(see Fig. 1). If the membrane stress σ is the same in each direction and the shear stress τ xy is zero
then this case corresponds to a minimum surface network of the type that is similar to a soap film
model [3].“

Fig. 1 Triangular element
The initial forces T1 , T2 and T3 of sides 1, 2 and 3 are defined for a membrane element as:

Ts =

Where:

σhLi
2 tan α i

Ts

is the side force in the side s , with s = 1, 2 or 3,

σ

is the prescribed stress in the membrane,

h

is the thickness of the membrane,

Li

is the length of the side s ,

αs

is enclosed angle α s of the side s , see Fig. 1.

(1)

“The equation (1) represents a transformation of the element surface stress into a discrete set of
forces Ts acting in the sides of the element. Depending on the value of the enclosed angle α i , the side
forces can be either positive or negative. They can be resolved into x , y and z components at the
nodes and included directly in the calculation of residual forces within the dynamic relaxation [1].“
DYNAMIC RELAXATION
The dynamic relaxation method (DRM) is an iterative process that is used to find static equilibrium
of geometrically nonlinear problems. DRM is not used for the dynamic analysis of structures; a
dynamic solution is used for a fictitious damped structure to achieve a static solution. The theory of
this method was first described by Day [2]. This theory was further developed and its detailed
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overview can be found in Barnes [4], Topping [3] or Lewis [1]. In this study, a technique with kinetic
damping will be used.
“Kinetic damping is an alternative to viscous damping that was suggested by Cundall [5] for
application to unstable rock mechanics problems. The method of kinetic damping has been found to be
very stable and rapidly convergent when dealing with large displacements [3].”
Principle
The basic unknowns form nodal velocity, which are calculated from nodal displacements. The
discretization from timeline with time step ∆t will be performed. During the step ∆t a linear change
of velocity is assumed. Acceleration during the step ∆t is thus considered to be constant. By
substituting the above assumptions the velocity for joint i in direction j ( x , y and z ) can be
expressed in a new time point t + ∆t / 2 thus:

vij(t + ∆t / 2) = vij( t − ∆t / 2 ) + ∆t

Where

Rijt
M ij

(2)

Rijt

is residual force (i.e. out of balance) at joint i in the direction j and at time t ,

M ij

is the fictitious mass at joint i in the direction j ,

( t + ∆t / 2 )
is velocity at joint i in the direction j and at time t + ∆t / 2 .
vim

The residual forces are calculated of the sum of the side forces Ts of the membrane elements. If the
sum of the side force Tst < 0 the force is compressive so Tst must be set equal to zero.
“With kinetic energy damping the velocities of all joints are set to zero when a fall in the level of
the total kinetic energy of the structures occurs. This fall in the kinetic energy indicates that the peak
has been passed [3].” Coordinates of the peak kinetic energy can be calculated using the
approximation of linear [3] or parabolic approximation [1]. The coordinates are taken as the starting
point for the next cycle of computation.
Algorithm
The acceptable error of residual forces Rlim must be defined before starting the calculation. The
iteration process can be outlined as below:
Preprocessing:
a)

Set initial conditions.
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b)

Set fictitious masses and the size of a time step.

c)

Determine the initial side forces from equation (1) and residual forces for the each degree of
freedom.

The general iterative steps:
d)

Determine velocities for the each degree of freedom from equation (1).

f)

Calculate the kinetic energy of the whole structure.

g)

If the decrease in kinetic energy, then determine the peak kinetic energy and zero velocities.

h)

Update the coordinates.

i)

Determine the current side forces from equation (1) and residual forces for the each degree of
freedom.

If max Rij < Rlim then stop the algorithm. Otherwise continue the DRM iteration from step d).
Fictitious mass

The stability and the speed of calculation depend on the appropriate choice of the fictitious
mass. The stiffness of the side connection determines the value of the fictitious mass. To
ensure the stability of the calculation, it is appropriate to apply the following relationship [6]:
M ij = M i =

∆t
Si
2

(3)

where S i is lumped stiffness at the node i and for membrane structures in form-finding
process it can be calculated as:

Si =

where

∑T

S

∑T

s

Ls

(4)

is the sum of the force in the side s of the membrane elements and LS is current length

of the side s .
Used schemas
Eight dynamic relaxation schemas are examined in this paper. Tab. 1 gives an overview of selected
attributes for individual processes, “KP” indicates the calculation with kinetic damping with a
parabolic approximation of the peak [1] and “KL” indicates the calculation with linear approximation
of the peak [3]. The symbol “Mi” denotes the calculation of the mass using equation (3), “M” denotes
that the mass is the same for all nodes and it is calculated as M = max( M i ) . The symbol “Re”
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denotes the fictitious masses are recalculated after each restart of the kinetic energy. The symbol “No”
denotes the fictitious masses are not recalculated after restart of the kinetic energy.
Tab. 1 Outline of the schemas

Processes
Approximation
Mass
Recalculated

1
KP
M
No

2
KP
Mi
No

3
KP
M
Re

4
KP
Mi
Re

5
KL
M
No

6
KL
Mi
No

7
KL
M
Re

8
KL
Mi
Re

EXAMPLES
The efficiency of the processes was studied on four membrane structures. Moreover, each example
is analyzed from two different initial positions. The time step is chosen ∆t = 1 s in all calculations.
The parameters of membranes are σ = 100 MPa and thickness h = 1 mm. The calculation is
terminated when the residual forces in all joints are less than 0.01 kN. Self-created scripts in
MATLAB 8.0.0.783 (2012b) was used for all calculations.
Example 1
It is a fictitious membrane structure with 48 degrees of freedom. The coordinates of nodes (in
meters) are: A = [0, 0, 1], B = [6, 0, 0],

C = [0, 6, 0],

D = [6, 6, 1]. The first initial setting of

construction is shown in Fig. 1b. The second initial setting of construction is shown in Fig. 2a.

Fig. 1a Plan view of example 1. Fig. 1b Perspective view of starting position of example 1a.

Fig. 2a Perspective view of starting position of example 1b. Fig. 2a Final position of example 1.
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Example 2
It is a fictitious membrane structure with 108 degrees of freedom. The coordinates of nodes (in
meters) are: A = [0, 0, 0], B = [8, 0, 0],

C = [0, 8, 0],

D = [8, 8, 3]. The first initial setting of

construction is shown in Fig. 3b. The second initial setting of construction is shown in Fig. 4a.

Fig. 3a Plan view of example 2. Fig. 3b Perspective view of starting position of example 2a.

Fig. 4a Perspective view of starting position of example 2b. Fig. 4a Final position of example 2.
Example 3
It is a fictitious membrane structure with 189 degrees of freedom. The coordinates of nodes (in
meters) are: A = [0, 0, 0], B = [10, 0, 0], C = [0, 10, 0], D = [10, 10, 0], E = [5, 5, 1]. The first initial
setting of construction is shown in Fig. 5b. The second initial setting is shown in Fig. 6a.

Fig. 5a Plan view of example 3. Fig. 5b Perspective view of starting position of example 3a.
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Fig. 6a Perspective view of starting position of example 3b. Fig. 6a Final position of example 3.
Example 4
It is a fictitious membrane structure with 90 degrees of freedom. The coordinates of nodes (in
meters) are: A = [0, 0, 0], B = [10, 0, 0], C = [0, 6, 0], D = [10, 6, 0], E = [3, 3, 1], F = [7, 3, 1]. The
first initial setting of construction is shown in Fig. 7b. The second initial setting is shown in Fig. 8a.

Fig. 7a Plan view of example 4. Fig. 7b Perspective view of starting position of example 4a.

Fig. 8a Perspective view of starting position of example 4b. Fig. 8a Final position of example 4.
DISCUSSION
Summary of results is shown in Tab 2. The methods are sorted by the number of errors (sum of all
examples) and by the total number of iterations. The results imply that it is impossible to determine
clearly the best scheme. It appears that the schemas that use the same mass for the whole structure
(odd schemas) are faster than schemas that use different masses for each joint (even schemas).
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Tab. 2 Outline of the results

Schemas
Example 1
Example 2
Example 3
Example 4
Sum
Errors
Rank

a
b
a
b
a
b
a
b

1
234
167
429
526
101
143
332
415
2347
0
2

2
250
179
551
98
1121
467
2666
2
8

3
267
172
404
476
98
175
565
289
2446
0
3

Number of iteration
4
5
261
185
162
140
444
546
454
107
105
263
298
577
171
301
1545
2469
2
0
7
4

6
176
185
345
94
447
629
339
2215
1
6

7
187
125
558
473
118
146
308
276
2191
0
1

8
204
162
356
83
310
549
400
2064
1
5

CONCLUSION
It may be concluded that the scheme 7 based on kinetic damping with a linear approximation of the
peak and with the mass divided the same for all nodes and with recalculating of masses after each
restart of the kinetic energy has proved the most comprehensive results.
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EFFECT OF TITAN DIOXIDE AND DIAMOND
NANOPARTICLES ON POLY (VINYL-ALCOHOL)
NANOFIBER TEXTILES STIFFNESS
Kateřina INDROVÁ1, Zdeněk PROŠEK2, Jaroslav TOPIČ3, Václav NEŽERKA4,
Tomáš PLACHÝ5, Pavla RYPAROVÁ6 Pavel TESAREK7
Abstract: The paper deals with the influence of the incorporated particles to the mechanical properties of the
nanofiber textiles made using electrospinning (a needle-less variant), nanofiber textiles are made on the basis of
aqueous PVA solution. During preparation of this solution it is possible to add nanoparticles – in our case
nanodiamonds and particles of titan dioxide. Two different concentrations were used for both types of particles,
0.5 and 1.0 % wt. of a PVA amount. The influence of nanoparticles on the stiffness and tensile strength were
monitored. It can be seen from the obtained results that the influence of the applied nanoparticles on the stiffness
is negligible and values of the tensile strength a little bit decreased.

Keywords: nanoparticle, diamond, titan dioxide, nanofiber textiles, stiffness

INTRODUCTION
Nanofiber textiles are widely used in many areas, e.g. healthcare. One of their advantages is that
their properties can be modified by incorporated nanoparticles [1, 2]. The properties can be not only
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modified and improved (e.g. mechanical ones) but also new ones can be added, e. g. resistance to
bacteria. Nanodiamont particles (NDP) [3] and titan dioxide belong among particles [4, 5], which have
as other materials (e. g. silver or cooper ) antibacterial character [6].
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND SAMPLES
The nanofibers for our study were produced for aqueous PVA solution in the laboratories of the
Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Civil Engineering. NanospiderTM NS Lab 500 S
(Elmarco, Czech Republic) device was using and a needleless electrospinning method was applied. In
particular a cylindrical electrode rotating at frequency of 5 Hz, a distance between electrodes was used
of 140 mm, nanofiber production was carried out in laboratory conditions. Such approach was inspired
by a previous study [7]. The PVA/weater polymer solution consisted of 375 g PVA Sloviol 16%, 117
g distilled water, 4.4 g glyoxal and 3 g phosphoric acid (75%). The final stabilization of the produced
PVA fibers was accomplished by exposure to an elevated temperature of 140 °C for 10 minutes. NDP
(NanoAmando, Nex Metals and Chemicals Corp, Ltd., Kyobaschi) of the diameter equal to 5 nm and
titan dioxide (MKN TiO2 – C7 photocatalyst/anatase) of the ones equal to 7 nm were added to the
PVA solution by homogenization. Two concentrations of nanoparticles were tested – namely 0.5 and
1.0 wt. %. The overview of the produced nanofiber textiles composition can be found in Table 1.
Tab. 1 Specification of tested samples
Set
PVA

Incorporated particle

Conc.
(wt. %)

Electric Current
(mA)

Specific weight
(g.m-2)

-

-

0.21

3.3 ± 0.3

PVA (NDP 0.5)

Nanodiamond

0.5%

0.13

2.4 ± 0.4

PVA (NDP 1.0)

Nanodiamond

1.0%

0.13

3.2 ± 0.3

PVA (Ti 0.5)

Titan Dioxide

0.5%

0.21

3.2 ± 0.4

PVA (Ti 1.0)

Titan Dioxide

1.0%

0.21

3.2 ± 0.1

LabTest 4.100SP1 device was used for testing with a displacement controlled by the loading rate of
0.2 m/s. The 2 × 12 cm samples were cut off from each textile and the ends of each specimen were
reinforced by an adhesive tape to withstand the attachment of the textiles into the clamps of the testing
machine.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The Fig. 1 shows the obtained results of the stiffness of the tested specimens in comparison with
the results of the reference set without nanoparticles.
nanoparticles. The values of specimens with nanoparticles are
similar to the reference ones, only for concentration 0.5 % wt. titan dioxide small decrease has
occurred (about 8 %). The bigger differences were measured for the tensile strength (Fig. 2) but also
bigger standard
tandard deviations were calculated for these results.
results

Fig. 1 Stiffness of the tested samples.

Fig. 2 Tensile strength of the tested samples.
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CONCLUSION
From the obtained results it is evident that applied nanoparticles did not change mechanical
properties significantly. The values of stiffness were the same and the values of the tensile strength a
little bit decreased. There is also no influence of concentration on the results. In our case the difference
between results of fibers with incorporated particles of concentrations 0.5 and 1.0 wt. % was
negligible.
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PROBABILISTIC PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION
OF HETEROGENEOUS VISCOPLASTIC MATERIAL
Eliška JANOUCHOVÁ1 , Anna KUČEROVÁ2 , Jan SÝKORA3
Abstract: The Bayesian inference provides a probabilistic description of the identified parameters, but the obtained
distribution describes uncertainty in our knowledge of the deterministic values. In this contribution, we present
a reformulation of the Bayesian inference to identify the parameters along with their variations in heterogeneous
materials.

Keywords: Parameter identification, Bayesian inference, Markov chain Monte Carlo, Principal component analysis, Heterogeneous materials

INTRODUCTION

Parameters influencing structural behaviour such as material properties involve uncertainties which
need to be taken into account in an appropriate reliability analysis. Heterogeneous character of building
materials causes spatial variations of mechanical parameters (such as elastic modulus, yield stress or
tensile strength) affecting the material behaviour under the loading. This phenomenon can be observed
during the laboratory testing on a set of specimens made of the same material. Due to the differences in
morphology, the observations have often a significant variance, c.f. the illustration in Fig. 1a.
Parameter identification method based on Bayes’ rule provides a probabilistic description of the
uncertain parameters involving an expert knowledge as well as experimental data. According to this
rule, the mean values of the updated distribution are equal to the best guess of the parameters’ values
with the uncertainty represented by the corresponding variance. However in the case of heterogenous
materials the goal is not to reduce the uncertainties but only quantify them because the uncertainties
in the parameters arise from the heterogeneity of the material. The direct application of the Bayesian
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approach leads to a wrong estimation of the model parameters’ distributions because, in this case, the
probabilistic description of the parameters does not reflect the uncertainty in their values caused by
experimental errors but the actual probability distribution of the parameters in these materials.
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION

The most common method of parameter estimation is based on fitting the response of material model
to experimental data. This approach leads to optimising parameters so as to minimise the difference
between the data and the model response. The optimisation problem is, however, often ill-posed and thus
requires the employment of robust optimisation algorithms. This method is suitable for identification
from experimental data obtained for a single specimen because the result of such an optimisation process
is only the single-point estimate of parameter values, as you can see in Fig. 1b. If the data for multiple
experiments are available, this strategy is usually implemented for determination of parameters’ mean
values and any information beyond the mean is omitted. Other possibility is to fit the data from each
particular specimen separately and to compute the distribution from the obtained parameter sets, but this
strategy becomes computationally demanding with an increasing number of tested specimens.
Data d
(a)

Material

Mean
(b) of mat. param.
m
Uncertainty
(c) in mat. param.
pdf(m)
Distribution
(d) of mat. param.
pdf(m)

Experiment E

Model A

Model A

Model A

ti tj
Mean of response
r

Uncertainty in resp.
pdf(r )

Distribution of resp.
pdf(r )

Fig. 1 Scheme of an experiment and different approaches to parameter identification.
Advances in surrogate modelling and increasing computational capacity of modern computers permitted many researches to focus on parameter identification in probabilistic setting. The Bayesian approach to parameter identification (Fig. 1c) has several appealing advantages comparing to traditional
data fitting, e.g. identification problem is well-posed, results provide probabilistic description of the
actual knowledge about the parameters and not just a single value etc.
The principal idea of the Bayesian identification is based on a common way of thought when the
resulting belief about a random event is given by a combination of all available information. This
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approach introduces the concept of uncertainty in our subjective knowledge of the identified parameters
[1]. The principle of the Bayesian inference is demonstrated in Fig. 2. Such an identification starts with
a parameters’ prior distribution quantifying our preliminary and typically very uncertain knowledge of
parameters’ value. The observations then enter through the likelihood function quantifying uncertainty
in measurement errors. The posterior state of knowledge is obtained as the combination of the prior and
likelihood resulting in posterior distribution, which contains higher amount of information and thus less
uncertainty.

Bayesian inference
Expert
knowledge

A priori probability
Bayes’ rule
Posterior
probability

Experimental
data

Likelihood function
1/23

Fig. 2 Principle of Bayes’ rule for parameters m, observed data d and model response r(m).
The formulation of the posterior distribution includes the whole structural model. For this reason, the
corresponding statistical moments cannot be generally computed analytically. The solution of inverse
problem consists in exploration of the posterior distribution using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
sampling, see e.g. [2], and thus the inverse problem is treated as a well-posed problem in an expanded
stochastic space. The principal drawback of this strategy consists in enormous computational demands
arising from a huge number of model simulations required by MCMC method. In order to accelerate
this sampling procedure in identification process, the evaluations of a numerical model can be replaced
by evaluations of a computationally efficient model surrogate. In particular, the model response in the
stochastic space can be approximated by polynomial chaos expansion [3].
PROBABILISTIC ESTIMATION OF HETEROGENEOUS MATERIAL PARAMETERS

This contribution focuses on developing a method for identification of parameters along with their
variations in heterogeneous materials. In such situation, the calibration of a given material model can
be formulated as a search for probabilistic distribution of its parameters providing the distribution of
the model response corresponding to the distribution of the observed data, see Fig. 1d. The developed
method is initially inspired by the Bayesian inference, where the posterior distribution of the model parameters is obtained via MCMC sampling of the product of the prior and likelihood. As it is focused on the
distribution of the data described by the likelihood, the influence of the prior information is suppressed
to a mere starting point for sampling the likelihood alone. Nevertheless, the main modification needs to
be done to the formulation of the likelihood itself.
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Formulation of likelihood

In the Bayesian inference, the variance of the likelihood represents our uncertainty in the parameters’
values due to the lack of information or experimental error. In modelling of heterogeneous materials
the probabilistic description of the parameters does not reflect the uncertainty in their values, as it is in
the classical Bayesian approach, but the actual probability distribution of the parameters in materials.
Numerically, the obstacle consists in dependency of observed response components, e.g. displacements
measured at two consecutive loading levels.
This problem can be solved by the principal component analysis (PCA) transforming the correlated
observations into the set of new quantities called principal components (PC). The principal components
are uncorrelated and sorted in decreasing order of their variances corresponding to the eigenvalues of
the covariance matrix. The first few PC account for most of the statistical variability in all of the original
data. PCA allows us to reduce the dimensionality of observed data consisting of a large number of
correlated variables, while retaining as much as possible of the variation present in the data [4]. Fig. 3
shows a simple example of PCA in two dimensions.

dj
2

100
PC2

dj

1
90

0
−1

80
60

−2
70

80

90

−20

di

di

0
PC1

20

Fig. 3 An example of principal component analysis.
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Global sensitivity analysis (SA) is an important tool for investigating the relationship between the
model inputs and model outputs. In parameter identification it can be used to determine the most sensitive component of the model response to the identified parameter. In other words, it specifies the most
suitable quantity to be measured in order to increase efficiency of the identification. This is a basic
information for planning the laboratory experiments.
Several approaches to SA have been developed, see e.g. [5]. Widely used sampling-based approach
aims at an evaluation of Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (SRCC) based on simulations performed
for the design of experiments [6]. Another approach is to use effectively the mentioned polynomial
approximation which allows to evaluate the sensitivity in the form of Sobol’ indices analytically from
its coefficients [7].
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NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

The presented numerical example is a part of the ESA project Reliability Analysis and Life Prediction with Probabilistic Methods. For this reason, the detailed information and results are confidential
therefore all the numerical data are scaled. We obtained a pseudo-experimental set of 50 curves from the
cyclic loading test of a heterogeneous viscoplastic material. The response of corresponding numerical
model is influenced by six uncertain parameters with log-normal prior. Task is to identify the relevant
parameters within the given loading test and their probability density functions (PDF) corresponding to
the measured experimental curves.

1

Stress

0.5
0
−0.5
−1

0

5

10
15
Time

20

25

Fig. 4 Pseudo-experimental data set of curves from cyclic loading test with the marked mean values and
standard deviations.
The first step of identification procedure is PCA of the experimental data set with the results shown
in Tab. 1. There are variances of the particular PC and also cumulative percentage of the explained
variation present in the data. In this example, only five PC are sufficient to explain all the variability
which can indicate that only 5 parameters are important.
Tab. 1 Variances and variances explained corresponding to PC of experimental curves.
PC
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

VAR [-]
9588.425
342.552
22.569
1.641
0.543
0.016
0.003
0.000

VAR explained [%]
96.310
99.751
99.978
99.994
100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000

To separate the relevant parameters from the irrelevant ones SA can be successfully employed. Fig. 5
shows sensitivity of the stress expressed by SRCC and sensitivity of the particular PC in the form of
Sobol indices. In this example, the 6th parameter does not play any role within the given loading test.
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m1
m2
m3
m4
m5
m6

0.5
0

1
SPC,Parameter [-]

ρStress,Parameter

1

−0.5
−1
0

10
Time

m1
m2
m3
m4
m5
m6

0.5

0

20

1

2

3 4 5
#PC [-]

(a)

6

(b)

Fig. 5 Sensitivity expressed by SRCC (a) and Sobol indices (b).
The irrelevance of m6 can be revealed as well by the probabilistic identification procedure, see Fig. 6,
where the posterior of m6 corresponds to the prior. There is also shown the difference between sampling
the posterior and likelihood alone. More precise results, especially variances of the identified parameters,
are obtained by sampling the likelihood, which is obvious from the numerical results listed in Tab. 2.
Posterior

0

0.5
m1

1 0

0.5
m2

1 0

0.5
m3

1 0

0.5
m4

1 0

0.5
m5

1 0

0.5
m6

1

0.5
m4

1 0

0.5
m5

1 0

0.5
m6

1

Likelihood

0.5
m1

1 0

0.5
m2

Prior
Experiments
Identification

1 0

0.5
m3

1 0

Prior
Prescribed experiments
Identification
Experiments

1
m2

0

0.5
0
0

1

0.5
m1

1

Fig. 6 PDFs of the identified parameters.
The identification procedure provides the joint distribution of the identified parameters. In this example, two of the experimental inputs are sampled as strongly correlated and this relation is detected from
the identification, see Fig. 6. The problem will arise if the experimental parameters are fully correlated,
in this case, the optimisation of particular experimental curves can be used to reveal the correlation.
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Tab. 2 Mean values and variances of parameters from the prior knowledge, experiments, sampling of the
posterior and sampling of the likelihood.
m1
MEAN
VAR

0.511
0.093

MEAN
VAR

0.503
0.020

MEAN
VAR

0.485
0.014

MEAN
VAR

0.496
0.020

m2

m3
m4
Prior
0.522 0.473 0.580
0.092 1.041 0.076
Experiments
0.506 0.448 0.557
0.019 0.010 0.017
Posterior
0.490 0.448 0.536
0.014 0.012 0.014
Likelihood
0.498 0.452 0.552
0.019 0.012 0.018

m5

m6

0.508
3.086

0.236
5 · 10−4

0.520
0.009

0.237
1 · 10−5

0.522
0.011

0.239
0.001

0.522
0.011

0.475
0.095

In Fig. 7 the model output corresponding to the identified parameters’ distributions is compared
to the experimental data. For a sake of clarity, there are also the distributions of the model response
corresponding to two particular time steps. The expert’s estimation represented by the green prior leads
to a greater variance while the identified red distribution corresponds to the real behaviour of the material.

Experiments
Experiments, mean ± std
Prior, mean ± std
Identification, mean ± std

1

0
−0.5
−1

0

8 10
16
Time

20

PDF

PDF

Stress

0.5

25

Stress(Time=8)

Stress(Time=8)

Fig. 7 Comparison of experimental data and model response corresponding to the identified parameters.
Finally, an experimental error is added to each point of the experimental curves. It is a normally
distributed variable with standard deviation equal to 2 % of corresponding output standard deviation.
This error size is critical because a bigger error becomes more important than some of the parameters

VAR[PC]

0%
1%
2%
10 %
20 %
0

5

10 15 20

#PC
Fig. 8 Variation of principal components’ variances due to the increasing experimental error.
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which makes their identification impossible. Fig. 8 illustrates influence of the increasing error on PC. In
the case of the critical error, the identification provides sufficiently accurate results depicted in Fig. 9.

0

0.5
m1

1 0

0.5
m2

1 0

0.5
m3

1 0

0.5
m4

1 0

0.5
m5

1 0

0.5
m6

1

Prior
Experiments
Identification
1
Fig. 9 PDFs of the identified parameters.
CONCLUSION

The presented contribution focuses on probabilistic identification of heterogeneous material parameters. The identification procedure is based on MCMC sampling of the likelihood function. We use PCA
to formulate the likelihood. The variances of PC define the number of relevant parameters influencing
the model output and the maximal size of experimental error not disturbing the identification process.
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ANALYSIS OF THE PROPERTIES OF THE SURFACE
LAYERS OF DENTAL IMPLANTS
Alice KAPKOVÁ1, Aleš JÍRA2, František DENK3, Lubomír KOPECKÝ4
Abstract: The present paper is focused on the micromechanical analysis of material properties and the microscopic
analysis performed to evaluate the surface morphology of enosseal part of dental compensation with cylindrical
shafts as well as plasma-surface modified hydroxyapatite. Using the nanoindentation the differences in elastic
modulus and hardness of the examined implants in the shaft supporting portion and the surface are compared. The
mechanical tests clearly show that the differences are mainly in the peripheral layer, in the range of about 17-157
GPa. Moreover, the hydroxyapatite surface is studied by means of terms of elemental analysis and microscopy.
Keywords: dental implant, hydroxyapatit, nanoindentation, Young’s modulus

INTRODUCTION
Physical and chemical properties of implant surfaces are discussed with regard to the biological and
clinical behavior. Chemically modified surface of dental implants shortens healing, exhibits excellent
oseoconduction properties and high primary stability of the implant [1]. Individual studies prove [2, 3]
that the surface roughness affects the rate of implant osseointegration and biomechanical fixation. The
surface of present implants based on titanium core is frequently modified by sandblasting, chemical
etching in mineral acids or plasma modification of hydroxyapatite. Generally, the development of
chemically modified surfaces led to the new generation of implants. These surfaces are designed to
exhibit a specific type of reactivity designated as the bioactivity [4]. Bioactive surfaces are characterized
by the formation of calcium phosphate on the surface of implant promptly after implantation, when the
synthesis of bone mineral osteogenic cells is still not possible. The characteristic properties of these
surfaces are the high wettability (hydrophilic character), high surface area and high hydration [4, 5]. In
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the present work, measurements were performed on implants which coatings were made by means of
plasma sprayed hydroxyapatite. This material is chemically defined as Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2. The
hydroxyapatite is very fragile and cannot carry the prosthetic load.
load Therefore, it cannot be used for the
production of separate load-bearing
bearing implants, but only for coating. [6]] Hydroxyapatite has osteoinductive
osteoinducti
properties which promote the new bone formation.
METHODICS
Within the experiments we have primarily focused on determining the micromechanical surface
properties of the implant stem using nanoindentation. Moreover, themicroscopic
microscopic analysis of the
surface was carried out by means of the electron microscope XL30 ESEM-TPM
TPM - Philips [7, 8].
Individual samples were analyzed sequentially to obtain the surface morphology as well as stem
composition (elemental analysis)). All measurements were performed for several magnifications
magnification (20× 1000×).
To study the evolution of elastic modulus through the individual layers of implants, the
nanoindentation tester NHT CSM Instruments equipped with Berkovitch tip was utilized. This
approach allows for determination of basic material characteristics at the micro level [9].
[ These basic
characteristics include Young's modulus, hardness of the material, plastic and viscous parameters.
Using the nanoidentor the load vs. indentation
ind
depth diagram is obtained (Fig 1).

Fig. 1 Typical indentation curve – load vs. depth (left) and scheme of the simulation under
the indenter (right)
Material characteristics are derived according to Oliver-Pharr (O & P) [6]:
    




(1)

where ε is a constant that depends on the indenter geometry (for Berkovich and spherical indenter the
value of ε is 0.75). The reduced modulus Er is evaluated as
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where β stands for the geometrical factor correcting the non-symmetrical indenter shape (for
Berkovich indenter the value of β is 1.034 and for spherical indenter β is 1.0) and A denotes the
projected contact area of the indenter at the peak. The hardness H is calculated as


(3)

 

where A is the contact area at load Pmax and hc stands for indentation depth.
The flexible contact idealization is utilized to obtain the Young's modulus (E) as
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(4)

where ν is Poisson’s ratio of the tested material, Ei and νi are elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the
indenter, respectively.
Five different dental implants were examined (Var. I-V). All tested implants had a cylindrical shaft
and a peripheral coating produced by plasma spraying of hydroxyapatite. The titanium alloy used for
implant’s stems was Ti64AI4V. Var. I was provided by the manufacturer No.1, while the rest (Var. IIV) by the manufacturer No.2. Note that each of the implants is from different batch. (Manufacturer
names are deliberately hidden.)
The implants were embedded in an epoxy resin and then cut and polished to an acceptable quality
of surface. The transverse and frontal section measurements were performed for the Var. II, III and IV.
Because of limited number of specimens, the measurements on transversal section were carried out
(Var. I, V). The parameters needed for the nanoidenter setup were chosen with regard to the expected
depth of the indent in the range of 700-1000 nm for metal parts (stem) and 300-500 nm for the surface
layers of implants. The loading was controlled by the maximum value of applied force.

RESULTS
The elemental analysis by electron microscopy shows large differences in the composition of each
variant (Tab. 1) - only elements exceeding 1% at least for one of the specimens are presented.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to compare the original composition of the surface with measured data
because these data were not provided by the manufacturers All the studied implants are coated with
hydroxyapatite [Ca10 (PO4)

6

(OH) 2], but their elemental composition varies considerably. In

particular, the implant I has higher carbon content and lower content of calcium and phosphorus.
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Tab. 1 Percent (atomic) representation of chemical compounds on the implant surface at high
magnification (1000X) and small area on which the measurement was performed
Element
[%]
C
O
Al
Si
P
Ca
Ti

I
15.09
52.19
0.4
0.15
12.01
18.09
1.47

II

implant
III

2.90
1.18
34.42
61.40

57.30
0.51
0.40
15.02
25.94

IV
62.04
0.24
0.15
14.47
22.55
0.21

V
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

Large differences in chemical composition are seen for specimens II, III and IV (all from the same
manufacturer). In this case, the implants were selected from different batches. Note that the
manufacturer changed the chemical composition of the coating from batch to batch. The morphology
of the implant surfaces is very similar for all the examined variants. Surface coatings are free of sharp
edges and the pore size is almost identical (Fig 2).

VAR I

VAR II

VAR III

VAR IV

Fig. 2 Coating implants at 100-120x magnification of the electron microscope
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Var. V was not supplied in a sterile form, therefore the elemental analysis was omitted for this
specimen.
Within micromechanical analysis, we focused on the analysis of the elastic modulus E and the
actual stem of the implant surface layer, the hardness of the stem and the implant surface and the
thickness of the coating layer. Measurements using cyclic loading (loading in four steps, which leads
to cycles of "loading - unloading" (Var. II-IV)) did not affect the measured porosity at the required
depth of indent. Therefore, the other samples were
w
loaded only with one cycle of "loading unloading". The obtained results are summarized in Tab. 2.

Fig. 3 The evolution
volution of Young’s modulus in the peripheral layer of implant (minimum, lower
quartile, median, upper quartile, maximum)

Fig. 4 The evolution
volution of Young’s modulus in the stem of implant (minimum, lower quartile, median,
upper quartile, maximum)
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The Young's moduli of the implant stems are similar for all variants and confirm the data supplied
by the manufacturers.
Tab. 2 Summary of experimentally determined elastic modulus (Eit), hardness (Hit) and thickness of
the modified surface layer of selected implants and their fins. The resulting value is calculated as
the median of measured values

long.

trans.

implant
III
long.
trans.

I

II

IV

V

long.

trans.

Eit stem [GPa]

115.5

126.9

117.4

129.1

118.1

129.9

116.9

113.8

Eit surface [GPa]

17.4

145.6

157.0

147.1

157.5

133.5

133.9

139.1

Hit stem [kPa]

3 894

4 258

4 148

4 579

4 289

4 804

4 062

3687

Hit surface [kPa]

569

6 723

7 698

7 733

8 141

5 106

5301

8119

coating
thickness[µm]

49

67

63

144

135

187

180

99

Despite the fact that the plasma-coated hydoxyapatit was common for all specimens, a large scatter
in the values of elastic modulus and hardness of surfaces was observed. Samples II-V show values of
E relatively close to each other, but compared to the sample I are about 8× larger.
The microscopic analysis revealed a relatively large variance in the thickness of the surface layer
(Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 Microscopic images - transverse (left) and longitudinal (right) cut of the implant II showing
non-uniform thickness of the surface layer
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CONCLUSION
The present study was focused on the analysis of intraosseous dental implants. All implants had the
titanium alloy stem (Ti64AI4V) of cylindrical shape whose outer surface layer was formed by plasma
spraying of hydroxyapatite (Ca10 (PO4)6(OH)2). The modulus of elasticity of the stem implant is almost
identical for all studied variants and confirms the data supplied by the manufacturer. Significant
differences in the mechanical and chemical properties were observed for the implant surfaces, even
though it the same material was utilized. The effect of these differences on long-term implant stability
must be verified by means of clinical applications. An equally important finding is the uneven
thickness of the surface layer. During the biological processes following implantation the
hydroxyapatite surrounding tissues is consumed and so the uneven thickness could negatively affect
the healing process.
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REINFORCEMENT OF GLUED LAMINATED TIMBER
BEAMS - POSSIBILITIES
Pavel KLAPÁLEK1, Lenka MELZEROVÁ2
Abstract: This article aims to summarize and describe the most commonly used methods for reinforcement of
beams made of glued laminated timber (GLULAM). The introduction will describe why and when it is good to
reinforce beams and which methods exist. Each method will be collectively described, including pros, cons and
possible usage. In the conclusion, the methods will be compared and evaluated objectively. This article was
created as a research for follow-up work that will be more in depth focused on chosen method for reinforcement
of glue laminated timber beams.
Keywords: Reinforcement, glued laminated timber, GLULAM, FRP, steel, carbon fiber.

INTRODUCTION
Currently, the timber elements made of glued laminated timber, are very popular in civil
engineering, mainly due to the excellent ratio of weight to capacity. GLULAM elements, such as
simple beams with rectangular shape, saddle beams of various types, arches and frames, are mostly
used for roof structures. Timber structures but generally exhibit a greater deflections under load than
similar elements made of steel or concrete. GLULAM is doing in this respect a little better, but still
mostly about the use of the GLULAM in the structure (by the standards) decides size of deflection.
GLULAM has a relatively low tensile strength perpendicular to the fibers (delamination), for example
an arc structure is often necessary to reinforce to increase load capacity [4]. Glued laminated timber
has been manufactured since the end of 19th century, but massively has been used since the 50th years
of the 20th century. Already in the sixties the technologists and manufacturers became interested in the
possibility of reinforcing the GLULAM [3].
Just to improve worse properties of a material, it is appropriate to use other materials for
reinforcing methods to increase their strength. Reinforcement also allows the use of dimensionally
smaller elements that have the same strength as the elements without reinforcement. Consequently also
reduce the weight of the structure and reducing the enclosed space. Reinforcement is then a system
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composed of two or more substances which is responsible for the resulting element to supply the new
or improve the old features. Task of one substance in the material is then usually to improve one
property, usually the strength, while the other serves as a binder. The result of such connection is then
product, which is generally called a composite material [1]. The best known representative of the
composite material is the reinforced concrete. This article discusses the elements, made of timber,
reinforced with other materials, such as timber of other species, wood-based materials, glass or carbon
fiber or steel, glued to timber (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 From left: carbon fiber sheet, glass fiber sheet and steel rods
(http://www.easycomposites.co.uk/)
Basic division and methods
When reinforcing a timber structures you must fundamentally distinguish whether an element, that
needs to be reinforced, has been already embedded in the structure (in-situ) or in production. The
article focuses rather on the second group, thus reinforcing during the production.
The first group is used, for example, during the reconstruction of historical buildings, if you need to
increase the bearing capacity of the structure (changes regarding the use of the object) or repair of
damaged elements. There are several possible ways to increase the bearing capacity of the construction
in-situ. The first way is to use long screws (Fig. 2) that are screwed perpendicular to the already
existing shear cracks and thus help to carry the load of the beam to different locations, which are not
damaged, or solidify GLULAM beams to withstand more tension perpendicular to the fibers [6].

Fig. 2 Self-tapping continuously-treaded screws and threaded rods of different size
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The second method is called attaching. Attachments are made of timber (plate, beam, LVL
products, plywood), steel (U-profile, salary) or other materials. Attachments are applied mostly from
one or two sides of the element, sometimes even from three or four sides. Elements subjected to
bending is recommended to attach vertically - i.e. from the top or bottom side of the element (Fig. 3).
However, this is not always possible, e.g. in ceilings there must be maintained the original floor height
or the original soffit. Timber elements can be reinforced over their entire length or just locally, e.g. in
the middle, at one end, etc. The disadvantages are then enlarged cross-section and change of the
architectural point of view [7].

Fig. 3 Reinforcement of the beam by steel U-profile: 1 – timber beam, 2 – reinforcing steel U-profile, 3 –
connection between two materials (http://www.asb-portal.cz/)

The second group is then the one which for our purposes we will devote more in detail. Reinforcing
beams already in production has justified its advantages, the main one is controlled production and
optimization of reinforcement. Reinforcing beams in the production can be divided into three basic
methods, which mainly differ in the type of material used to reinforce the beams and its effects.
Reinforcement by high-strength lamellas made of timber
Reinforcement of the beam using high strength lamellas is one of the commonly used methods by
producers of GLULAM beams. The beams are then provided, at the bottom, or even at the top edge,
with the lamella of higher strength and quality than the rest of the beam (Fig. 4). Under a typical load
of the beam, the most strained parts are lower (tension) and upper (pressure) edges. The used
reinforcing lamellas are then up to several strength classes higher than the center of the beam. Because
the technological process of production of GLULAM beams is basically unchanged, this solution is
commonly used. The use of lower quality wood for the middle section helps to reduce the production
costs in the tens of percent. The disadvantage might be the need to control the quality of the
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reinforcing lamellas and to control the method of storing the beam in the structure, so that the proper
orientation (mainly when reinforcing the beam at only one side) [5].

Fig. 4 Example of the GLULAM beam (E) reinforced with timber lamellas of higher strength (A)
(http://www.americanlaminators.com/firp.html)

Reinforcement by gluing steel rods and wires
Reinforcing with steel bars and wires is a common method that has two uses. The first one is gluing
of steel rods (even pre-stressed) or wires to the bottom or upper lamellas. The second one is gluing
steel bars perpendicularly to the fibers to increase the bearing capacity of the material strength
perpendicular to the fibers, it is most often used for high beams (up to 2.5 m) used on the large spans
[2]. This type of reinforcement, however, entails a lot of problems, mainly arising from the
incompatibility between wood and steel. You must use the appropriate connecting material (usually
resins or polymers) (Fig. 5), but there is still often found corrosion of steel elements. Steel can also
considerably increase the weight and decrease the load capacity when exposed to fire. Steel elongation
at yield point is lower than at the timber in advance whereby there the use of plasticity of wood [9].

Fig. 5 Pre-stressed steel rods bonded to GLULAM beam by glue [2]
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Reinforcement by composite fibers
For reinforcement by using high-strength materials, known as FRP (Fiber Reinforced Polymers),
are used composite fibers made of aramid, carbon, glass, asbestos, PVA and others, the first three are
the most commonly used in the civil engineering [1]. Composite fibers are an anisotropic material that
has considerably improved characteristics in one direction only. They are preferred mainly due to the
high tensile strength in the fiber direction, high stiffness and low weight. Possible use for
reinforcement of the beam from LLD depends on the form in which the fibers are produced (plates,
strips, rods, or fabrics) and how they are attached to the beam. To ensure the interaction between
composites and timber, it is necessary to achieve the perfect conjunction, which is done with glue (Fig.
6). A simple gluing to the beams, however, has a major drawback that the fibers are used only at 40%
of their capacity [5]. For a better use of fibers there is the possibility of pre-stressing them, firms are
currently trying to pre-stress the system of timber beams in combination with carbon fibers [10]. Use
of composite fibers for reinforcement of GLULAM in the Czech Republic is still relatively low, but
this is not by malfunction of the solution, but rather by professionals that are lacking information. The
material costs are high, but because the technology is still being developed and optimized, the price
reduces every day. Already today, it is possible, when using the composite fibers for reinforcement,
save up to 35% of total cost. This stems mainly from the possibility of using lower quality timber and
reduction in size of elements (saving the cost of transport).

Fig. 6 Glulam beam reinforced by a carbon fiber sheet [2]
CONCLUSION
While exploring possibilities of reinforcing beams of glue laminated timber it is clear that there are
many methods which are already widely used in building practice. Some methods, which include
mainly the use of composite fibers, however, are still rarely used. However, these methods provide
significant improvement of material properties and so it is necessary inform the public about these
options. Nowadays, you can already save part of the costs with this method, but it is necessary to
simplify use and prepare a unified design system.
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THE INTRODUCTION TO THE FORMATION OF
LAMELLAR STRUCTURES OF OSTEONS
Miroslav PETRTÝL1, Romana LOVICHOVÁ2,
Pavel PADEVĚT3, Lubomír KOPECKÝ4, Petr BITTNAR5
Abstract: The cortical bone is a composite material with hierarchical structure. At microstructural levels one
can distinguish two lamellar structures at the mature cortical bone: osteons, made from concentric layers of
lamellae surrounding long hollow Haversian canals, and interstitial lamellae made of remnants of old osteons.
The spatial arrangement of osteons has been already described by many authors however theirs 3D structural
descriptions are more or less different. The aim of this paper is to clarify the current knowledge of lamellar
structures of osteons.

Keywords: Osteon, cortical (compact) bone, spongy (cancellous) bone, interstitial lamellae.

INTRODUCTION
Bone is a dynamic tissue, constantly undergoing through the process of remodelling. Live bone
tissue, like other biological systems, has an ability to optimize the structures on all its structural levels.
Compact bone and cancellous bone are multifunctional biological tissues having from a biomechanical
point of view a bearing function dominantly and in many cases also a protective function. Mature
human cortical bone is composed primarily of densely arranged Haversian systems with a central canal
inside - Haversian canal where run blood vessels and nerves. Excellent mechanical properties of
healthy mature bone tissue are result from the existence of genetically pre-determined functions in all
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components of connective tissue and in the same time as result of mechanical/biomechanical effects in
these tissues.
STRUCTURAL LEVELS OF CORTICAL BONE
At a nanostructural level (in the frame of nanometers to several hundred nanometers) the
nanostructure of osteons can be characterized by multiphase nanocomposite material containing in
volume unit organic components (approximately 32 – 45 %), inorganic components (approximately 33
– 43 %) and remaining amount of volume unit is water [1]. A key component of bone tissue is
collagen of the Ist type. From the total amount of proteins in bone there is this kind or type of collagen
represented by 90 %. The left proteins are included within the group of non-collagenous proteins [2].
The inorganic phase is composed of nano-crystals of HA mineral (calcium hydroxyapatite Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2). Mineral components contribute to high stiffness and undesirable brittleness. Protein
components contribute to the flexibility and deformability of tissue. A very important component of
bone tissue is water, which from the biomechanical point of view contributes to hardening. Water
molecules contribute to the strength of the bone to its optimum viscoelasticity and also toughness. The
nano-composite structure of bone tissues, which are composed by mineralized collagen fibres and
water, creates nano-basic functional compartment of the bone.
The sub-microstructural level, i.e. at the level of the lamellas of osteons (thicknesses of the
individual lamella of up to several microns) are integrated in the structural component osteons i.e.
lamellar composites consisting of bundles of mineralized collagen fibres Ist type, water with noncollagen proteins and ions (for example, nitrogen, calcium, etc.).
In the micro-structural level (in the range of tens to hundreds of microns) there are composed
discrete osteons or interstitial lamellae of cortical bone. Osteon is longitudinally oriented
microstructure element bone [2] about an irregular cylindrical shape with an outer diameter of about
200-250 µm formed concentric lamellae thicknesses of about 5-7 microns. Lengths osteons reach up to
several mm. The concentric plates have an approximately circular to elliptical or oval cross section.
The longitudinal axes of the osteons are mostly oriented to the direction of the first dominant principal
deformations (or the first dominant principal stresses) [3]. The longitudinal axes of osteons are
oriented (for example in femur) in the directions of left-rotary helixes (in the medial wall) and in the
directions of right-rotary helixes (in the lateral wall) [3].
OSTEON - BASIC MEZO-STRUCTURAL SUPPORTING ELEMENT OF BONES
The main pillars of mezzo/micro-structural levels of bone are osteons. To bring an exact definition
of its elastic/viscoelastic properties and strength was and still is a very challenging task. Lamellas of
osteons were very extensively tested in terms of "in vitro", for example [4]. Severity choice objective
model live tissue largely depends on the definition of the orientation of fibres in the lamellas
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mineralized osteons and their elastic/viscoelastic (elastoplastic) characteristics, which are lamellar
fibres inhomogeneous and depend not only on the distribution of collagen nano-fibres (in multiphase
composite compartment of nano-levels) but also on the intensity of the formation with free ions in the
intercellular space. The ions contained in the intercellular fluids actively regulate bone metabolism in
bone cells.
Sub-microstructures of collagen bundles and fibres in the bone lamellae of osteons are highly
influenced by mechanical effects [5]. Orientation of the mineralized collagen fibres in the lamellas of
osteons are due not only genetic transcription, but also the response of live tissue to the dominant
strains [3, 6, 7]. Therefore, it is not yet paid great attention to the orientation of collagen fibres and
bundles in lamellar structures in osteons. The descriptions of collagen fibres/bundles in lamellar
structures in osteons are more or less different.
The first pioneered developers focused on collagen fibres in the lamellas of secondary osteons were
Ebner (1874), Gebhardt (1906) [8] and Weidenreich (1923) (Fig. 1 - left), who consistently
documented the alternation of lamellae with longitudinal helical filaments with lamellae transverse
fibres (with the lower slope).

Fig. 1 The orientation of the mineralized fibres in the lamellae of osteons by Ebner– Gebhardt –
Weidenreich (1874 - 1923) (left), by Ranvier (1875) (middle), by Ziegler (1908) (right)
In 1875 Ranvier published changing of "homogeneous" lamellas (without specification of fibre
orientation) with lamellas containing short fibres (Fig. 1 -middle). A similar conclusion was reached
by Ziegler (1908) that only the term "homogenized" lamella replaced with the term "intermediate
substance" (Fig. 1 - right). Except of these lamellas he described the lamellas with longer helical
filaments.
Ruth (1947) also introduced a harmonic pattern of the lamellas, so that between each "compact"
lamellas there is found diffuse (thin) lamella with randomly oriented fibres. He characterized
infrequent ("diffused") lamellas wider than the adjacent "compact" (fibrous) lamellas. It cannot be
overlooked that Ruth was the first who pointed out the linking of collagen fibres in the wider
"diffusion" slat with adjoining "compact" lamellas with one-direction oriented mineralized collagen
fibres (Fig. 2 - left). In 1952, Rouiller published a model very similar to the model of Ruth. He
described wider "cemented" lamellas to which random (from adjacent lamellae oriented mineralized
fibres) enter non-oriented collagen fibres (Fig. 2 - right).
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Fig. 2 The orientation of the mineralized fibres in the lamellae of osteons by Ruth (1947) (left),
by Rouiller (1952) (right)
In 1970 and 1976 Ascenzi and Bonucci characterized lamellas so that at each subsequent adjoining lamellae are situated mineralized collagen fibres oriented in the direction of the helix. They
described the right-rotary oriented collagen fibres in the lamellae with their left-rotary orientation of
collagen fibres in successive lamellae (Fig. 3 - left). Changes in the slope of collagen fibres (in each
successive lamella) were brought by Gebhardt.

Fig. 3 The orientation of the mineralized fibres in the lamellae of osteons by Ascenzi and Bonucci (19701973) (left), by Marotti (1988–1993) (middle), by Giruad-Guille, Wagermeier (1993–2006) (right)
In 1988 Marotti set up harmonious alternation of two types of lamellas in osteons, i.e. lamellas
"weak" ("thick", darker), rich in "tangled" fibres and lamellas "strong" (having clearly less dense
interlocking mineralized collagen fibres of the 1st type) (Fig. 3 - middle). Marotti et al. simultaneously
demonstrated that stronger light layers comprise about 10 to 15% larger amounts of calcium and
phosphorus than the weaker (darker) layers. In 1993 Marotti performed deeper analysis by polarized
light microscopy (PLM), scanning electron microscope (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) and confirmed the findings in the proximity group conclusions concerning on the classical
model Gebhardt.
In 1988 Giruad-Guille introduced model TPA (Twisted Plywood Architecture of collagen fibrils [5]
that is based on the rotation of sub-layers ("sublamellae"), formed by parallel collagen fibres, rotating
around the centreline of osteons (Fig. 3 - right). The work Giruad-Guilleho followed by T. Hofmann et
al. (2006), [9] and Wagermeier W. et al, (2006), [10], who described the helical structure of the
mineralized collagen fibres in the lamellas of osteons.
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SHELL SUB-LAMELLAR SEGMENTS IN THE SLATS OF OSTEONS
With the respect to differences in the descriptions of lamellar structures of osteons by various
researchers, the authors of this work focused on the micro-ultrascopic structure analyses of bone
fragments (grafts) removed from the proximal part of the human femoral shaft. Fragments of compact
bone (man´s bone at the age of 62 years) were studied using an optical microscope Bresser LCD Micro
and scanning electron microscope (SEM) brand 0XL30-ESEM from FEI manufacturer. In planes
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the microscope (Fig. 4), there were observed known
microstructures of osteons with narrow dark lamellae and with bright wider lamellae and lacunae of
osteocytes. The new findings were discovered during observation of bone grafts in perpendicular
direction to the longitudinal lamellar structures (Fig. 5) using the scanning electron microscope. At
800-multiple enlargement there were easily observed narrow lamellas from which shell sublamellas
appear that are formed from parallel bundles of mineralized collagen fibres irregular circular crosssection with a diameter of approximately 4-5 µm, generating only a single sublayer. Segment shell
sublamellas do not create continuous concentric rings. The mid-surfaces of the monolayer (segment)
plates are curved or even flat. The described findings indicated that at the substructural levels there
exist sublamellas with less/small flat surfaces in which there are found collagenous bundles of the
same directional orientation, whereas adjoining-sublamellas are all mineralized collagen bundles
oriented in different direction.

Fig. 4 The distribution of osteons and interstitial lamellaes in cross section observed by the optical
microscope (left) and by scanning electron microscope (SEM) (right).
CONCLUSION
From the microscopic analyses there can be done the following key conclusions:
1) Osteon lamellas consist of sublamellas that form ("restricted areas") lamellar sublayers that
include a set of parallel collagen bundles having the same orientation. The diameters of
collagen bundles are about 4-5 microns.
2) Shell segments have plane or slightly warped middle-plane.
3) Parallel mineralized collagen bundles have straight or slightly curved centerline.
4) Directional orientations parallel mineralized collagen bundles in shell sublamellas have
different orientation than the parallel bundles of neighboring sublamellas.
5) Segment shell lamellas create the sublamellar vaults in the more mineralized lamellas.
6) Layered segment sublamellas are more concentrated near the lacunaes of osteocytes.
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Fig. 5 Shell sublamellas consist of parallel bundles of mineralized collagen fibrres irregular circular
cross-section
section with a diameter of approximately 4-5
4 5 µm, generating only a single sublayer
(sublamella). Shell segments in the image captured by SEM have the mid-surface
mid surface planar or curved, or
slightly warped.
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ELASTIC SIMULATION IN OOFEM BASED ON THE IDEA
OF QUASICONTINUUM
Karel MIKEŠ1
Abstract: The quasicontinuum (QC) method is a relatively new computational technique. This technique is a
combination of continuum and atomistic approaches. The key idea of QC is to reduce the computational cost by
reducing degrees of freedom (DOF) of the fully atomistic approach. Instead of dealing with all atoms, a small
relevant subset of atoms is selected to represent the whole system. These atoms, the so-called repatoms, are used
to approximate the DOF of other atoms [1]. This article provides a comparison of a method using a discrete
particle model based on this idea with a pure particle approach, both implemented in OOFEM [2].

Keywords: Quasicontinuum method, discrete particle model

INTRODUCTION
The quasicontinuum (QC) method was proposed by Tadmor, Ortiz and Phillips [3] in 1996. The
original application of this computational technique was a simulation of large atomistic systems
described by long-range conservative interaction potentials. In this article, we focus on discrete
particle systems with short-range interactions. Such systems are typically used in simulations of
heterogeneous materials. Particles in these systems are distributed randomly and do not form regular
lattices like in atomistic systems, but the idea of QC can still be used.
The idea of quasicontinuum method
The main idea of the QC method is to reduce the DOF and computational demand without losing
the exact atomistic description in regions where it is required. Therefore, two types of regions in the
solved domain are considered. In the regions of high interest, the pure particle approach is required
and all particles contribute to DOF. By contrast, in the regions of low interest, continuum assumptions
can be used and the number of DOF is significantly reduced.
Only a small subset of particles is selected to represent the entire system. These particles, the socalled repnodes, represent the nodes of a triangular mesh that are used to interpolate the DOF of other
particles in the region of low interest. The position of the node of interpolation mesh is not arbitrary,
but has to coincide with one of the repnodes, i.e., with a particle carrying DOF. In the regions of high
interest, all particles are selected as repnodes to provide the exact particle representation.
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The regions of high interest can be set explicitly as constant during the entire simulation process, or
can be changed as needed in each time step. A suitable change of the regions of high interest is often
associated with a substantial increase of accuracy and, in several specific cases, it is necessary to
represent the correct physical behavior, e.g., in the crack propagation process.
In this article, a method based on the idea of quasicontinuum is compared with the pure particle
approach in 2D. Accuracy is expressed in terms of errors in displacement and strain. The number and
position of repnodes are adaptively changed to achieve the optimal result.
METHODOLOGY
The simulation algorithm is composed of the following steps:
•

generation of particles and trusses

•

selection of repnodes and interpolation elements

•

computation in OOFEM

Generating of particles and trusses
In the first step, the required number of particles is generated in the solved 2D domain. The
position of each particle is generated randomly until the required number of particles is generated or
the maximal number of iterations is reached. The minimal distance between each two particles ܴ is
prescribed and checked in all iterations. Finally, each two particles whose distance is less than
prescribed value ܴ௧ = ܴ݇ are connected by a link because only a short-distance interaction model is
considered. Factor ݇ should be selected from the range ۦ1.8,1.9ۧ to obtain the optimal truss density,
see Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Particles connected by links for ܴ௧ = 1.9 ܴ .
A quadtree structure is used to make the distance checking faster. The solved domain is bounded by
a rectangular region, which region is recursively subdivided into four quadrants several times. Then
only the necessary neighboring quadrants are scanned during distance checking. Numerical tests
showed that this method becomes efficient for systems with at least a few thousands of particles.
Boundary conditions are realized through the use of 6 regular nodes to prevent local effects. Only
one node in the middle is subjected to the appropriate boundary condition. All 6 nodes are labeled as
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repnodes. Interpolation elements formed by these nodes are not taken into account because they are
located outside the solved domain.
For the pure particle approach, an OOFEM input file is created in this step. Every single particle
represents a node with two DOF (vertical and horizontal displacement) and the links are described by
1D truss elements.
Rep nodes selection and interpolation elements
In the QC approach, most of the DOF are approximated. For that purpose, a sufficient subset of
particles is selected as repnodes. At first, all particles in regions of high interest are selected as
repnodes. Then all existing repnodes are considered as nodes of the new 2D mesh and triangulation is
finished in the whole domain. All newly created nodes of the mesh are shifted to the position of the
nearest particle and this particle is labeled as a repnode, too. Sometimes, two or more nodes of one
mesh element happen to be shifted to the same position, which leads to degeneration of a triangular
element to a line or a point. Such degenerated elements are detected and removed. This process allows
to create an interpolation mesh with variable density with the nodes in the position of particles. See
Fig. 2 and Fig. 4.
Now everything needed for the creation of an OOFEM input file is ready. All nodes (particles)
connected with truss elements contribute to the stiffness matrix but only repnodes have independent
DOF. Repnodes with two DOF (vertical and horizontal displacement) represent nodes of a triangular
mesh. Triangular elements are assigned zero thickness and thus do not contribute to the global stiffness
matrix. These elements are used only to approximate displacements of nodes not selected as repnodes.
Computation in OOFEM
In OOFEM implementation, nodes carrying DOF are modeled as regular nodes. Nodes with
interpolated DOF are realized with a special type of node called hanging node. This type of node
allows interpolation of its DOF by the nearest interpolation element. It means that interpolation of a
node outside of the interpolation element is also possible.
In this article, linear interpolation of hanging nodes is used. Trusses connecting particles are
modeled as purely elastic.
RESULTS
Bending beam
The first example is a three-point bending test with geometry according to Fig. 1. The pure particle
model consists of 2989 particles and the number of unknown DOF is 5974. In the first interpolation
mesh, there is no region of high interest and the number of unknown DOF is reduced to 232; see Fig. 2
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top. In the second interpolation mesh there are two regions of high interest and the number of
unknown DOF is reduced to 1924; see Fig. 2 bottom. Absolute values of absolute errors of the strain in
trusses in comparison with the pure particle model are plotted in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2 Interpolation with no region of interest (top), two region of interest (bottom). Repnodes
with interpolation elements (black) and particles with interpolated DOF (grey).

Fig. 3 Absolute strain error of the first interpolation mesh (left) and the second (right).
In the first case, the maximum error is reached near the top and the bottom of the beam. After
addition of these parts to the regions of interest, the errors almost vanish.
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Bending beam with the notch
The second example is a three-point bending test of a beam with the same geometry but containing
a crack. The crack is modeled as a vertical segment connecting points [20, 0], [20, 5]. Trusses which
intersect the crack are removed. Interpolation mesh with no region of interest respects the crack
geometry; see Fig. 4 top. The number of unknown DOF is reduced from 5974 to 228. The second
interpolation mesh has a significant region of interest in the middle; see Fig. 4 bottom. The number of
unknown DOF is reduced to 1100. Absolute values of absolute errors of the strain in trusses in
comparison with the pure particle model are plotted in Fig. 5. The maximum error is reached near the
crack tip. After addition to the region of interest, this error vanishes and other error values are of the
order of 10ିହ instead of 10ିସ.

Fig. 4 Interpolation with no region of interest (top), significant region of interest (bottom). Repnodes
with interpolation elements (black) and particles with interpolated DOF (grey).
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Fig. 5 Absolute strain error of the first interpolation mesh with the crack (left) and the second (right).
CONCLUSION
The presented examples have shown that the QC-based method leads to a substantial reduction of
unknown DOF. The error caused by this reduction can be effectively reduced by suitably setting the
region of high interest. Finally, a significant simplification of the problem can be reached at the price
of an acceptable error.
FUTURE RESEARCH
Future work will be focused on an extension of this method to 3D. Also, addition of non-elastic
truss interaction is necessary to simulate plastic behavior and damage of the material.
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INFLUENCE OF THE CEMENT PASTE WITH FLY ASH
TREATMENT ON THE FRACTURE ENERGY
Barbora MUŽÍKOVÁ1
Abstract: The research solves the issue of the fracture energy calculation on cement paste beam specimens using
the Hillerborg and Jenq-Shah methods. The research solves the differences between the two methods, the effect
of the treatment way on calculation results and the consequence of adding the fly ash as a binder. The aim is to
compare all of these effects on value of the fracture energy.

Keywords: fracture energy, treatment, cement paste, nonlinear fracture mechanic

INTRODUCTION
This research compares two different ways of measuring fracture energy on cement past beams
which have different prescriptions and ways of treatment.
Replacing cement by fly ash
The fly ash used in this research came from the power plant in Tušimice, it is a mixture from three
blocks. The fly ash is added as a binder not just as a filler to improve characteristics such as
workability of the green cement paste, lower hydration heat and a higher level of fracture energy.
Other reasons to use fly ash are environmental and economic reasons. [1]
There were four different prescriptions of the cement paste with fly ash marked as R1, R2, R3 and
R4. Their compilations are shown in Tab. 1 Prescription.
Tab. 1 Prescriptions.

Filler %

1

Binder %

Binder %
Cement %

Fly ash %

Water–cement ratio

R1

75

25

100

0

0.5

R2

75

25

75

25

0.5

R3

75

25

60

40

0.5

R4

75

25

50

50

0.5
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Ways of treatment
There were two ways of treatment, on the air and in water bath. The first method is suitable for the
air agglutinants which are characteristic for the carbonation reaction in. They are not ever-lasing
ever
in
water. The fly ash, lime and gypsum are examples. The
The second way was in water bath. This way
supports the hydration reaction in hydration binders – cements, hydration lime. [2] [3] [4]
Development of linear elastic fracture mechanic
The begging of linear elastic fracture mechanics is around 1920–1930
1920 1930 when Griffith brought the
energetic (global) criterion which describes the behaviour of elastic homogeneous materials such as
glass. In the years 1940–1960
1960 Irwin improved this idea to the local criterion – effective critical stress
intensity factor describing elastic
lastic–plastic
plastic homogeneous material for example metals with finite
dilatability.
The concrete was considered as a brittle material but its behaviour is more complicated. Cracks,
pores, inclusions have an important effect on it. It is a quasi–brittle
quasi
material
rial that means that before
reaching the peak load there is a slight hardening. After reaching the peak load the deformation rises
together with decreasing compressive strength or strength in tension. This problem is solved by the
nonlinear fracture mechanic
ic (NLFM). [5]
[ [6]
Methods of NLFM
There are three methods described in this research – the Hillerborg`s method of fictitious crack, the
Jenq–Shah`s
Shah`s method of two parameters – these two were tested in practice – and Bazant`s method of
size effect, which requires
equires many specimens of various sizes.

Fig. 1 Hillerborg`s method [7].
The Hillerborg`s method
The Hillerborg`s method of fictitious crack (marked as M1)) was carried on three point bending test.
The beam was loadedd with constantly rising stress.
stress The loading stress P and the displacement of
loading point δ were measured. The notch depth a0 was a half of the height of the specimen. The P–δ
curve was the output of the test – shown in the Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.. Integration of the area below the
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curve was the fracture work W, it was divided by the area of the new crack and the result was the
fracture energy GF. [7]

Fig. 2 The P–δ curve from Hillerborg`s method.

Fig. 3 Real test of Hillerborg`s method.
The Jenq–Shah`s method
The Jenq–Shah`s method of two parameters (marked as M2) is based on measuring crack mouth
opening displacement CMOD and the loading stress σ. The notch depth a0 was a third of height of the
beam in this case. The CMOD was measured by a strain gauge.
The beam was loaded up to 95 % of its peak load and then it was unburdened and loaded again.
Due to this cycle of loading and reloading it was possible to determine the coefficient of compliance in
loading Ci and in unburdening Cu from the σ–CMOD curve. If the coefficients of compliance are
known, the critical stress intensity factor KIc can be determined and then the fracture energy Gf. [7]
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Fig. 4 Jenq–Shah`s method [7].
RESULTS OF TESTING
Estimated results
There were 94 pcs of beam specimens (size of each beam was 20x20x100 mm) of four
prescriptions (one of 24 beams), each one has been divided in half in dependence of the way of
treatment (one of 12 beams) and again divided in half in dependence of the way of
of testing.

Fig. 5 The σ–CMOD curve from Jenq–Shah`s method.
That means there were 6 specimens of the same characteristics. It was supposed that the fly ash
risen the fracture energy but just up to some percentage of content, specimens treated in water and
tested by Jenq–Shah’s
Shah’s method had higher level of fracture energy.
en
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Fig. 6 The real test of Jenq–Shah`s method.
Results
In the Fig. 7 there are shown the results of the testing. Adding fly ash as binder has a good effect on
the fracture energy, the ideal amount is around 25–40
25 40 %. More suitable treatment is in the water,
although these specimens have lower level of fracture energy, but the fracture energy in this case is
depended on the specific gravity and can arise cracks there. The method M1 is easier to apply and
calculate. It can be done automatically and the results
r
are with high accuracy.

Fig. 7 Fracture energy.
The method M2 is hard to apply to get results with good accuracy, at some specimens there were
not measured the coefficients of compliance in unburdening because the peak load was reached – such
as at R1 Air M2,, there were no useful data measured. The most important is the time when the
unburdening is done it had the main force on the final fracture energy, which is shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8 Unburdening.
CONCLUSION
To sum up the better solution is to choose the Hillerborg`s method because the results are measured
with better accuracy. It is also easier to carry on the testing. Better treatment is in the water bath. Ideal
amount of fly ash is 25–40 %.
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UNIFORM SPACE-FILLING DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS
IN HYPERSPHERE
Eva MYŠÁKOVÁ1 , Matěj LEPŠ2
Abstract: Design of experiments (DoE) is an essential part in engineering analyses, especially in meta-modeling
or probability computations. Although most commonly the design is created in a hypercubical design domain,
there are cases when it is needed or even efficient to use the design domain in a shape of a hypersphere. Therefore
several methods for generation of a random design of experiments in such domains are presented in this contribution. Presented methods employing clustering tools and an algorithm for removal of superfluous points from
overcrowded design are compared in terms of quality of the resulting designs and time requirements.

Keywords: design of experiments, hypersphere, space-filling, uniformity, clustering

INTRODUCTION

A design of experiments (DoE) is a set of (design) points covering the design domain. It creates
an essential part in both physical [1] and computer experimentation, meta-modeling [2], sensitivity
analyses [3] or probability computations [4]. The main goal is to gain maximal information about
the system with a minimal number of evaluations (design points). Therefore it is necessary to focus on
a quality of the design used. The basic requirements lie in space-filling and orthogonality. Many criteria
for design evaluation from both points of view are available, see for example [5]. Most commonly the
designs of experiments are created in a hypercube. But generation of the designs in domains of different
shapes is also needed. Our contribution [6] proposes several methods for irregular domains and this
contribution concentrates on the hyperspherical domains.
UNIFORM SAMPLING IN HYPERSPHERE

Probably the simplest and intuitive way to generate points in a circle (2D hypersphere) is to repeatedly
generate points in a circumscribed square and exclude those points which lies outside the circle. This
procedure is very simple, since it needs to compute the distances of the points to the centre of the circle
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and compare it with the circle radius. Although this method is quick in low dimensions, it becomes
very ineffective when dimension grows as indicated by formulae in Equation 1 for the ratio between the
volume of a hypersphere [7] and a hypercube:
n

Vhypersphere

2π 2
=R
;
nΓ( n2 )
n

n

n

n

Vhypercube = a = (2R) ;

Vhypersphere
π2
= n−1
,
Vhypercube
2
nΓ( n2 )

(1)

where R is the radius of the hypersphere, n denotes the dimension, a is a length of a side of the hypercube
and Γ is the gamma function. Figure 1 then shows how rapidly falls the ratio between the volumes with
increasing dimension. This ratio corresponds to probability that the random point lies in the hypersphere.
Simply, for example in 20D, it is necessary to create more than 40 million points in a hypercube to
achieve the probability that at least one of them lies in a hypersphere.

Vhypersphere/Vhypercube

10
Vhypersphere/Vhypercube

10
volume

0

volume of unit hypersphere
volume of circumscribed
hypercube

50

0

10

−50
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−100

1

20

40
60
dimension

80

10

100

1

20

40
60
dimension

80

100

Fig. 1 Volume of unit hypersphere and circumscribed hypercube (left) and ratio of these volumes (right).
So it is clear that other methods for point generation in a hypersphere are required. Common and
often used method [8] is described by Equation 2:
1

X =Un

Y
kY k2

(2)

In n-dimensional space, when Y is a vector of n normal distributed random numbers, kY k2 is its
Euclidean norm and U is a random number from uniform distribution, then X is uniformly distributed
within the hypersphere. In other words, the normally distributed random points are projected on the surface of the hypersphere and then the random radius is simulated by multiplication by nth root of the uniformly distributed number.
SPACE-FILLING DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS

The described method provides randomly distributed points in a hypersphere, but it requires a large
number of samples to guarantee that the set is uniform, see Figure 2. Therefore it seems appropriate to
use this quick method for generation of a large set of points and then apply some advanced technique to
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Fig. 2 Set with 100 (left) and 1000 (right) points in 2D.
create the final design of experiments with a reasonable number of points based on this initial set.
Clustering tools

The first method is proposed in [8] and it uses the K -means clustering [9] applied on the large initial
point set. The idea is to find K clusters whose centres represent the final DoE with K design points. As
shown in Figure 3 (left), such design should be uniformly distributed and space-filling.
Removal of superfluous points

The second method was proposed in [10] for regular design domains. It is based on repetitive removal
of points from the intentionally overcrowded initial point set. The points are not removed randomly,
but heuristically. In each iteration the actual closest pair of points is found and one of these points
is removed. This procedure ensures increasing value of Euclidean Maximin distance criterion (EMM)
of the point set in each step. There are two slightly different variants of this method. They differ in
a selection of the point to be removed from the found closest pair. In a variant denoted as removal the
choice is random, in removal NEW the point whose second shortest distance to other points is smaller is
removed. Resulting design of both variants are shown in 2D in Figure 3 (middle and right).

Fig. 3 Usage of K -means clustering (left), removal (middle) and removal NEW (right) in 2D.
RESULTS

Because of the method nature, the DoEs created by clustering cannot achieve such results in some
metrics as designs created by removal algorithms. It is because the cluster centres are not placed on the
domain boundary. Therefore all resulting designs were spread over the whole domain as illustrated in
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Fig. 4 Spreading of design over whole domain. Legend: black points = original DoE; red point = most
distant point (from centre) shifted on boundary of circle; yellow points = spread DoE.
Figure 4 to provide comparable results. The operation is described in Equation 3:

Xspread =

X
;
max kXi k2

i = 1, ..., n,

(3)

where n is a number of dimensions, X is the original design, max kXi k2 is an Euclidean norm of the
most distant design point and Xspread is the design spread over the domain.
Following criteria were used for comparison of the quality of resulting designs, see e.g. [5]:

• criterion Audze-Eglais (AE)

• Spearman correlation coefficient (SRCC)

• Euclidean Maximin distance (EMM)

• Kendall correlation coefficient (KRCC)

• the largest element of correlation matrix (cc)

• condition number (CN)

• Pearson correlation coefficient (PMCC)

• ML2 dicrepancy (ML)

All the criteria are minimized with exception of the Euclidean Maximin distance. For clarity of the
results this criterion is considered with an opposite sign, so it should be minimized as well.
Presented methods for creation of DoE were compared on examples of 2, 3, 10 and 20-dimensional
hyperspheres. The initial sets have 1000, respectively 5000 points and they were reduced to one tenth.
The results represent statistics from 10 runs. Figure 5 shows standardized values of criteria for presented
methods. We can see that in low dimensions the algorithms employing removal outrun the clustering.
Though in higher dimensions the designs created by clustering win in criteria that evaluate correlation.
Another side in which the clustering overplays the removal is time. The time demands of this method
are significantly lower as indicated in Figure 6. But there is no need to use the same number of initial
points for all methods. As we can see in Figure 7, in some cases it is sufficient to use several times lower
number of initial points for removal algorithm. The impact is almost negligible in comparison with
savings on time demands. Thus, proper choice of the initial set size enables comparable time demands
with no cardinal changes in quality distribution of the resulting designs.
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Fig. 5 Evaluation of designs created by presented methods. Legend: red circles = clustering; cyan
squares = removal; magenta hexagrams = removal NEW.
CONCLUSIONS

The contribution presents several methods for generation of the design of experiments inside a hypersphere which plays an important role in many engineering fields. Although the most common design
domain has the shape of hypercube, sometimes it is necessary to create the design in hyperspherical
domains. Methods operating in such domains were compared in terms of quality of the resulting DoEs
and in terms of their time demands.
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Fig. 6 Time demands of presented methods.
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Fig. 7 Influence of overcrowding level. 10D example, final design with 100 points. Legend: red circles
= clustering; cyan squares = removal; magenta hexagrams = removal NEW.
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52-BAR TRUSS OPTIMIZATION BENCHMARK:
COMPUTATIONAL ENHANCEMENTS
Matěj LEPŠ1, Josef NOSEK2, Eva POHLÍDALOVÁ3
Abstract: Structural-sizing optimization needs an enormous computational power. Our contribution shows
a progress on a specific benchmark problem. We propose a combination of a reduction trick from an
engineering point of view accompanied with a large scale distributed computing system.

Keywords: Size optimization, benchmark, 52-bar truss, parallel processing, BOINC,

INTRODUCTION
Different types of optimization problems occur in engineering tasks. This contribution is focused
on size optimization of truss bar structures. It this discipline the geometry of a structure is fixed
whereas cross-selections of bars can be changed. In detail, cross-selection areas are selected from
a prescribed discrete list. Simple at the first look, it is a complicated combinatorial problem. For
instance, in case of a 10-bar truss with a list of 10 cross-sectional areas there are 10^10 possible
combinations. Assuming that each evaluation takes only 100 ms, the evaluations of all possible
combinations will take more than 30 years.
Node

Fhor

Fvert

17

100 kN

200 kN

18

100 kN

200 kN

19

100 kN

200 kN

20

100 kN

200 kN

Tab. 1
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Fig. 1

Group

Bars

A1

1, 2, 3, 4

A2

5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

A3

11, 12, 13

A4

14, 15, 16, 17

A5

18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23

A6

24, 25, 26

A7

27, 28, 29, 30

A8

31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36

A9

37, 38, 39

A10

40, 41, 42, 43

A11

44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49

A12

50, 51, 52

Tab. 2

This paper focuses on 52-bar truss benchmark problem (Fig. 1) that has been considered previously
by many researchers, see e.g. [1]. Bars are grouped to 12 groups, see Table 2. The cross-sectional
areas, as design variables are selected from the following available set of catalog values: 71,613;
90,968; 126,451; 161,29; 198,064; 252,258; 285,161; 363,225; 388,386; 494,193; 506,451; 641,289;
645,16; 792,256; 816,773; 940; 1008,385; 1045,159; 1161,288; 1283,868; 1374,191; 1535,481;
1690,319; 1696,771; 1858,061; 1890,319; 1993,544; 2019,351; 2180,641; 2238,705; 2290,318;
2341,191; 2477,414; 2496,769; 2503,221; 2696,769; 2722,575; 2896,768; 2961,284; 3096,768;
3206,445; 3303,219; 3703,218; 4658,055; 5141,925; 5503,215; 5999,998; 6999,986; 7419,34;
8709,66; 8967,724; 9161,272; 9999,98; 10322,56; 10903,204; 12129,008; 12838,684; 14193,52;
14774,164; 15806,42; 17096,74; 18064,48; 19354,8; 21612,86 mm2. The structure has only one
loading case as is defined in Table 1. Constraints are defined as maximum and minimum allowed
stresses in each bar limited to 180 MPa. Note that there are no displacement constrains.
The final goal our research is to get the guaranteed global optimum of the presented 52 bar truss
optimization benchmark by an enhanced enumeration method [2]. Knowledge of guaranteed global
optimum is very useful for comparison and evaluation of optimization methods. Actually, such
optimum of the 52-bar truss is still unknown. The following part of this paper present few
enhancements on a path to the goal.
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COMPUTATIONAL ENHANCEMENT
Because the proposed task has extremely large computational requirements, we need to find as
much simplifications as possible. First simplification was to write a faster algorithm to solve the
structural problem. We have rewritten the algorithm as a force-based method. The resulting program is
at least two times faster than the previous version.
Secondly, we added new constraints based on maximum allowed stresses in several cut of the
structure. The whole procedure will be presented only on one of these conditions. Suppose that the
overall horizontal force must be transmitted by non-vertical bars. Then, we can calculate a minimum
cross-selection area of non-vertical bars that must bear the the given force.
Particularly, the total horizontal force is Ftot=100x4 = 400 kN. A part of a horizontal force from
aligned bars can be calculated in a following way:
ܨ௧௧ …  ݈ܽݐݐℎ݁ܿݎ݂ ݈ܽݐ݊ݖ݅ݎ
݈ … ݈݁݊݃ℎݎܾܽ ݏݏݎܿ ݂ ݐ
݊ … ݊ݎܾܽ ݏݏݎܿ ݂ ݎܾ݁݉ݑ
݈ … ݈݁݊݃ℎݎܾܽ ݏݏݎܿ ݂ ݐ
ܿܽ݁ ݂ ݊݅ݐܿ݁ݏ ݏݏݎܿ … ܣℎ ܾܽݎ
ߪ௫ … ݉ܽݏݏ݁ݎݐݏ ݈ܽ݉݅ݔ, ݊݅ݏ݊݁ݐ
ܨ௧௧ =

2
݈

∗ ݊ ∗ ߪ ∗ ܣ௫

ܨ௧௧ ∗ ݈
=ܣ
2 ∗ ݊ ∗ ߪ௫
ܨ௧௧ ∗ ݈
≤ ܣ
2 ∗ ݊ ∗ ߪ௫
400 ∗ 3.60555
≤ ܣ
2 ∗ 6 ∗ 180000
ܣ ≥ 667.6944 ݉݉ଶ
This means a leaning bar cannot have a cross-selection area lover than 667 mm2. These additional
constraints bring 2.5 times speed up to the presented optimization problem. Such a speed-up is
significant, however the remaining computational demand is still huge:
݉ = 64ଵଶ ≅ 47 ∗ 10ଵଶ .. number of combination without added constrain
݊ = 64଼ ∗ 51ସ ≅ 19 ∗ 10ଵଶ .. number of combination with added constrain
Actually biggest available computation source for our task is a volunteer computing project called
CONVECTOR which started at our faculty a year ago.
CONVECTOR
Convector is based on a middleware BOINC [4] which is an open source middleware based on
a client–server technology. The BOINC project is based at the U.C. Berkley Space Sciences
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Laboratory and has been funded by the National Science Foundation since its start in 2002. There are
other projects like “Bayanihan” [5] witch use ubiquitous and easy to use technology such as web
browsers and Java. Although the BOINC has more difficulties from usage point of view, it offers more
possibilities[6]. Actually project CONVECOTOR has more than 5000 connected hosts, and is still
growing up, see Fig. 2.

Fig. 2
CONCLUSION
This project calculated global optimum of 10 bar truss. Lot of work has been done on this task, but
computational effort is still huge. Estimated computational time is in a matter of years. Actual
supposed time to calculate complete task is approximately 240 years. So we still looking for new
computational enhancements .
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THE MOISTURE PROPERTIES OF THE BINDER GEL WITH
FLY ASH
Tereza OTCOVSKÁ1, Pavel PADEVĚT2
Abstract: Use of fly ash additives has an impact of moisture properties of binder gels (cement paste).The
particular object of interest is capillary action of water in the binder gels with different concentration of fly ash
in the mixture. Fly ash is a waste product produced during combustion of coal. According to the type of
combustion, it produces pulverised coal combustion (PCC) fly ash or fluidized bedcombustion (FBC) fly ash.
There are substantial differences among moisture properties of binder gels with FBC fly ash additives compared
with the binder gels with PCC fly ash additives.

Keywords: binder gel, fluidized bed combustion fly ash, pulverized coal combustion fly ash, capillary action,
moisture

INTRODUCTION
There are two main arguments why it is reasonable to use fly ash as a binder gel. First, fly ash is a
waste material produced by the combustion of solid fuels, mainly coal. Combustion of coal is one of
the most environmentally unfriendly methods of energy production. Therefore, it makes sense to use
waste materials from the process to the greatest extent possible to at least reduce negative impacts on
environment. Second, the high financial and energy intensity of cement production creates a demand
for the substitution of cement in the binder gel with alternative binders. To some extent, fly ash could
play this role [1, 2].
The examination of material qualities of binder gel with the addition of fly ash and long-term
testing of those qualities could bring a new perspective on this waste material and allow its more
intense use in civil engineering. We focused on the moisture properties of binder gels with addition of
fly ash from fluidized bed combustion (FBC) in this article. We also compared moisture properties of
binder gels with FBC fly ash with the pulverised coal combustion (PCC) fly ash.
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BASIC TYPES AND PROPERTIES OF FLY ASHES
There are two basic types of fly ash divided by the different methods of coal combustion in which
they were produced: pulverised coal combustion (PCC) fly ash and fluidized bed combustion (FBC)
fly ash.
Pulverised coal combustion (PCC) fly ash is created at temperatures above 1100 °C. The final
properties of binder gel are affected primarily by the shape of a grain and by granulometry
composition. The particles of the PCC fly ash are ball-shaped and they have a smooth surface in most
cases. PCC fly ashes therefore do not decrease the quality of final product – on the contrary, they
sometimes even improve it. [3]
Fluidized bed combustion (FBC) fly ash is created at temperatures between 795 °C to 1025°C in
the fluid bed (in which there is coal surrounded by inert particles stabilizing the process of
combustion). This method of combustion is less environmental damaging (because of lower
emissions). On the other hand, the typical FBC fly ash has a multi-layer structure and has a large
relative surface, which has negative effects on the quality of the final product. [3]
BINDER GELS WITH FLY ASH ADDITIVE AND THEIR PRODUCTION
There is a difference in the production of cement paste with FBC fly ash additive compared with
the production of cement paste with the PCC fly ash additive or cement paste with the cement binder
only. The highly porous nature of the FBC ash fly’s grain requires higher consumption of the mixing
water, i.e. using of higher water coefficient.
Tab. 1 Composition of the binder gels

Set

Water coefficient [-]

A

0.4

Cement and fly ash
ratio
Cement only

B

0.6

65.7/34.3

C

0.7

50/50

D

0.9

30/70

E

0.95

10/90

F

0.4

50/50

G

0.4

60/40

During the experiment (conducted by our team) 5 sets of binder gel were created with different
concentration of FBC fly ash in the mixture (sets A to E) and 2 sets of binder gel with different
concentrations of PCC fly ash (sets F and G). The ratio between cement and fly ash in the mixture
were 100/0, 65.7/34.3, 50/50, 30/70, 10/90 in case of FBC fly ash and 50/50 and 60/40 in case of PCC
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fly ash. The figure in front of the back slash represents weight content of the cement and the figure
behind back slash represents weight content of the fly ash. The water coefficient was referenced to the
100 % content of cement in the binder, i.e. it represents ratio of the weight of the water to the weight
of the binder in the mixture. It was necessary to use a higher volume of the mixing water because of
high porousness of the FBC fly ash. This means that with the increasing content of fly ash the water
coefficient raised consequently. The final composition of the binder gels is recorded in the table (Tab.
1).
The test objects of cuboid shape with a cross-section profile 40 to 40 mm and height of 160 mm
were created for every set. Test objects were removed from the forms approximately after 48 hours of
solidification and they were assigned with a letter of respective set and with a number. One half of the
test objects with fly ash additive were impregnated by chemical injection. Objects of sets E and D (i.e.
bodies with highest content of the FBC fly ash) disintegrated during the process of impregnation. All
objects with the PCC fly ash additive were impregnated, too.
Afterwards, the sides of all objects were painted with epoxide coating, but their bases were left
uncovered (See Fig. 1). The epoxide coating had to secure one-directional spreading of the moisture in
the object only and simultaneously to prevent contact of the objects with water other than on their
bases.
The objects with epoxide coating were loaded into laboratory dryer Memmert and dried at
temperature of 105 °C until their moisture contents were equal to zero. It was possible to start with
experimental measuring immediately afterwards.

Fig. 1 Sketch of the test object
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MEASURING OF THE CAPILLARY ACTION OF WATER IN THE BINDER GELS AND
EVALUATION OF MEASURED DATA
The objects, after having been dried, were weighed and placed in a specially designed water
container in which their bases were dipped for 1,5 cm of their height. It means that surface of the water
in the container was maintained at a constant level. A water container with the test objects was placed
in the air-conditioned testing chamber WKL for 59 days.
We chose a moisture content defined by Formula 1 as a physical quantity to compare capillary
action of different sets of test objects. Measurement of the weighting of test objects were performed
while they were in an air-conditioned chamber and in this way an increase in the weight of the objects
was observed. Final figures of moisture content of non-impregnated test objects are displayed in the
chart (Fig. 2) and summarized in the table (Table 2).
=ݑ

ೡ ି ೞ
. 100 %
ೞ

=

ೖ
. 100 %
ೞ

[%]

(1)

The obvious outcome of this experiment is that ability of water to capillary action tested material
increases in correlation with an increase in the content of FBC fly ash in the mixture. The water
content in set B (with 34.3 % content of FBC fly ash in binder) was 1.7 times higher than in set A
(with 0 % of FBC fly ash in binder). In set E (with 90 % of FBC fly ash in the binder) it was even 5.5
times more than in set A. It is evident that the impact of the presence of FBC fly ash to capillary action
is substantial.

Moisture content of non-impregnated test
objects
90

78.09

Moisture content [%]

80
70

61.52

60
50
40

32.97
25.24

30
20

14.31

10
0
A (Cement only) B (34,3 % of fl.f.a.) C (50 % of fl.f.a.) D (70 % of fl.f.a.) E (90 % of fl.f.a.)

Sets of test objects

Fig. 2 Final values of moisture content of non-impregnated test objects
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Tab. 2 Final values of moisture content of non-impregnated test objects

Cement / fly
ash ratio
Cement only

Type of fly ash

A

Water
coefficient [-]
0.4

-

Final figures of
moisture content[%]
14.31

B

0.6

65.7/34.3

FBC

25.24

C

0.7

50/50

FBC

32.97

D

0.9

30/70

FBC

61.52

E

0.95

10/90

FBC

78.09

Set

The final values of moisture content of impregnated test objects are displayed in chart (Fig. 3) and
summarized in table (Table 3). It is evident that the moisture properties of binder gels with PCC fly
ash additive are far more beneficial than that of gels with FBC fly ash. According to literature, the
PCC fly ash in the mixture could improve features of the binder gel; however, the use of FBC fly ash
has quite the opposite effect [3, 4]. It is probably the main reason why we discovered bigger
differences of moisture content among test objects with higher content of fly ash in the mixture (sets B
and G), than among those with lower content of fly ash in the mixture (sets C and F).

Moisture content of test objects
30

Moisture content [%]

25

24.51
20.94

20
15

Fluid fly ash
High temperature fly ash

10
5

3.20

1.81

0
B, G (fly ash ≈ 40 %)
C, F (fly ash = 50 %)
Sets of test objects

Fig. 3 Final values of moisture content of impregnated test objects
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Tab. 3 Final values of moisture content of impregnated test objects

Cement / fly
ash ratio
65.7/34.3

Type of fly ash

B

Water
coefficient [-]
0.6

FBC

Final figures of
moisture content [%]
24.51

G

0.4

60/40

PCC

1.81

C

0.7

50/50

FBC

20.94

F

0.4

50/50

PCC

3.2

Set

CONCLUSION
The presence and concentration of FBC fly ash increase capillary action of water in the binder gel.
Therefore, we conclude that FBC fly ash deteriorates moisture properties of binder gels. This
conclusion however could not exclude limited use of the FBC fly ash, not least because of economic
and environmental advantages of such use.
Our experimental research of moisture properties of binder gels with fly ash additive concluded that
while the presence of FBC fly ash has negative impacts on moisture properties, the presence of PCC
fly ash has the opposite effect (i.e. it improves moisture properties of the gel).
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ON INVERSE FORMULATION OF RELIABILITY-BASED
DESIGN OPTIMIZATION
Adéla POSPÍŠILOVÁ1
Abstract: A multi-objective Reliability-based design optimization (RBDO) deals with a search for a set of trade-off
solutions with a minimum costs and the maximum reliability of the structure. A performance measure, as a difference between the value of the limit state function and the zero level, is constant in the classical RBDO formulation.
From a different point of view, some tasks require a fixed reliability but searching for the compromising solutions for
the minimization of costs and maximization of the performance measure to find the most advantageous solutions.
This task is called an inverse Reliability-based design optimization (iRBDO) and is formulated in a multi-objective
sense in this contribution. To evaluate the performance measure, an inverse Monte Carlo is employed.

Keywords: Reliability-based design optimization, inverse reliability-based design optimization, Monte Carlo simulations, multi-objective optimization, structural safety

INTRODUCTION

Optimization and search methodologies have become very popular for making products more desirable. The shape of a structure, the amount of reinforcement, the cross-sections, sheet thicknesses,
design of the concrete mixture, and many other properties can be optimized [1, 2, 3, 4]. Nowadays, it
has become apparent that the optimization with deterministic variables is not sufficient enough due to
the uncertainties in a material, a construction, loading etc. The deterministic optimization techniques
can often lead to the unacceptable results [5]. Yao et al. [6] define the uncertainty as the incompleteness
in knowledge and the inherent variability of the system and its environment. The parameter uncertainties
are then associated with input data; the structural uncertainties express that the model need not clearly
describe the physics of the problem [7]. Uncertainties can be represented by means of interval bounds
that is the vaguest definition; by membership functions which are used in fuzzy logic approaches; or by
probability density functions that provide the best description of uncertainty [7].
The optimal design provides a small probability of failure assuming that structural economy and
the system variability to unexpected variations is reduced. These requirements divide the optimization
under uncertainty into two big branches [5]. The economical design with large safety is provided by
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the Reliability-based design optimization (sometimes referred just as the Reliability-based optimization)
concentrating on worse-case scenarios that occur only in extreme events. The everyday fluctuations
are covered in the Robust design optimization that minimizes the price as well as sensitivity to small
changes in loading, structural parameters, geometry, etc. Schuëller and Jensen [8] include the third
branch of optimization under uncertainty - model updating and system identification. The goal is to
reduce the discrepancies which arise when the model prediction is compared with the test data [8].
A classical formulation of the single-objective Reliability-based design optimization (RBDO) minimizes the objective cost function (e.g. a structure weight, benefits, construction costs or expected lifetime
costs etc.) with respect to deterministic constraints as well as probabilistic constraints evaluating a probability of failure. This formulation requires a definition of the maximum allowable probability of failure.
Within the single-objective optimization, the bound for the minimum reliability has to be set up to the
required value because the single-objective optimization usually terminates at the boundary of the constraint function dividing the space into the feasible and unfeasible domain. Sometimes, it is not clear,
how restrictive the bound value should be. Therefore, it is beneficial to reformulate the single-objective
formulation into the multi-objective optimization with the cost function as the first objective and the
reliability (or a probability of failure) as the second objective [9] to obtain the final set of the compromising solutions called Pareto-front. Subsequently, the expert chooses the most beneficial solution from
the final set.
The multi-objective Reliability-based design optimization task is defined as
min

C(d)

(1)

min

pF (X, d)

(2)

Hi (d) ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . , ne

(3)

pmin
≤ pF (X, d) ≤ pmax
F
F

(4)

z̄ = const.

(5)

d∈D

d∈D

subject to

The first line represents minimization of costs C(d), where d is a vector containing design variables
(usually means of some random variables) and D is a domain for the choice of the vector d. The second
line corresponds to the minimization of the probability of failure pF (X, d), where matrix X contains
a set of random variables. The objective space can be constrained by the deterministic functions Hi (d),
where the number of constraint i is from 1 to ne . The probability of failure pF (X, d) can be constrained
as well to obtain more realistic solutions, in which the lower bounding by pmin
eliminates solutions with
F
unattainable probabilities of failure and the upper bounding by pmax
provides solutions safe enough.
F
The probability of failure for a given threshold value z̄ (called a performance measure) in n-dimensional
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space of random variables X1 . . . Xn is
pf (X, d) = Prob[g(X) ≤ z̄] =

Z

···

Z
fX (x)dx = Fx (z̄),

(6)

g(X)≤z̄

where fX (x) is a joint probability distribution function and g(X) ≤ z̄ denotes the failure domain. FX (z̄)
signifies the cumulative distribution function evaluated at the prescribed threshold value z̄ .
The inverse task to RBDO can be formulated to obtain solutions with a prescribed probability of failure but maximizing the performance measure and still minimizing costs. This contribution formulates
this inverse Reliability-based design optimization (iRBDO) task and shows the methodology on a classical benchmark for evaluating the reliability assessment as well as for the RBDO problems. The overall
structure of this paper takes the form of four sections, including this introductory section. Section Two
begins by laying out the inverse Reliability-based design optimization concepts. The third chapter is
concerned with the application of the methodology on the 23-bar truss structure. The final section draws
upon the entire paper and concludes this contribution.
INVERSE RELIABILITY-BASED DESIGN OPTIMIZATION

As being said, the goal of a Reliability-based design optimization is to find Pareto-front of tradeoff solutions taking into account the reliability of the structure (or probability of failure) and costs (or
volume, weight of the structure etc.). Pareto-front of the RBDO problem can be understood as a plane
two-dimensional cut of the three-dimensional general reliability optimization task with reliability, costs
and performance measures as three criteria depicted in Figure 1. The performance measure is set to
a given constant value during the whole optimization task. The ideal solution would be the one with the
reliability (e.g. pf )

pf
min C
min pf

pf
2D cut
costs C

ideal point
z̄

C

C

performance measure z

Fig. 1 Reliability-based design optimization: Pareto-front as a two-dimensional cut in general reliability
optimization problem. The performance measure is set to a given value z̄ .
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ideal point

reliability (e.g. pf )

z

C

p̄f

2D cut

min C
max z

costs C

z

C

performance measure z

Fig. 2 Inverse Reliability-based design optimization: Pareto-front as a two-dimensional cut in general
reliability optimization problem. The probability of failure is set to a given value p̄f .
minimum costs and the minimum probability of failure as depicted in Figure 1, however, this solution
does not exist because two optimized criteria are antagonistic. Instead of it, the set with compromising
solutions (Pareto-front) is located with a condition to be as closest as possible to the ideal point.
The inverse task is to fix a probability of failure to a given fixed value p̄f and to find Pareto-front of
costs and performance measures, see Figure 2. We call this problem an inverse Reliability-based design
optimization. The costs should be as cheapest as possible, the minimization is used for this criterion.
A performance measure is understood as a reserve between the value of the limit state function and the
limit state when the failure occurs. If two solutions with a constant probability of failure, a constant
cost and different values of performance measures are compared, the performance measure (a reserve)
is preferred to be the greatest. Thus, the performance measure criterion is maximized. Figure 2 shows
a non-existent ideal point and Pareto-front that is the better the closer is to the virtual ideal point. Inverse
Reliability-based design optimization is mathematically formulated as
min

C(d)

(7)

max

z(X, d)

(8)

Hi (d) ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . , ne

(9)

z min ≤ z(X, d) ≤ z max

(10)

p̄f = const.

(11)

d∈D

d∈D

subject to

The first line is again minimization of costs C(d), the second line corresponds to the maximization of
the performance function z(X, d). The objective space can be constrained by deterministic constraints
Hi (d) and by limitation the performance measure z(X, d) from below z min and from above z max .

Evaluation of the performance measure is an inverse task to evaluation of the probability of failure.
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A crude Monte Carlo simulation is the most robust simulation method for a probability of failure assessment, which generates samples as pseudorandom numbers from a given distribution and assesses how
many samples felt into the failure domain. It computes the integral over the failure domain defined in
Equation 6 as

m

nf
1 X
pf =
IG (x(k) ) =
.
m
m

(12)

k=1

The indicator function IG (·) is equal to 1 if the k th realization x of m total samples is in the failure
region and zero otherwise. An unbiased estimate of the probability of failure pf is approximately equal
to the ratio between a number of the samples in the failure domain nf and a number of all samples m.
The inverse problem to Equation 6 is gaining the performance measure z for the prescribed probability
of failure p̄f . The number of samples in the failure domain is therefore from Equation 12
nf = p̄f · m.

(13)

The m number of samples are evaluated by the performance function g(X) and are sorted in ascending
order according to the g(X). The performance measure z is then approximately equal to the value of the
performance function of solution with the rank nf in sorted Monte Carlo population. The whole routine
is depicted in Figure 3.

g(X (1) )

X (1)
X (2)
X (3)
..
.

g(X (2) )
g(X (3) )

g(X (k) )

(k)

X
..
.

X (m)

g(X (m) )

values of
performance
function
g (1)
g (2)
g (3)
..
.
g (k)
..
.
g (m)

g (352)

ascending order sorting

Monte Carlo
population

g (758)
g (569)
..
.
g (p̄f ·m)
..
.
g (494)

(p̄f · m)th sample
performance function
z ≈ g (p̄f ·m)

Fig. 3 The scheme of inverse Crude Monte Carlo simulation method for obtaining a performance measure z .

RESULTS ON 23-BAR TRUSS STRUCTURE

The 23-bar planar truss bridge benchmark with a probabilistic description of the problem was firstly
published in [10]. Subsequently, a single-objective optimization problem was defined in [11]. A topology is depicted in Figure 4 on the left. Truss bars are divided into two groups; the upper chord and the
lower chord are contained in the first group; the diagonals creates the second group. Young’s moduli
and cross-sections are normally distributed variables; loadings are random variables with Gumbel dis-
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P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

Variable
2m

P1

E1 , A1

w1
6×4 m = 24 m

E2 , A2

Distribution

Mean
2.1 · 10

11

E1 , E2

Pa

Lognormal

A1

m2

Lognormal

A2

m

2

Lognormal

µA2

P1 , . . . , P 6

N

Gumbel

5 · 104

µA1

St. dev.
2.1 · 1010
2 · 10−4
1 · 10−4

7.5 · 103

Fig. 4 A 23-bar plane truss bridge.
tribution, see Figure 4 on the right. The design rule in this task is that the mid-span displacement should
not exceed wmax = 10 cm, mathematically expressed
G(x) = wmax − |w1 (x)|;

(14)

G(x) greater than or equal to a performance measure z denotes safety of the system, G(x) lesser than

the performance measure z indicates failure. Note, that the performance measure is equal to zero in the
original formulation.
The probability of failure in inverse RBDO task was set to the pF = 1.15376 · 10−3 which is approximately comparable to the reliability index equal to 3 from the original benchmark formulation.
Objective space
0.1

12

0

−3

Design space

x 10

performance measure z [m]

3

µA2 [m2]

2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
1

2

3
µA1 [m2]

4

5

6

−0.1
8
−0.2

−0.3
4
−0.4

−3

x 10

−0.5

−0.6

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

1

3

volume [m ]

Fig. 5 All generations of the NSGA-II depicted in the design space (left) and in the objective space
(right). The initial population is depicted by the pluses for feasible solutions and by squares for the
unfeasible solutions. Circles represent admissible solutions with performance measures greater than
zero. The grey cross represents the optimal solution presented in [11].
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All generations obtained by the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II)2 are depicted
in Figure 5. To get more meaningful solutions, Pareto-front was constrained in the performance measure
criterion from below to zero because the negative reserve is nonsense in this example (the displacement
should not exceed 10 cm). The single-objective optimum for RBDO published in [11] was used to
validate the results for inverse RBDO. This optimum should be lying on the final front. The optimal
single-objective design vector d = [2.53 · 10−3 , 8.13 · 10−4 ] m2 was used to calculate a probability

of failure pF = 1.15376 · 10−3 by the crude Monte Carlo simulation utilizing 108 Halton sequences

samples for a high accuracy. The performance measure was fixed to zero as in the original benchmark
formulation. This optimum was recomputed by the inverse Monte Carlo simulation to get back the performance measure. The measure is equal to −5.31 · 10−6 which is approximately zero as expected since
the probabilistic constraint is the active constraint.
CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of the current contribution was to formulate the inverse task to Reliability-based design
optimization. We proceeded from the multi-objective formulation [9] that was extended into the threecriteria reliability optimization task to minimize costs, minimize probabilities of failure and maximize
performance measures. The RBDO is thereafter a planar cut with a fixed performance measure. The
inverse Reliability-based design optimization fixates the probability of failure and it is thereafter a planar
cut with minimizing costs and maximizing performance measures. Since those two criteria are antagonistic, the final Pareto-front of trade-off solutions is necessary to obtain by a multi-objective optimizer.
The Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II is fast and efficient for a low number of criteria and
therefore is beneficial for this task.
The formulated optimization was implemented and tested on well-known 23-bar truss benchmark that
is used for the reliability assessment as well as for the RBDO problems frequently. The multi-objective
RBDO task [9] was reformulated to the inverse RBDO problem and the final Pareto-front was obtained.
The single-objective optimum [11] was utilized for the validation of multi-objective results because the
final Pareto-fronts of the RBDO task and the iRBDO task are intersecting exactly in this single-objective
optimum.

2

The NSGA-II was set to 50 individuals in each generation and totally 12 generations. A probability of mutation
is set to 0.1, a probability of cross-over is equal to 0.9 and a probability of selection to 0.9 as well.
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COMPARISON OF ADVANCED SIMULATION TECHNIQUES
FOR RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT
Adéla POSPÍŠILOVÁ1 , Matěj LEPŠ2
Abstract: A crude Monte Carlo simulation is a robust method for all types of reliability problems, however, it is
time consuming especially for low failure probabilities that are frequent in civil engineering designs. Nowadays,
advanced simulation techniques such as Importance sampling or Asymptotic sampling are quite popular for reducing the computational efforts. In this contribution, the comparison of several methods is shown on illustrative
examples.

Keywords: Reliability, Monte Carlo simulation, Asymptotic sampling, Importance sampling, First order reliability
method

INTRODUCTION

A probability of failure in an n-dimensional space of random variables X1 . . . Xn is computed as
pF = Prob[g(X) ≤ 0] =

Z

···

Z
fX (x)dx,

(1)

g(X)≤0

where fX (x) is a joint probability distribution function, g(·) stands for a limit state function and g(X) ≤ 0
denotes the failure domain. The exact solution can be computed analytically only for a special type of
problems (by Gauss quadrature approaches, Laplace approximation approaches, etc.). For better scaling
purposes, the approximate general reliability index β is computed from the pF as an inverse cumulative
distribution function of the standard normal distribution β = Φ−1 (1 − pF ).
Analytical approximation techniques such as a First-order reliability method (FORM) or a Secondorder reliability method (SORM) and simulation techniques such as crude Monte Carlo (MC) and variance reduction techniques are commonly used. FORM [1, 2, 3] is very often preferred for its speed
and only few necessary evaluations of the g -function (K · (n + 1) g -function calls for forward and
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backward difference formula where K is a number of iterations to find a design point and n is a number
of variables, K · (2n + 1) calls for central difference formula) which is usually computationally the most
expensive part. The drawback is that the obtained probability of failure is inaccurate in case of high
non-linearity in the vicinity of the design point. SORM [1] utilizing second order derivatives is more
precise because it substitutes the limit state function with the second-order approximation surface but
also computationally more expensive for second derivatives utilization; nevertheless, Breitung [4] and
others [1] developed a second-order correction formula that decreases computational expenses.
Simulation techniques are utilized either in case that analytical approximation techniques are insufficient for large number of variables or for highly non-linear systems. The most robust method is a
Monte Carlo simulation, however, it is computationally expensive. The variance reduction techniques
such as importance sampling [5], directional sampling [6], subset simulation [7], line sampling [8] or
asymptotic sampling [9] have been recently introduced for structural reliability problems. Importance
sampling samples from an importance sampling distribution instead of the original distribution and the
ratio of those two distributions is used to scale the probability of failure. Directional sampling uses
generation of uniformly distributed direction vectors and performs a one-dimensional integration along
each direction. Subset simulation formulates the small pF as a product of larger conditional probabilities
obtained by Markov Chain Monte Carlo method. Line sampling converts multi-dimensional problems in
a standard normal space into the several conditional one-dimensional problems that are easier to solve.
Asymptotic sampling takes advantage of the asymptotic behaviour of the probability of failure and scales
random variables over the standard deviation to get more samples from the failure domain.
This paper investigates the usefulness of advanced simulation methods with comparison to the crude
Monte Carlo simulation and FORM. The overall structure of the study takes the form of four chapters,
including this introductory chapter. The second chapter is concerned with the brief description of Monte
Carlo simulation, FORM, Importance sampling and Asymptotic sampling. Chapter Three presents results and comparison of the named methods on testing examples. Finally, the conclusion in the last
chapter gives a brief summary and critique of the findings.
METHODOLOGIES
Crude Monte Carlo

A probability of failure in Equation 1 is possible to be rewritten as an expected value
Z∞
p̄F =

Z∞
...

−∞

Ig (x)fX (x)dx,

(2)

−∞

where Ig (x) is an indicator function that is equal to one for a failure domain g(x) ≤ 0 and zero otherwise. Simulation methods generate samples as pseudo-random or quasi-random numbers from a given
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distribution and assess how many samples felt into the failure domain. The ratio between failures nf
and a number of all samples m denotes the unbiased estimator for probability of failure which is
m

pF ≈

nf
1 X
IG (x(i) ) =
.
m
m

(3)

i=1

There are several possibilities for the sampling schemes, from general pseudo-random generators, over
Latin Hypercube Sampling, to quasi-random numbers as Halton sequences and Sobol sequences. We
found that the best ratio between the quality of the Design of Experiment and overall time is provided
by Halton sequences, see e.g. [11].
The coefficient of variation C.o.V. of the approximated probability of failure can be used to estimate
the quality of the result

C.o.V.M C

σM C
=
≈
p̄F

r

1 − pF
≈
m · pF

r

1
m · pF

(4)
pF →0

where σM C is a standard deviation of the Monte Carlo results. The variance of the Monte Carlo results
2
σM
C depends on the number of samples (the lower variance, the better). For a common pseudo-random

generator, the number of samples is very high to obtain a precise approximation of pF . A common rule
of thumb recommends a number of samples from 10/pF (C.o.V. approx. 32%) over 100/pF (C.o.V.
approx. 10%) up to 500/pF samples (C.o.V. approx. 5%). Note, that the number of samples is not
dependent on a number of variables but only on the probability of failure.
Importance Sampling

The number of samples necessary for a failure probability estimation by Monte Carlo grows quadratically for linearly decreasing probability of failure. Therefore, the advanced simulation techniques are
introduced. Importance sampling (abbrev. IS, also referred as weighted sampling) is one of them. IS
samples from a different distribution called importance sampling distribution (ISD). The goal is to sample in the important region to get more knowledge about interesting areas. In the best case of ISD choice,
samples are located close to the failure region. For obtaining the approximated probability of failure,
the weighting factor, which is the ratio of the original PDF fX (v) and the importance sampling PDF
hV (v), is used to scale the indicator function Ig (v)
Z∞
pF =

Z∞
...

−∞

−∞

m

Ig (v)

fX (v)
1 X fX (v)
fX (v)dx ≈
Ig (v).
hV (v)
m
hV (v)

(5)

i=1

The importance sampling probability density function hV (v) has to be picked very carefully. With very
poor choice of hV (v), the importance sampling can be more costly than classical Monte Carlo.
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"
#
m
1 X fX (v)2
1
2
Ig (v) − pF
σ pF ≈
m−1 m
hV (v)2
2

(6)

i=1

that optimal sampling density is
hOP T (v) =

fX (v)
Ig (v).
pF

(7)

Unfortunately, this distribution requires the knowledge of the probability of failure. Several strategies to
obtain importance sampling density are presented in the literature, namely approaches based on kernel
density estimators or design points found by e.g. FORM [12] which is used in this contribution.
First Order Reliability Method (FORM)

A First Order Reliability Method (FORM) [13] is an analytical approximation method working on
transforming the original space (OS) to the standard normal space (SNS) and substituting the limit state
function for a hyperplane in the design point u∗ . The approximation of the reliability index βF ORM is the
shortest distance from the origin of SNS to the design point lying on the limit state surface. The design
√
point can be found by the optimization task u∗ = min ( uT u) subject to g(TSN S→OS (u)) = 0. e.g.
by Hasofer-Lind-Rackwitz-Fiessler (HLRF) algorithm [14] that converges in few steps in most cases,
however, this optimization algorithm does not guarantee the global optimum solution.
Asymptotic sampling

An Asymptotic sampling is a relatively novel methodology that predicts a reliability index from an
asymptotic behaviour of the probability of failure in an n-dimensional i.i.d normal space [9, 10]. A principal idea is to sequentially scale random variables over the standard deviation σ to get more samples
from a failure domain. The reliability index of the problem with original distributions is obtained by an
approximation of the asymptotic behaviour given by
βAS = Aϕ +

B
,
ϕ

(8)

where ϕ denotes a scale factor that is expressed as ϕ =

1
σ.

Equation (8) can be written in a terms of

a scaled reliability index for better fitting purposes. Coefficients A and B are obtained by a regression
analysis through several so called support points.
Each support point represents a MC estimate of the reliability index for a specific scale factor ϕ. The
number of samples for one MC simulation m with the same σ ’s is determined in advance as well as the
number of necessary samples belonging to the failure domain N0 and the decrease coefficient ϕd for
the factor ϕ. If the number of failures is higher than N0 , the reliability index βi and the corresponding
factor ϕi are stored as one support point. In other case the factor ϕ is decreased. After gathering
a sufficient number of support points K , the procedure is stopped and coefficients A and B are obtained
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Tab. 1 2D examples.
Example No.
1
2
3

type
linear
convex
concave

4
5

linear system

limit state function
g(x) = 50x1 − 100x2 + 250
2
g(x) = 0.1(x21 + x22 − 2x1 x2 ) − x1√+x
+ 2.5
2
x
+x
2
2
1√ 2
g(x) = −0.5(x1 + x2 − 2x1 x2 ) −
+3
2
√
g1 (x) = −x1 − x2 + 3 2
g2 (x) = −x2 + 3

note

g2 (x) =
g3 (x) =
g4 (x) =

series system

(x1 −x2 )2
2
− x1√+x
10
2
2
2)
2
3 + (x1 −x
+ x1√+x
10
2
x1 − x2 + √72
x2 − x1 + √72

series system
parallel system

g1 (x) = 3 +
6

non-linear system

through curve fitting. Summation of A and B then represents an estimated reliability index βAS for
unscaled random variables as an extrapolation of ϕ equal to 1.
BENCHMARKS

Several examples utilizing mathematical functions as well as physical models were chosen to demonstrate the behaviour of briefly summarized methodologies above. We use crude Monte Carlo simulation
utilizing Halton quasi-random sequences with C.o.V. equal to 10% and 1%, then we find a design point
by FORM and evaluate the probability of failure for it. The design point is thereafter used to shift the
original sampling density for the Importance sampling and the last results belong to the Asymptotic
sampling.
Example 1-6: 2D mathematical examples

We start with simple examples that are listed in Table 1. Random variables X1 and X2 have standard
normal distribution. Graphical illustrations of all methods for all 2D examples are depicted in Figure 2.
The results and some statistics are in Table 2.
M2

x

F

625

Variable

M1

y
z

[mm]

Distribution

M1

N.mm

Lognormal

M2

N.mm

Lognormal

F

N

Lognormal

σ0

Pa

Lognormal

314

Fig. 1 A short column under oblique bending.
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2.5 · 10

8

7.5 · 107

1.25 · 108 3.75 · 107
2.5 · 106
5 · 104

5 · 105
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Fig. 2 2D examples (Example 1 - 6). Each column is dedicated to a specific method, each row
to a different example. The highlighted contour is a limit state contour (g(x) = 0). In MC
and IS as well, grey dots are used for samples in a safe domain, black for samples in a failure
domain. In FORM, the dashed line is the search path of HLRF or active-set algorithm, which
is used only in case that HLRF was not able to find any optimum. The dash-and-dot line is for
the β distance from the SNS origin. In AS, all incremental generations are depicted by lighter
dots in which the darkest population is the initial one.

Example 7: A short column under oblique bending

A short column under axial loading F and bi-axial bending M1 and M2 as depicted in Figure 1 on
the left is considered. The column has a rectangular cross-section with width b equal to 625 mm and
height h equal to 314 mm; those dimensions are overtaken from optimization in [16]. Geometrically and
physically linear behaviour is assumed.
The collapse of the structure occurs with the ultimate plastic state. Thus, the reliability of the column
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AS

IS

FORM

MC

MC

Tab. 2 Results for 2D examples 1 - 6. DP is an abbreviation for a design point, in case of two design
points, one is randomly chosen for IS. The number of g -function calls (no. g -calls) is the same as a
number of sampling points in simulation techniques, however it differs from the number of iterations
in FORM due to necessity of evaluations the derivatives. δpF is used for relative error where MC
with C.o.V. equal to 1% is considered as the true value of a quantity. The positive δpF represents
overestimation and negative δpF underestimation the probability of failure pF .

pf,M C
C.o.V.
δpF
no. g-calls
pf,M C
C.o.V.
no. g-calls
pf,F ORM
DP1 : u1
DP1 : u2
DP2 : u1
DP2 : u2
δpF
alg.
no. g-calls
Epf,IS
C.o.V.
δpF
no. g-calls
Epf,AS
C.o.V.
δpF
no. g-calls

Example 1
1.23 · 10−2
10.0%
-3.29%
8 · 103
1.27 · 10−2
1.00%
7.8 · 105
1.27 · 10−2
-1
2
0.06%
HLRF
10
1.25 · 10−2
1.08%
-1.25%
1.5 · 103
1.46 · 10−2
3.84%
14.95%
1.13 · 104

Example 2
4.17 · 10−3
10.0%
-0.95%
2.4 · 104
4.21 · 10−3
1.00%
2.4 · 106
6.21 · 10−3
1.7678
1.7678
47.61%
HLRF
10
4.22 · 10−3
0.98%
0.25%
3 · 103
4.52 · 10−3
7.46%
7.39%
1.13 · 104

Example 3
1.05 · 10−1
9.2%
0.64%
1 · 103
1.04 · 10−1
1.00%
8.6 · 104
4.86 · 10−2
-0.7645
1.4716
1.4716
-0.7645
-53.39%
HLRF
30
9.88 · 10−2
0.99%
-5.27%
6.9 · 104
1.46 · 10−1
6.68%
39.46%
1.1 · 103

Example 4
2.33 · 10−3
9.8%
-3.91%
4.3 · 104
2.43 · 10−3
0.98%
4.2 · 106
1.35 · 10−3
0
3
2.1213
2.1213
-44.38%
HLRF
10
2.48 · 10−3
0.94%
2.31%
2.5 · 104
3.06 · 10−3
6.97%
25.90%
1.23 · 104

Example 5
2.38 · 10−4
10.0%
-0.04%
4.2 · 105
2.38 · 10−4
1.00%
4.2 · 107
5.83 · 10−4
1.2427
3
144.65%
active-set
202
2.39 · 10−4
0.99%
0.15%
4 · 103
1.24 · 10−4
12.92%
-48.04%
1.43 · 104

Example 6
2.31 · 10−3
9.8%
3.95%
4.5 · 104
2.22 · 10−3
0.99%
4.5 · 106
1.35 · 10−3
-2.1213
-2.1213
2.1213
2.1213
-39.28%
active-set
21
1.19 · 10−3
0.90%
-46.42%
6.6 · 104
2.38 · 10−3
8.62%
6.90%
1.13 · 104

can be defined by the limit state function
4M1
4M2
g(x) = 1 − 2 − 2
−
bh σ0 b hσ0



F
bhσ0

2
,

(9)

in which σ0 is the yield stress. The axial force F , bending moments M1 and M2 and yield stress σ0
are statistically independent lognormal random variables with given means and coefficients of variation
listed in Figure 1 on the right. Results and statistics are presented in Table 3.
Example 8: A 23-bar truss

The 23-bar planar truss bridge benchmark with a probabilistic description of the problem was firstly
published in [17]. A topology is depicted in Figure 3 on the left. Truss bars are divided into two
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P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

Variable
2m

P1

E1 , A1

w1
6×4 m = 24 m

E2 , A2

Distribution

E1 , E2

Pa

Lognormal

A1

m2

Lognormal

A2

m

2

P1 , . . . , P 6

N

Lognormal
Gumbel

Mean
2.1 · 10

11

2 · 10−3
1 · 10

−3

5 · 104

St. dev.
2.1 · 1010
2 · 10−4
1 · 10−4

7.5 · 103

Fig. 3 A 23-bar plane truss bridge.
groups; the upper chord and the lower chord are contained in the first group; the diagonals creates
the second group. Young’s moduli and cross-sections are normally distributed variables; loadings are
random variables with Gumbel distribution, see Figure 3 on the right. The design rule in this task is that
the mid-span displacement should not exceed wmax = 10 cm, mathematically expressed
g(x) = wmax − |w1 (x)|;

(10)

g(x) greater than or equal to zero denotes safety of the system, G(x) lesser than zero indicates failure.

All methods were used again to obtain the probability of failure and the results as well as statistics
are summarized in Table 4.
CONCLUSION

The present study was designed to compare several reliability approximation methods and their results on examples with 2 variables that was possible to visualise as well as on slightly more complicated
benchmarks. This study has shown that in cases with low number of design variables, the Importance
sampling utilizing a design point needs more samples for highly non-linear systems and also becomes
less precise with increasing non-linearity that is crucial. Asymptotic sampling surprisingly estimated
the probability of failure for the linear system as bad as possible from all methodologies (note that the

Tab. 3 Results for a short column under oblique bending. Probabilities of failure for particular methods
are shaded. The darker gray is used to highlight the most precise value. Asymptotic sampling as well
as importance sampling was run 1000 times for obtaining C.o.V. The design point obtained by FORM
through HLRF algorithm u∗ = (1.6069, 1.5925, 1.4382, −1.8115)T in SNS was transformed to the
original space and used for IS. δpF is used for relative error where MC with C.o.V. equal to 1% is
considered as the true value of a quantity. The positive δpF represents overestimation and negative δpF
underestimation the probability of failure pF .

pF
C.o.V.
δpF
no. g-calls

MC
1.23 · 10−3
9.94%
1.89%
8.2 · 104

MC
1.21 · 10−3
1.00%
0%
8.2 · 106

FORM
6.07 · 10−4
-49.77%
207
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IS
1.12 · 10−3
1.04%
-7.08%
4.2 · 104

AS
1.33 · 10−3
7.30%
9.05%
2.25 · 104
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Tab. 4 Results for a 23-bar truss. Probabilities of failure for particular methods are shaded. The darker
gray is used to highlight the most precise value. Asymptotic sampling as well as importance sampling
was run 1000 times for obtaining C.o.V. The design point obtained by FORM through HLRF algorithm u∗ = (−1.1635, −0.1767, −1.1635, −0.1766, 0.1162, 0.3552, 0.5460, 0.5460, 0.3552, 0.1162)T
in SNS was transformed to the original space and used for IS. δpF is used for relative error where
MC with C.o.V. equal to 1% is considered as the true value of a quantity. The positive δpF represents
overestimation and negative δpF underestimation the probability of failure pF .

pF
C.o.V.
δpF
no. g-calls

MC
4.39 · 10−2
9.73%
0.62%
2.3 · 103

MC
4.36 · 10−2
0.98%
0%
2.3 · 105

FORM
2.81 · 10−2
-35.58%
273

IS
4.38 · 10−2
1.07%
0.38%
1 · 104

AS
4.88 · 10−2
3.88%
11.77%
1.13 · 104

FORM result is exact for this example), however AS beats IS in the last 2D example that is the most
complicated one with lesser number of g -function evaluations. Figure 2 shows that for highly non-linear
systems with narrow safe region, placing the IS density to the design point is not always the best way.
The question is whether this benchmark has equal physical model interpretation.
The short column under oblique bending contains four design variables from lognormal distributions.
The FORM gives unsurprisingly the worst result, the IS and AS provides almost the same relative error,
the difference is in the number of samples (AS is lesser with higher C.o.V.). The preferable method
would be AS for its overestimation of the probability of failure in contrast to the IS that underestimates
and that can lead to unsuitable design. The last test was made on 23-bar truss bridge that utilizes
10 random variables from different distributions, the worst result is obtained again by FORM, the best
result is got by IS except for the MC with C.o.V. equal to 1%.
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INFLUENCE OF MORPHOLOGY ON MICROMECHANICAL
PROPERTIES OF WOOD CELL
Zdeněk PROŠEK1, Jaroslav TOPIČ2, Václav NEŽERKA3, Pavel TESÁREK4,
Kateřina INDROVA5, Vlastimil KRÁLÍK6
Abstract: The presented article deals with the relationship between micromechanical properties of wood tissues
and the angle of microfibrils in cells of spruce wood. Cell wall is composed of more layers of various spiral
angles of cellulose microfibrils and their study is complicated because of the limited size and difficult
identification. For this reason, we used a combination of optical microscopy and nanoindentation. In particular,
optical microscopy was used to determine the topography of the sample and nanoindentation for mapping the
micromechanical properties. Microfibril angle was consequently derived based on the recorded modulus of
elasticity.

Keywords: Micromechanical properties, spruce wood, geometry, nanoindentation, modulus mapping

INTRODUCTION
Before the electron microscopy was available, Bailey and Kerr [1] used iodine staining and
polarization microscopy to for investigation of wood tissues. They found that the secondary wall is
composed of three layers, commonly referred to as outer (S1), middle (S2) and inner (S3). While
investigating the cell cross-section they found that the outer and inner layers are brighter than the
middle one due to different orientation of fibrils within the individual layers.
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The middle layer of the secondary wall forms the major part of wood cells and therefore it is the
most important component from the mechanical point of view. It is composed of 30 to 150 lamellas.
The middle layer has a superior influence on the properties of wooden cells. Properties of the middle
layer have the major impact on the wood anisotropy, shrinkage, strength and ductility [1].
Wimmer et al. [2] utilized nanoindentation in 1997 to investigate the mechanical properties of
wood cells and published the records about the stiffness of spruce earlywood, latewood and transition
wood for the first time. His results are summarized in Table 1 and compared to the results provided by
other authors. Wagner et al. [9] found a relationship between the indentation depth and obtained
results, and established the depth of 200 to 250 nm as optimal to obtain the most accurate results. The
indentation depth is not the only factor influencing the results; a lignin content and angle of fibrils in
the tested cell wall have an impact on the micromechanical properties as well. A. Jäger et al. [10]
found a dependence of the angles of fibrils on the nanoindentation results, and they came to the
conclusion that the elastic modulus and hardness are proportional to the amount of fibrils in the cell
walls. There were attempts to measure the micromechanical properties of the outer secondary wall S1,
but these failed because the results were influenced by the surrounding layers. From this reason all
successful nanoindentation measurements were conducted only on the middle secondary wall S2.
Tab. 1 Indentation modulus and microfibril angle of the secondary cell wall layer S2

Type of
wood

Latewood

Earlywood

Author

References

Wimmer and Lucas, 1997
Gindl, 2002
Gindl, 2002
Gindl, 2004
Gindl, 2004
Konnerth, 2009
Gindl, 2002
Gindl, 2004
Konnerth, 2009

[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[4]
[7]
[8]

Elastic modulus
(GPa)
15.81
17
18
15.34
17.08
20
11.5
8
12.5

MFA
(°)
3
0
0
5
5
0
35
50
17.5

The difference between the elastic stiffness of earlywood and latewood cell walls is attributed to
the different chemical composition and angle of fibrils. The earlywood cells contain more lignin and
less cellulose, resulting in a reduced elastic stiffness. The work of Gindl et al. [7] focused on the
micromechanical properties of individual phases in the wood tissues suggest that lignin, which bonds
to hemicellulose, does have significant impact on the value of elastic stiffness.
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METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS
Both kinds of wood cells, i.e. earlywood and latewood, were indented at various cell regions
r
by
using methods of standard indentation and modulus mapping. The standard indentation loading
function, consisting of a constant loading (5 seconds), holding period (8 seconds) and unloading stage
(5 seconds), was pursued. The maximum loading capacity of the indenter was 400 µN. Figure 6 shows
a 4 × 5 indentation matrix
trix captured during in-situ
in
monitoring, using the Hysitron Tribolab® scanning
device. In order to avoid any interaction between individual indents, their minimum spacing was set to
3 µm.
In the case of modulus mapping method, the dynamic force was harmonically
harmonically superimposed (with
the amplitude 5 µN
N and frequency of 150 Hz) to the nominal quasi
quasi-static
static contact force 12 µN. Such
measurement was conducted on the area of 16 × 16 µm. With respect to the negligible viscosity,
indicated by the relatively small magnitude
magnitude of the measured loss moduli, the values of storage moduli
can be considered as the reduced elastic stiffness modulus, obtained by means of quasi-brittle
quasi
nanoindentation test. Results from standard nanoindentation
nanoindentation and modulus mapping are presented in
Figure 1.

Fig. 1 Elastic stiffness of tracheid walls (left), the modulus of elasticity of tracheids walls
depending on the angle of microfibrils (right)

The influence of the orientation angle of fibrils on the elastic stiffness was investigated by Jäger et
al. [10],
], who found a clear correlation between these quantities. Based on their equation describing the
relationship between the orientation of fibrils and elastic modulus (Figure 1),, the fibrils of earlywood
cell walls in our samples were oriented
oriented in the angle 39.5° and 23.5° in the case of latewood. These
values are relatively large, which might have been a result of a defect in the vicinity of the extracted
samples or sample preparation. According to Gindl et al. [7]
[ ] the compressed wood defect increases the
angle of fibrils up to 50° and Wagner et al. [9]
[ ] found that polishing of the samples can increase the
angle as well.
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CONCLUSION
The results of our study provide detailed information about the micromechanical properties of two
basic types of cells. Microfibril angles were derived from the values of elastic stiffness obtained by
means of nanoindentation technique called modulus mapping. Microfibril angles were established as
39.5 ° for earlywood and 23.5 ° for latewood wood cells. The future research will be focused on the
investigation of fibrils using optical microscopy and X-ray diffraction to be compared with the
nanoindentation results and Jäger equation.
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FRACTURE PROPERTIES OF FIBER REINFORCED
LIME-BASED MORTAR
Michal PŘINOSIL1, Petr KABELE2
Abstract: In this paper, the amount of dissipated energy, i.e. energy necessary to break sets of notched specimens
during three-point bending test, is experimentally investigated. The sets are prepared from lime-based mortar
reinforced with short synthetic fibers. We considered two types of the matrix (pure lime, lime-metakaolin), two
types of polyvinyl alcohol fibers in four volume fractions (0.5÷2.0%). As the reference, we tested also two sets
from plain mortar without fiber reinforcement.

Keywords: fiber reinforced mortar, lime-based mortar, fracture energy, energy absorption, three-point bending
test

INTRODUCTION
Conventional mortars based on lime binder could be characterized by a low strength, low tensile
strain capacity and low energy absorption capacity. This results in a small durability of applications of
these materials, such as repair and reconstruction of historical objects. Elimination of these drawbacks
would avoid mentioned problems. The effect of metakaolin on mechanical properties of hardened
mortar is well known [1]. Another approach improves cohesive behavior of cracks using fiber
reinforcement. Its presence was proved in historical mortars [2].
In our research, we develop high-performance fiber reinforced lime-based mortar suitable for the
restoration and maintenance of historic objects. The goal is to design the composite using
micromechanics and fracture mechanics so that under excessive tensile deformations mortar exhibits
strain-hardening response and multiple cracking (a large amount of fine cracks) instead of damage
localize in one crack as in conventional mortar. Therefore, mortar retains its integrity and ability to
carry further loading.
The main objective of this work is to describe the influence of the fiber reinforcement on fracture
properties of lime-based mortar. To this end, three-point bending test on notched specimens was
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performed. The investigated parameters are energy absorption capacity (the amount of dissipated
energy) and the energy related to the cross-sectional area of the beam above notch (in ligament).
MATERIALS
The composite consists of a filler, binder, water, fiber reinforcement and eventual additive
(plasticizer) to improve workability. The filler is represented by fine quartz sand with maximum
particle size 0.3 mm. As the binder, hydrated air lime powder CL90 from the company Vápenka
Čertovy schody a.s. and metakaolin Mephisto L05 from ČLUZ s.r.o. Nové Strašecí were chosen. The
reason for adding it into the mixture is to improve the tensile strength, to reduce shrinkage and to
improve rheological properties.
In our previous research, we dealt with the experimental investigation of individual components of
the composite (micro scale). Firstly, we examined the influence of the composition of pure matrix
(without reinforcement) on tensile and fracture properties (Young's modulus, tensile strength, bilinear
approximation of tensile traction-separation relation and fracture energy) [3]. Based on the results,
ratio of the filler and binder, ratio of individual types of the filler (with different maximum particle
size) and the water ratio (calculated as the ratio of weight of the water and weight of filler and binder)
were chosen.
Afterwards, we examined several types of fiber reinforcement from different material (organic,
Tab. 1: The composition of the composite (weight proportions)
Component

Producer

Product

L

LM

1.000

Binder
Lime

Čertovy schody, a.s.

Čerťák CL90

1.000 0.750

Metakaolin

ČLUZ s.r.o.

Mefisto L05

0.000 0.250

3.000

Filler
Sand, dmax 0.1 mm

Sklopísek Střeleč, a.s.

ST2

1.846

Sand, dmax 0.3 mm

Sklopísek Střeleč, a.s.

STJ25

1.154

Water
Plasticizer

1.200
Stachema Kolín s.r.o. Melment L10/40

0.024
0.5% - 0.029

Fibers

Kuraray Co., Ltd.

RSC 15×8, PVA 1.0% - 0.059
REC 15×12, PVA 1.5% - 0.088
2.0% - 0.118
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polyvinyl alcohol – PVA, polypropylene – PP and glass), with different geometry (length and
diameter) and eventually with surface treatment [4], [5]. Tensile parameters (Young's modulus, tensile
strength and tensile yielding strength in case of bilinear shape of stress-strain diagram) and their
interaction with lime-based mortar (described by friction, chemical bond and hardening parameter [6])
were experimentally evaluated.
Based on the results above mentioned experiments, the final composition of the composite for
experimental research was proposed. Two types of matrix (lime – labeled L, lime-metakaolin –
labeled LM), two types of PVA fibers (RSC 15×8 – labeled S, REC 15×12 – labeled E) produced by
Kuraray corp. in four volume fractions Vf (0.5%, 1.0%, 1.5%, 2.0%) were selected. Moreover, two sets
(L, LM) of plain mortar without reinforcement were included as the reference. The weight parts of
individual components are shown in Tab 1.
METHODOLOGY
Preparing specimens
Mix process was performed in the mixer with vertical axis of rotation with frequency 25 Hz.
Firstly, all dry ingredients of filler and binder were blended. Then, one-half of water during 30 s was
added and the mixing continued for 180 s. After that, the second half of water was added with the
same procedure. Subsequently, the plasticizer was poured into the mixture during 30 s. It was followed
by addition of one-half of the amount of fibers and the product was mixed until the homogeneous state
(about 60 s). Finally, rest of fibers was added with the same procedure. Between each two steps, the

Fig. 1 Testing set-up
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mixture was hand-mixed and homogeneous state was controlled.
From each fresh mixture a set of 6 standard beams with dimensions 40×40×160 mm were prepared
according [7]. They were demolded the next day and placed for 7 days in environment of high
humidity (over 85%). After that, they were stored approximately for one year in laboratory conditions
(temperature 22°C, relative humidity over 50% and concentration of carbon dioxide over 500 ppm).
During this period, a thin notch reaching approximately 35÷40% of beam's high was created. Then, all
important dimensions were measured and the front surface (in means of the experiment) of specimens
was covered by a spray with contrasting color for image analysis of displacements (Figure 1).
Testing set-up
Three-point bending test was performed by means of the MTS Alliance RT/30 machine with load
cell 30 kN. Controlled crosshead displacement had typical step 0.2 mm/min for fiber-reinforced sets
and 0.05 mm/min for reference sets without reinforcement. The support span was 120 mm. During the
test, the applied force P, crosshead displacement u and crack mouth opening displacement (CMOD)
using attached extensometer were continuously recorded (Fig. 1). Furthermore, the high resolution
images of specimens above the notch were taken by digital camera with time period 10 s for controlled
analysis of displacements.
From measured data, the initial idle branch was removed and replaced by maximal slope of initial
branch using software FitData [8] and the tail of load-displacement curve was linearly extrapolated up
to P = 0 N with corresponding displacement u0. Final load-displacement diagrams are shown in the
Annex. The total dissipated energy Wf was calculated as the area under load-displacement diagram:
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Fig. 2 Total dissipated energy (left) and the energy divided by area of ligament (right)
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u0

W f = ∫ Pdu

(1)

0

and the dissipated energy divided by area of ligament Alig, which in cases of plain mortar corresponds
to fracture energy (but for fiber-reinforced mortars cracking in several cracks it doesn’t):
Gf =

Wf

(2)

Alig

RESULTS
Figure 2 and Table 2 show the dependences of dissipated energy and the energy related to crosssectional area of the ligament on volume fractions of fibers, fiber and matrix type. From the results, it
is clear that the fiber reinforcement significantly improves both characteristics. For fibers REC 15×12,
the values are higher than for fibers RSC 15×8. It could be explained by greater length of REC fibers
or their better interaction with the matrix. The load-displacement diagrams listed in Annex show that
in case of RSC fibers load decreases faster than in case of REC fibers. It is associated with their
length. It also points out that fibers are pulled out from the matrix (instead of rupture).
Similar results are for those types of the matrix, where lime-metakaolin reaches higher values than
pure lime, but the character is different. In the case of the lime matrix, energy increases up to volume
fractions 1.0% and then decreases. In the case of lime-metakaolin mortar, the values arise with
increasing volume fraction (except for LM_S in Vf = 2.0%). These differences in behavior may be
caused by the lower tensile strength of pure lime mortar and therefore the mortar for high volume
fractions is not able to carry the load from fibers (mortar is over-reinforced and it is the weakest link).

Tab. 2: The results of the experiment
Fibers

E

S

Vf [%]

Matrix L

Matrix LM
2

Wf [J]

Gf [J/m ]

Wf [J]

Gf [J/m2]

0.0

0.007

7.10

0.013

13.44

0.5

1.046

1215.57

1.801

1942.79

1.0

1.202

1340.60

2.700

2822.07

1.5

0.920

1039.33

3.004

3140.75

2.0

0.665

739.71

3.693

3876.95

0.5

0.475

537.22

0.619

665.30

1.0

0.882

1012.47

1.905

1966.82

1.5

0.753

848.51

2.771

2855.56

2.0

0.539

589.90

2.715

2774.76
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Fig. 3 Cracking in lime-metakaolin mortar
The results also show that the values of lime mortar have lower scatter than lime-metakaolin. It is
associated with the number of formed cracks, because the total amount of dissipated energy depends
on it. The lime mortar cracked in a small number of cracks, while lime-metakaolin mortar cracked in
most cases in several cracks (Fig. 3).
CONCLUSION
Energy absorption capacity of lime-based mortar reinforced with two types of short synthetic fibers
in four volume fractions has been experimentally investigated. For this purpose, 16 sets made of fiber
reinforced mortar and 2 reference sets without reinforcement of experimental beams with notch were
prepared and tested in the three-point bending test.
The results reveal that even a small volume fraction of fibers in the composite greatly improves the
total amount of dissipated energy and show that the energy absorption capacity of fiber composites
depends on the matrix, on the fiber reinforcement and on the interaction between these two phases.
The results also show that in case of lime-metakaolin mortar the total amount of dissipated energy is
higher than of pure lime mortar and the trend increases up to volume fraction 2%. Moreover, the
results show that the mortar with metakaolin cracks in the form of distributed cracks (multiple
cracking), which is highly desirable phenomenon with regard to the tensile deformation capacity and
durability of application of the material. On the other hand, in the case of pure lime mortar the total
amount of dissipated energy increases up to volume fraction 1%, where the ability to carry forces from
fibers of the matrix is exhausted, and then amount of absorbed energy decreases.
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These results are important for final mixture proposal of the composite in order to achieve
maximum energy absorption capacity as well as good workability of a fresh mix, which with
increasing amount of fibers in the mixture decreases.
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ANNEX
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Fig. 4 Load-displacement diagrams of pure mortar (lime – left, lime-metakaolin – right)
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Fig. 5 Load-displacement diagrams of lime mortar reinforced with REC 15×12
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Fig. 6 Load-displacement diagrams of lime mortar reinforced with RSC 15×8
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NONLINEAR ANALYSIS OF FUNCTIONALLY GRADED
FIBER REINFORCED CEMENTITIOUS COMPOSITES
Tereza SAJDLOVÁ1, Petr KABELE2
Abstract: Functionally graded members combining high-strength UHPFRC with steel fibres and high-ductility
SHCC with PVA fibres are the subject of presented numerical analysis. The UHPFRC material is used
to provide sufficient load carrying capacity while SHCC material is applied as a durable and corrosion-resistant
surface layer. Simulated experiments include three point bending test of a beam. Nonlinear material model is
applied to simulate its mechanical behaviour. The material properties are determined and implemented into the
model. The results show advantages of layered UHPFRC-SHCC elements and serve as an impulse for further
testing and development of the technology of layered elements.

Keywords: fibre reinforced composites, functionally graded members, finite element method, nonlinear material
model, traction-separation law

INTRODUCTION
Functionally Graded Materials (FGM) consist of two or more layers of material with variable
composition and microstructure. FGM utilizing fibre reinforced cementitious composites (FGFRCC)
are the object of this study. Development of FGFRCC can be divided into two main directions. In the
first one the cementitious matrix and the fibre material are the same in each layer. The composition
of layers differs only in fibre volume fraction. The purpose of the first layered system is to use fibres
as efficiently as possible and thereby reduce the amount of fibres in the structural element and its cost
while maintain the load bearing capacity. Ultra High Performance Fibre Reinforced Concretes
(UHPFRC) [1] are used for this application. They are typical by high compressive and tensile strengths
(exceeding 150 and 7 MPa, respectively), high Young's modulus of elasticity (50 GPa) and very dense
matrix with high binder content. Short steel fibres are added to the composite mainly to reduce its
brittleness after cracking and also to increase tensile strength.
The second group of FGFRCC combines materials with the different fibres, specifically steel fibres
in UHPFRC which was described previously and polyvinylalcohol (PVA) fibres in the material called
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Strain Hardening Fibre Reinforced Cementitious Composite (SHCC) [2]. In contrast to UHPFRC,
composition of SHCC materials is not optimized to achieve high strength, but the aim is to obtain
a material which is able to sustain high tensile macroscopic deformations (typically in units
of percent). This is achieved by addition of short polymeric fibres to a relatively weak matrix,
following a systematic micromechanics-based material design [3]. The tensile deformation capacity
is then attributed to formation of a large number of very fine cracks, with widths not exceeding order
of 10-1 mm. This multiple cracking process is associated with overall strain hardening behaviour.
SHCC are characterized by a low Young's modulus of elasticity (15-20 GPa) and medium tensile and
compressive material strength (4-5 MPa, respectively 40 MPa).
The idea of the second layered system is to utilize the respective materials’ superior properties
while reducing the effects of their drawbacks. The UHPFRC material with steel fibres is used
to provide sufficient load carrying capacity without the need of conventional reinforcement, while
SHCC material with polymeric fibres is applied as a durable and corrosion-resistant surface layer.
SHCC surface layer prevents unwanted staining of architectural elements and protruding of steel fibres
from surfaces, which may get in contact with human skin. The envisioned products involve
lightweight facade panels, architectural elements, street furniture, lost formwork etc.
Numerical modelling using finite element method can simplify the design of material (strength
of concrete matrix, fibres volume, etc.) and structural members (layers composition). It is therefore
necessary to develop new material models (or modify existing models) that describe the behaviour
of FRCC (strain hardening, multiple cracking) and the properties of the interface between the layers.
In this paper we present results of preliminary FGFRCC finite element analyses. We focus on the
determination of material model for fibre reinforced concrete. Then the determined model is utilized
for numerical analyses of layered UHPFRC-SHCC structural element. The goal is to explore the
efficiency of SHCC to keep tight width of surface cracks and possibility of delamination of the SHCC
layer from the UHPFRC substrate.
NUMERICAL MODEL
As our goal includes analysis of crack width evolution, the fibre reinforced materials are modelled
using the individual-crack-based approach [4], where, even in the multiple-cracking state, each crack
is represented on the finite element level and its response is characterized by the traction-separation
relationship. To this end, the crack band model is employed and the band width is related to the
element size. This implies that the minimum crack to crack spacing that the model can capture
corresponds to the element size. In simulations of layered elements, regular meshes of 4-node
quadrilateral elements with size of 5 mm are used. In layered systems we assume a perfect bond at the
materials interface, but the interfacial stresses are monitored. As data, which would allow us
to credibly calibrate the interface failure condition, are not available, when discussing the possibility
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of delamination, we compare the interfacial stresses with the cracking strength of the weaker material
(SHCC).The calculations are carried out with the finite element program Atena v. 5.0.3 [5].
MATERIALS AND MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS
The UHPFRC considered in the present study was developed at the Klokner Institute of CTU
in Prague [6] and it corresponds to the class C110/130. A fine-grained concrete matrix is reinforced
with steel fibres BASF Masterfiber® 482 in the volume fraction 1.5 %. The fibres are 13 mm long and
their diameter is 0.2 mm. Experimental verification of cylinder compressive strength after 28 days
is 125 MPa, Young's modulus is 45 GPa.

Fig. 1: CONSOFT results: traction-separation relation of UHPFRC (a), comparison of experimental
results and numerical simulations of four-point bending tests (b)
The UHPFRC traction-separation relation is determined by inverse analysis of results of four-point
bending tests with evolutionary algorithms-based program CONSOFT [7] developed by prof. Dr.-Ing.
Volker Slowik. Before the start of CONSOFT analysis it is necessary to specify the initial function
parameters and their limits. The experiment is then numerically simulated and initial parameters are
modified during an iterative process to achieve the best possible accordance between experimental
results and numerical model. Trilinear shape of softening curve is selected.
The best results of inverse analysis are shown in Fig. 1(a). Softening curves are implemented into
material model 3DNLC2 Cementitious User in the ATENA software and the model is validated by the
numerical simulations of four-point bending tests. The results of numerical simulations in Fig. 1(b) are
in a perfect accordance with the experimental results.
The second material considered in the simulations is high-ductility SHCC reinforced by 2%
by volume of high-strength polyvinylalcohol (PVA) fibres, 8 mm long and 0.04 mm in diameter.
Experimental results were not available for this material thus its material characteristics have been
adopted from the literature [8] and they are listed in Tab. 1 together with UHPFRC parameters.
The traction-separation relation, estimated on the basis of experimental results reported by Larusson
et al. [8], is shown in Fig. 2 (a).
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Tab.1: Material parameters of UHPFRC and SHCC used in calculations
Material

Young modulus [GPa]

Compressive strength [MPa]

First crack strength [MPa]

UHPFRC

45

125

5.77

SHCC

18

60

3.5

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS: THREE-POINT BENDING TESTS ON BEAMS
Three-point bending tests on small beam specimens are simulated. The analyzed series includes
a plain UHPFRC beam (100×100×400 mm, span 300 mm) and two cases, when a layer of SHCC
(10 and 20 mm) is added to the bottom of the beam. The minimum thickness of the SHCC layer,
10 mm, is selected considering limitations of the production technology, which consists in sequential
casting of the materials.

Fig. 2: Traction-separation relations of UHPFRC and SHCC materials used in calculations (a),
calculated load-displacement curves of the plain and layered UHPFRC-SHCC beams (b)
Fig. 2 (b) shows that the load capacity of the beam increases by the addition of SHCC layer, but the
load-point displacement at the peak remains almost the same. Fig. 3displays the distributions of crack
width along the bottom surface of the beams at the peak loads. It is obvious that in the plain UHPFRC
beam the crack opening displacement is more localized toward the centre of the beam. With both 10
and 20 mm layer of SHCC, the maximum crack width is reduced to about 50%. With the thinner layer,
however, the average crack width is lower than with the thicker one, which is a consequence of the
smaller height of the cross section in the former case. In all cases, however, the crack width does not
exceed 150 µm, suggesting that a good resistance against potential penetration of water would be
maintained until the ultimate failure state. In Fig. 4we show the distribution of stresses at the two
materials interface. It is obvious that, even though some tensile stress and increased shear stress occur
at the sides of the cracked region near the beam centre, the stresses do not exceed 50% of the cracking
strength of the weaker material (SHCC), which means that delamination will not occur. It is
noteworthy that actually much higher shear stress arises above the side supports. However, as the
normal stress at the same location is a relatively high compression, it is unlikely that delamination
would take place.
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Fig. 3: Calculated distributions of crack width at the bottom surfaces of the beams at therespective
peak loads

Fig. 4: Calculated distribution of normal and shear stresses at the interface between SHCC and
UHPFRC layer of the beam
CONCLUSIONS
Finite element analyses of layered UHPFRC-SHCC structural elements have been performed in
order to check their performance under bending moment. The appropriate material parameters of
UHPFRC were determined by inverse analysis of experiments. SHCC material characteristics have
been adopted from the literature. It has been proved that using of SHCC as a durable and corrosionresistant surface layer is a prospective option. The numerical models did not show any potential
mechanical and fracture problems.
The three-point bending test on small beam specimen was simulated and load-displacement curves,
crack widths and interface stresses between UHPFRC and SHCC layer were monitored. Added layer
of SHCC increased load capacity and reduced maximum crack width to about 50%. Interface stresses
did not exceed cracking strength of material and delamination would not occur. Based on the presented
results layered UHPFRC-SHCC structural elements can improve the characteristics of currently used
materials.
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The next task of the research project will be manufacturing of layered elements that will show
potential technological problems and subsequent experimental testing to confirm the numerical
models.
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STOCHASTIC WANG TILES GENERATION USING DEM AND
YADE SOFTWARE
Jan STRÁNSKÝ1
Abstract: An algorithm for generation of 2D stochastic Wang tiles is presented in this contribution. The algorithm is based on the discrete element method (DEM) and is therefore applicable for matrix-based structures with
separate inclusions. Moreover, the approach is designed for dense packings. Periodic contact detection plays an
essential role in the algorithm. An open source free DEM code YADE was used for all the computations. One
exemplary realization of the generation process together with an illustration of actual tiling is presented at the end
of the paper.

Keywords: Wang tiling, Discrete element method, Dense packing, Periodic contact detection.

INTRODUCTION

For microstructure reconstruction, periodic unit cell (PUC) concept is nowadays a standard approach.
It assumes that the periodic cell is grater than representative volume element (RVE) of the material,
reflecting more or less the heterogeneity of underlying material level. The existing periodic cell can
be copied in space (tiled) to create sufficiently large domain for analysis (numerical simulations for
instance). The resulting domain is of course periodic, which is sometimes not desirable.
Wang tiling [1] can be understood as an extension of aforementioned PUC approach. Instead of
having only one periodic cell, a set of Wang tiles is used instead. The number of tiles in the set is
relatively small. For the stochastic case the minimum number is 8 for 2D and 16 for 3D space. The
tiles are not independent, but have compatible boundaries. Each tile edge has its edge code. In the case
of stochastic tiling, during the tiling process it is possible for at least two different tiles to be placed, of
course respecting already placed tiles. Which one is placed, it is chosen randomly. See figure 1.
For boundaries compatibility, two possible approaches are possible, either the neighboring tiles have
no common inclusions (figure 2 left) or have common boundary (figure 2 right). The latter approach is
used in this contribution.
Using Wang tiling, the final reconstruction is not periodic.
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Fig. 1 Illustration of a Wang tile set and stochastic tiling

Fig. 2 Two possible approaches for compatible boundaries
The basic theory of DEM is introduced in section 2. The algorithm for Wang tiles generation using
DEM is described in section 3 and illustrated on an example in section 4.
For the sake of clarity, most of the figures uses colors. If you have the grayscale version, please
consider to read the color version.
DISCRETE ELEMENT METHOD AND PERIODIC CONTACT DETECTION

The discrete element method (DEM) is widely used numerical tool of solid mechanics. It represents
material as a set of perfectly rigid particles interacting with each other. DEM solves numerically equations of motion of individual particles. Forces, occurring in the equations of motion, can be of prescribed
nature (e.g. gravity or imposed boundary conditions) or are the result of interparticle interactions.
In its basic version it is naturally applicable for modeling of granular materials (as in its very first
application [2]). Using different particle shapes and different contact laws, DEM can take large amount
of various forms, see [3] for more information.
In this contribution, one of the most simplest variants will be used. Particles have spherical (or
circular in 2D) shape. If two particles does not overlap, there is no interaction force between them. If
they do overlap, the repulsive normal force is proportional to the overlap depth and the shear force is
incrementally computed according to particles’ mutual rotation and sliding and its value is bounded by
a plastic limit. Simplifiedly, two overlapping sphere can be represented as a two spring model, see fig. 3
or [3].
FN = kN uN ,

∆FT = kT ∆uT

(1)

YADE [3] is an open source software for DEM analysis. Its core is written in C++ (providing efficient
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Fig. 3 Illustration of used contact law
execution of time consuming routines), user interface written in Python (modern dynamic object oriented
scripting language, providing easy to use scripting while preserving the C++ efficiency) and extensible
object oriented architecture allowing independent implementation of new features - new material model
or new particle shapes for instance.
In the basic form, particles interact only with particles in their actual surrounding. Using periodic
contact detection, particles interact also with periodic images of particles. Figure 4 shows a periodic
cell, where red particles interact with red particles (standard solution), but also with gray particles, i.e.
periodic images of other red particles.

Fig. 4 Example of a periodic cell
ALGORITHM

The method presented in this contribution is summarized in algorithm 1.
Alg. 1 Overall algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

prepare independent periodic tiles
set proper boundary conditions
let the model relax
while the set does not fulfill our requirements do
improve individual tiles
let the model relax
end while

Each of its substeps is described in detail in following subsections.
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Relaxation

Relaxation is a phase of simulation occurring in different places. If there is at least one overlap of
particles, standard DEM simulation is run, moving overlapping particles from each other. Numerical
damping is used to remove kinetic energy from the system. Every defined number of iterations, the
overlap check is performed. If no overlap is present or the simulation is sufficiently close to static
equilibrium, the simulation is calmed and stopped.
Independent periodic tiles

As a first step, an independent periodic cell is created for each tile in the set. To the periodic cell, one
particle is placed randomly and the model is relaxed. Particles are placed one by one until there is no
more space in the cell for them (after relaxation, in quasistatic equilibrium, some particles overlap).
Alg. 2 Generation of a periodic cell
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

while no overlap of particles exists do
save state
. state with no overlap
insert randomly one particle
let the model relax
end while
. at the end of while loop, an overlap of particles exists
load last saved state
. where no overlap exists

Such periodic cell is created for each tile in the set. All periodic cells have the same fixed dimensions.
See figure 8 for exemplary illustration.
“Wangization”

In the next step, particles will be put into virtual groups. One particle can be in several groups at
once. Two particles would interact iff they are together in at least one group. Otherwise (there is no
common group for the two particles), the would not interact even if they would overlap.
YADE implementation is such that each particle posses a bitmask variable called group mask. Each
bit of the mask represents one group. Value 1 means that the particle belongs to the group, 0 means it
does not. The common group test is done by logical and of masks of both particles (If there is at least
one common bit, the particles can interact).
In the first step of “Wangization”, particles of each periodic cell are put into corner groups. The
bitmask representation is shown in figure 5. Each tile has its own four groups. This allows us to use
for all tiles only one periodic cell. Particles would interact with particles only from their tile ignoring
all others. Furthermore, the corner groups as shown in figure 5 breaks the periodic contact detection.
Particles from lower left corner (bitmask 0001) interacts with all their physical neighbors, but not any
more with the periodic image of lower right corner (bitmask 0010). So each tile is periodic geometrically
(positions of particles does not change, only their group masks), but not from interactions’ point of view.
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Fig. 5 Assignment of particles into corner groups
To summarize this stage, all particles are placed inside one periodic cell. Particles are allowed to
interact only with particles from the same tile and, despite the fact with periodic cell, not periodically.
In the next step, particles close to negative boundaries (left and bottom) are called boundary particles.
In each tile, boundary particles are chosen according to the same rule, e.g. position of the center of
particle. Recall that each tile edge has an edge code. For each edge code, boundary particles from
one tile are called masters, while boundary particles from all other tiles belonging to this edge code are
deleted. The group mask of deleted particles is assigned to master particles, so master particles virtually
take over the place of deleted particles and appears in several tiles at once. See figure 6 for illustration.
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Fig. 6 Illustration of masters in “Wangization” process
In masters determination, x direction takes precedence. Bottom corners are naturally treated by
the method, but the final tiling might be such that in the upper corners more than one combination is
possible. For this purpose, extra particle groups are created for respective particles (master lower left
corner particles and ordinary particles placed in the top right corner).
After this step, the model is relaxed. If the simulation reaches (quasi)static equilibrium while still
having overlaps, one of the overlapping particles, preferably a non-boundary one, is deleted and the
model is relaxed again.
The “Wangization” approach is summarized in algorithm 3 and is illustrated in figures 9 (before
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relaxation) and 10 (after relaxation).
Alg. 3 “Wangization”
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

. breaking periodicity

put particles into corner groups
choose boundary particles
set boundary particles as masters or delete them
put boundary particles to respective other groups
create extra groups for corner particles
let the model relax
while no overlap of particles exists do
delete an overlapping particle
let the model relax
end while

A posteriori improvements

As the boundary layers interacts with several ordinary particles, artifitial gaps may ocure. In such
case, it is possible to input one (or more) particles to the specific tile and again let the model relax.
Currently, improvements based on mere visual check was performed. An automatic check based on
statistical descriptors should be used in future.
See figure 11 for exemplary illustration.
EXAMPLE
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Fig. 7 Testing tile set
Decribed algorithm is illustrated on a testing tile set, see figure 7. The tiles are square and contain
monodisperse circular inclusions with radius 10× smaller than the tile size. Final stage of each of the
algorithm substeps are visualised. Figure 8 shows 8 independent periodic tiles, figure 9 their “Wangization” and relaxed state is shown in figure 10. One particle is manually included into the 7th tile as
an Illustration of a posteriori improvements, see figure 11. An example of actual tiling is illustrated in
figure 12.
Thw whole generation process took 15 s on Asus K55A notebook with 2.30 GHz Intel Pentium CPU.
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Fig. 8 8 independent periodic tiles

Fig. 9 Tiles after “Wangization”

Fig. 10 Tiles after relaxation

Fig. 11 Tiles after a posteriori improvements
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Fig. 12 Example of actual tiling – color and monochrome version
CONCLUSION

The presented algorithm was successfully applied for generation of stochastic Wang tiles with 2D
monodisperse circular inclusions. Visually the resulting tiling does not have any significant defects, although a rigorous analysis is neccessary. The computational costs are in the author’s opinion acceptable,
but (again) a serious comparisons with other approaches should be done.
The algorithm is directly extensible to 3D as well as for polydisperse inclusion. Future work will
therefore address those extensions together with statistical analysis of resulting tiling, possibly also with
optimization of the generation process. Especially the a posteriori improvements should be automated.
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OSCILLATION OF STRUCTURE EXCITED BY SIMPLE
KINEMATIC PEDESTRIAN MODEL
Vladimír Šána1, Michal Polák2
Abstract: The submitted paper deals with a vibration of a simply supported beam, which is loaded by walking
kinematic pedestrian. In this paper pedestrian was modeled by the Rimless wheel model and the obtained results
were compared with the DLF (Dynamic Loading Factor) model according to the Bachmann, which provides the
best accordance with experimentally obtained results.

Keywords: footbridge vibration; Rimless wheel model; human-induced vibration

INTRODUCTION
The Rimless wheel model, shown at Fig. 1, was firstly introduced by Margaria in 1976 see [1].
This model is based on the motion of the inverted pendulum. The Margaria’s model was simplified for
the purposes of the dynamic excitation of a structure, presented in this paper.
Human walking process could be divided into two main parts, stance and swing phase. Stance
phase is the moment when human’s leg is in contact with a surface – inverted pendulum behaviour. On
the other hand the swing phase can be described by regular pendulum movement.

y

θ0

α
x

dp

Fig. 1 The Rimless wheel model of kinematic pedestrian
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MATHEMATICAL MODELING
Motion of the inverted pendulum is described by the second-order nonlinear differential equation
(1) in polar coordinates, which could be linearized with using the Taylor – Mc Laurin’s series. It
means that sin θ (t ) ≈ θ (t ) if the angle θ ( t ) is small enough. This assumption is fulfilled for the angles
to θ (t ) ≈ π 4 rad. Initial conditions, θ (t ) t =0 and θ&( t )

t =0

will be mentioned further in the paper.

θ&&(t ) − g Lp sin θ (t ) = 0

(1)

θ ( t ) is the polar angle, measured from initial stance leg to terminal stance, g is the gravitational
acceleration and Lp is distance between the surface and human’s body COM (center of mass). Note that
whole mass of pedestrian was concentrated into COM and mass of pedestrian’s “leg” (pendulum
hinge) was neglected.
The structure, which has been loaded by this model, is the footbridge across the Opatovska street,
see [2], [3] and [4]. It is slab-on-girder structure, which acts as a simply supported beam. The values of
variables, necessary for numerical solution, are summarized in the Numerical solution chapter.
Discretized structure is described by the system of second-order differential equations (2) in matrix
notation. Vertical components from nodal deflection vector {r} have been considered only.

[ M]{w&& } + [C]{w& } + [ K ]{w} = {F}

(2)

[ M ] is the mass matrix, [C] is the damping matrix and [ K ] is the stiffness matrix, {w&& }{w& }{w} are
vectors of nodal acceleration, velocity and deflection, {F} is loading vector.

Lp sin θ (t )

y

COM

v(t )

v y (t )

v x (t )
g

Lp

θ (t )

Lp cos θ (t )

contact point
x
Fig. 2 The mathematical inverted pendulum
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As a consequence of the discretization, mentioned before, the mass matrix [ M ] is diagonal.
Damping of the structure was considered as viscous with respect the Rayleigh’s model, and therefore
the equation (2) can transferred into N independent differential equations by using modal
decomposition method.
The direct interaction between the Rimless wheel and structure was not cogitated in this paper. The
right-sided loading vector {F} was assembled with respect phases of walking process.
Firstly the initial contact occurred, where the force impulse acted for a very short time τ prim . , and
therefore the contact force exceeds a force, which is equal to static weight. Contact between human’s
leg and the structure occurs when θ (t ) = α , where α is the angle between two “legs” see Fig. 1. If the
contact angle is defined, we are able to determine time of contact Tcont . , which depends on the velocity
of motion. The angular velocity θ&(t ) in time Tcont . is also known from the numerical solution of equation
(1). The angular velocity is transferred to the circumferential velocity by relation v (t ) = θ&(t ) L p , where
L p is the distance between human’s COM and the contact point, see Fig. 2. In according to these
assumptions the initial contact force is defined as
Fcont . =

m p v (Tcont . )

τ prim.

(3)

where mp is the pedestrian’s body mass, v (Tcont . ) is the circumferential velocity in time of contact
Tcont . and τ prim is the acting force term.

Next phase describes the transmission of the body weight – inverted pendulum behaviour, where
the vertical component of the contact force could be expressed by Newton’s second law of motion

Fpend . = m p &&
y (t ) , mp is pedestrian’s body mass and &&
y (t ) is the acceleration in vertical direction. This
acceleration can be derived from the polar coordinates with using the transformation relation between
Cartesian and Polar coordinates system as y (t ) = L p cosθ (t ) . If the appropriate time derivatives are
executed, the force is expressed by equation

Fpend . = −m p L p θ&&(t )sin θ (t ) + θ& 2 (t )cos θ (t ) 

(4)

The point of action of the forces Fcont . and Fpend . is located out of the nodes of the finite element mesh
in specific time t = T , therefore these forces are transformed to the nodes by relations
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b  a (a − b) 
F i = Fˆ 1 −

Le 
L2e 

(5)

a  b (b − a ) 
F j = Fˆ 1 −

Le 
L2e 

(6)

F̂
node i

node j

a

b

Le

Fig. 3 Nodal forces expression

The effects of human-induced vibration were also described by the DLF model of pedestrian,
which is stated by relation
k


F (t ) = m p g  1 + ∑α n sin ( n 2π f p t ) 
 n =1


(7)

where m p is pedestrian’s body mass, g is gravitational acceleration, αn is appropriate Dynamic
Loading Factor and f p is the pacing frequency. Bachmann’s loading model, which provides best
accordance with experimentally obtained data see [2], was used in the study presented in this paper.
NUMERICAL SOLUTION
Solution of linearized equations (1) and (2) was done by the Newmark’s β integration method. The
initial conditions for equation (1) were defined as

θ 0 = arcsin

dp
2Lp

∧ θ&0 =

vx
L p cosθ 0

(8)

where d p is the length of the pedestrian’s step, L p is distance between human body COM and
contact point and vx is horizontal component of the velocity vector in x direction. Note that the relation
between velocity in horizontal direction and pacing frequency could be evaluated as vx ≈ 0.9 f p . This
conversion is based on the experimentally observed phenomenological aspects of human walking
process. These initial conditions were generated at the beginning of each step, so that the loss of
velocity due to impact did not occur.
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The investigated structure was considered as inactive, with direct centre-line at the beginning of
numerical analysis, therefore the initial vectors of nodal deflection and velocity were taken as

{w} t =0 = {0

& } = {0 L 0}
L 0} ∧ {w
t =0
T

T

(9)

Following parameters were used for the numerical solution of equations (1) and (2):
Structure
bending

stiffness EI y = 3.83 × 109 Nm 2 ,

continuously

distributed

mass µ = 5300 kgm −1 ,

logarithmic damping decrement ϑ = 0.09 and length of the span L = 25.1 m .
Pedestrian – Rimless wheel and DLF Bachmann’s model
weight m p = 80 kg , distance between COM and structure’s center-line L p = 1.1 m , horizontal
component of velocity vector v x = 1.8 ms −1 . Geometry of the Rimless wheel model determines
length of the pedestrian’s step d p and initial angle θ 0 . Dynamic loading factors α1 = 0.5 , α 2 = 0.1
and α 3 = 0.1

Fig. 4 Comparison of mid-span acceleration obtained from DLF and Rimless wheel loading model
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CONCLUSION
The alternative model for description of loading, caused by walking pedestrian, was described in
this paper. This kinematic model is based on the movement of the inverted mathematical pendulum
and describes kinematic aspects of pedestrian’s COM trajectory. The loading forces were expressed by
equations (3) and (4), which described initial contact between foot and structure and the transmission
of body weight during stance phase. DLF model was used for the comparative calculation of the
acceleration response. It was applied in the most efficient spot of the structure – mid-point of the span.
It is obvious from Fig. 4 and from the evaluated RMS values: a RMS ,rimless = 0.1 a RMS , DLF = 0.09 that
Rimless wheel model provided sufficient results in comparison with DLF model of pedestrian.
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DYNAMIC PACKING ALGORITHM FOR
3D WANG CUBES GENERATION
David ŠEDLBAUER1
Abstract: This contribution deals with a concept of 3D Wang tiles (cubes) as a tool for the heterogeneous
material modelling. A dynamic packing algorithm for the Wang cubes generation is introduced. This algorithm is
based on a particle movement, particle growth and dynamical phenomenon such as elastic collisions. Hard
particles are represented with spheres of equal radii. A set of 3D Wang cubes include 16 different cubes with
specific boundary conditions which allow us to compose material domains using a stochastic tiling algorithm. In
the presented work sets of Wang cubes with a higher volume fraction and required final hard particles positions
are generated. This approach tests ability for further usage of a proposed algorithm for real microstructures.

Keywords: Material modelling, Wang tiling, packing, dynamic algorithm, heterogeneous materials

INTRODUCTION
For a heterogeneous material modelling several approaches how to represent a microstructure of
such domains can be found. Most of these methods use a concept of the Representative Volume
Element (RVE) [1], [2].The RVE can be defined as a small enough sample of a reconstructed medium
that enable efficient usage of numerical methods for modelling but also include whole information
about material domain. The main task in every definition of the RVE is determination of a size of such
sample. In [3] it is shown that the sizes of the RVE need not to be equal for the same material.
Therefore a concept of Statistical Volume Elements (SVEs) in [4] was proposed. For this approach
effective properties are obtained over the whole set of these small elements.
For creation of the RVE or SVEs the most common approach is usage of the Periodic Unit Cell
(PUC) [5]. However, during a reconstruction of heterogeneous media with the utilization of these unit
cells unwanted artefacts of periodicity occur from the very nature of these concepts. In contrast to this
approach is the concept of Wang tiling. In here an infinite aperiodic or a strictly aperiodic plane
(material domain) can be stacked with a small set of tiles, Fig 1. These tiles/cubes can also be
considered as the SVEs.
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Fig. 1 Reconstructed medium, optimized microstructure using the PUC and Wang tiles [6]
The generation of a set of 3D Wang cubes can be seen as a highly constrained hard packing
problem. The distribution of hard particles within a matrix largely determines a considerable amount
of material properties, especially the mechanical ones. At the same time the integrity of particles (nonoverlapping) need to be preserve. Therefore a dynamic packing algorithm for the 3D Wang cubes
generation is proposed and tested for an artificial pseudo-material with a higher volume fraction and
predefined placements of hard particles.
The main purpose of a testing is to find out whether is it possible with a proposed algorithm to
reach the required particle positions with a fulfilment of stochastic tiling boundary conditions. In the
future continuation of the work particles positions of a generated microstructure will be optimized
based on the best so far particle positions with respect to a sameness between the reference and the
generated medium. The concordance rate will be defined with a microstructure description using
statistical descriptors.
WANG TILING IN 3D
Hao Wang in [7] asked whether a set of tetramino tiles (squares with coloured edges as codes) can
stack an infinite plane. Originally he concluded that a periodic part of an infinite plate can be stacked
with a set of finite number of tiles. Over time, researches find and reduced the tile set enables to pave
an infinite plane. Finally, the set presented by Čulík in [8] contains only 13 tiles, Fig 2.

Fig. 2 The set of thirteen tetramino tiles for the tiling of an infinite plane
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Nevertheless, in Material Engineering there is no need to have a strictly aperiodic plane. For such
fields of interests a Stochastic Wang Tiling that ensures non-periodic but not a strictly aperiodic tiling
is sufficient.
Generally the Wang tiling is characterized by a set of tiles where each single tile in 2D is
represented as a square with codes (colours, letters etc.) on the edges. As for 3D tiling, the set form
cubes with codes on walls. If we consider cx, cy, cz as a number of different codes for walls in x, y, z
directions, then the minimal number of cubes within a set is defined with the following formula:
N3D = 2·cx·cy·cz

(1)

Equation 1 says that for every combination of codes for x, y and z direction there always must be
a possibility to choose a next cube from two possible samples. This prescription is in accordance with
the stochastic tiling algorithm introduced by Cohen et al. in [9]. If we consider two different codes for
each direction (e.g. 1, 2 for x; 3, 4 for y; 5, 6 for z) minimal set of Wang cubes include sixteen cubes,
Fig 3. The tiling algorithm expanded to three dimensions starts with the first cube randomly chosen
and placed to the grid of a material domain. This grid represents a volume that will be filled with
Wang cubes. The algorithm then adds cubes gradually row by row, column by column within a layer
and then layer by layer. In Fig. 3 there is a set of Wang cubes where every cube is designated with
a set of numbers that determine codes (left -x, right +x, front –y, back +y, lower –z, upper +z).

Fig. 3 The principle of the stochastic tiling in 3D, a minimal set of Wang cubes for the stochastic tiling
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DYNAMIC PACKING ALGORITHM
The main idea of the proposed algorithm is to let particles grow from the initial zero volumes and
allow them to move within their zones that ensure the compatibility of the Wang cubes according to
rules of the stochastic tiling till a stopping criterion is achieved.
Considering the nature of practical problems of a heterogeneous material modelling we assumed
that we were assigned a volume fraction Vf and geometric parameters (radii) of solid particles r.
The cube size should be defined early in the process. Knowledge of the cube size, the required volume
fraction and the given sphere radii enable us to determine the total number of spheres within the whole
set and every single cube of the set respectively.
After setting of the above mentioned parameters, a number of time steps during which the whole
process took place needs to be established. Then a given number of sphere centres are semi-randomly
thrown into the matrix. To these centres, initial random velocities are assigned. Over time, the particles
move semi-randomly and its radii increase consecutively until the final radii at the last time step are
reached. During this motion the dynamic phenomena such as elastic collisions occur.
Boundary conditions
Before the start of the algorithm some boundary conditions that ensure ability of stochastic tiling
with final set of Wang cubes need to be established. If a sphere during the motion leaves any of Wang
cubes through the wall then this particle have to be copied into other cubes with the same coded wall
as is the abandoned one. Unfortunately such copying is unacceptable in the terms of changes in the
volume fraction of individual cubes as well as of the whole set. Therefore each single cube is divided
into six marginal (border) volume parts corresponding to the walls of a cube and one central part.
Width of the border parts is equal to the final maximal particle diameter, Fig 4.
The centres of particles that are at the beginning of the algorithm assigned to parts of the cube,
move then only within this part. If we divided cubes into the border and the central parts a dead spaces
occur on the edges of cubes where the particle centres can never get to, Fig 4. Note that just the centres
of particles cannot go through the border and the central parts but the spheres are able to interfere to
neighbouring parts and collide with particles of this part.
Collisions
During a particle motion two types of collision occur. The first one is a collision of particle with
borders of the appropriate volume part. The second elastic collision is between particles. The main
task is when these dynamic phenomena occur.
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Fig. 4 Division of Wang cubes into border and central volume parts
The velocities after a rebound from a wall are according to the Law of Action-Reaction. The

earliest time of a rebound from a wall ∆ depends on the current sphere position and its velocity.
Determination of ∆ is according to the following equation:
∆ = 

where
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 , dz are the distances from the centre of the particle i to the wall of the appropriate

volume part in a direction of the particle velocities  ,  and vz respectively.

The earliest time of the second type of collision depends on the current sphere position and the
position when the distance between the centres of this particle i and a particle j is equal to the sum of
the radii of these particles. This time can be defined with the following formulas:
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,  , are the collision coordinates of the sphere i and j,



,  ,  ,

  
 ,  ,  ,

are

the current coordinates of the sphere i and j. The current discs velocities are designated   ,   ,   ,
  , "# ,  , and  ,  ,   ,  are the radii of the sphere i and j in the current time t and in the
collision time. The growth rate of particles describes the variable  and ∆! is a time elapsed since

the time t till the time of collision. The next collision time is a minimum of real positive roots of the
equation 3.
The particle velocities after the second type of collision are calculated according to the Momentum
conservation law and the Conservation of the energy law. Before this calculation the velocities of
collide spheres must be transformed from the global coordinate system to a collision coordinate
system. The vector of particles normal velocities is then in direction of connecting line between the
centres of collide spheres Si and Sj. This direction determines the position and the orientation of the
x” axis in the collision coordinate system. The transformation (rotation) matrix from the global
coordinate system to the collision coordinate system follows the Euler Angle Sequence (1.2.3) [10],
see equation 12 and Fig. 5. There the system is sequentially rotated by an angle γ along initial z axis
and after that there is a rotation along new axis y’ by an angle β. The third rotation is in our case
unnecessary and rotation by angle α along axis x’’ is equal to zero.
&'( ) ∙ &'( *
$ = % − ( *
( ) ∙ &'( *

&'( ) ∙ ( *
&'( *
( ) ∙ ( *

− ( )
0 ,
&'( )

(12)

Fig. 5 Euler Angle Sequence (1.2.3)
PACKING EXAMPLES
Early tests of ability of the proposed dynamic packing algorithm were made on artificial media
with the predefined volume fraction and the particle positions that should be achieved. This is because
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of a further utilization of some optimization technique based on the best so far particle positions to
which the particles are directed. The chosen examples are based on knowledge of a sphere packing in
cubes with lower number of spheres but with the higher volume fraction.
There is also need to modify a particle velocities calculation. In the early investigation there were
random velocities that changed only after elastic collisions with a respect to the Action-Reaction law
with no allowance. For the task of achieving predefined particle positions the velocities are modified
after each collision and a time step in accordance with equation 13.
 -∆ = . ∙   + & ∙ /01 − 0 2

(13)

where  -∆ is the new velocity after a collision or a time step,   is the original velocity at the

time t, . is a weight factor that is gradually reduced over time steps from the initial value 1 to the final

value 0, & is a multiplier of difference between the required particle position p4 and the current particle
position p5 . The parameter & has value 0,5. Of course it will be easy to set a high value for parameter

& and zero for the weight factor to immediately reach the required positions and wait until the particles
grow up to the final radii. But this approach can never test a functionality of the algorithm with
a respect to a particle motion, elastic collisions and the boundary conditions of the Wang cubes.
Tab. 1 The packing examples for the 3D Wang tiling
number of
particles in
one cube
2
8
8
27

number of
particles in
bound parts
0
1
2
6

number of
particles in
central part
2
5
2
9

final radius
of particles

achieved
volume fraction

0,634
0,500
0,500
0,333

0,26683
0,52358
0,52359
0,52359

the highest
possible
volume fraction
0,26683
0,52360
0,52360
0,52360

CONCLUSION
In this paper a dynamic packing algorithm for the Wang cubes generation was introduced. In
comparison with widely used concept of Periodic Unit Cell (PUC), the stochastic Wang tiling both
in 2D and 3D is able to stack a final heterogeneous media with highly reduced unwanted artefacts of
the periodicity. The minimal number of the Wang cubes within a set for the stochastic tiling is sixteen.
In this work an artificial material composed of hard sphere particles within a matrix was taken into
account.
The proposed algorithm is based on the particle movement and the growing of particle radii from
the initial zero to the final required value. Due to dynamic phenomena of collision the final medium
doesn´t suffer from unwanted particles overlapping. Some basic artificial materials with the predefined
particle positions according to knowledge of packing of spheres within cubes are generated. This was
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done to have some early tests of the algorithm for a future utilization of a particle optimization based
on the best so far particles positions (given reference microstructure) to which particles approach.
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INFLUENCE OF RECYCLED AGGREGATE ON PHYSICAL,
MECHANICAL AND DEFORMATION PROPERTIES OF
CONCRETE
Magdaléna ŠEFFLOVÁ1, Tereza PAVLŮ2

Abstract: This article deals with physical, mechanical and deformation properties of concrete containing
recycled concrete aggregate. Two types of recycled concrete aggregate were used for the production of the
concrete, which originate from the same recycling plant. For the testing of concrete, a total of six concrete
mixtures were made, one of which was a reference mixture and in others a coarse fraction of natural aggregate
was in varying ratio replaced by recycled aggregate. The test results showed that using of recycled aggregate as
a partial replacement for natural aggregate in concrete causes deterioration of its physical, mechanical and
deformation properties.

Keywords: recycled aggregate, recycled concrete, influence, properties of concrete

INTRODUCTION
The use of construction waste as a source of aggregate for the production of new concrete is one
way how to follow sustainable building. The increasing amount of construction and demolition waste
on landfill, on the one hand, and the scarcity of natural resources for aggregate, on the other hand,
encourages the use of construction and demolition waste as a source for construction aggregate. Use
of recycled aggregate in concrete helps to reduce primary raw materials and the amount of
construction and demolition waste in rubbish dumps.
In the Czech Republic, the recycled aggregate is used only for backfills. A reason why the recycled
aggregate is not used in concrete is a low level of knowledge of the material. The poor and different
quality of recycled aggregate in recycling plants in the Czech Republic is problem as well. It is
necessary to test the properties of recycled aggregate and concrete with recycled aggregate.
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MATERIALS
Two samples of recycled aggregate were used in this study. The recycled aggregate was obtained
obtaine
from the same recycling plant.. The recycled aggregate was divided into
in two fractions 4 – 8 mm and 8
– 16 mm. For differentiation, the first sample of recycled aggregate was marked A and the second
sample of recycled aggregate was marked B.
Physical properties of recycled aggregate were
were tested by pycnometric method according to ČSN
EN 1097 - 6 [1]. The average results are shown in Fig. 1 a Fig. 2. The density of recycled aggregate
was about 18% less compared with natural aggregate.
aggregate The water absorption capacity of recycled
aggregate was about 7 times higher (fraction 8 – 16 mm) and about 10 times higher (fraction 4 – 8
mm) than the water absorption capacity of natural aggregate.

Fig 1 Water absorption capacity of natural and recycled
recycled aggregate

Fig. 2 Density of natural and recycled aggregate
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PREPARATION OF CONCRETE MIXTURES
For the experiment, there were prepared six concrete mixtures. The first mixture was reference one
with natural aggregate (REF). In other mixtures, natural aggregate was replaced by recycled aggregate
of varying ratio. The fine fraction was natural sand in all mixtures. Two mixtures were prepared with
concrete recycled aggregate A. In the second concrete mixture (50A), 50% of the natural aggregate
was replaced by recycled concrete aggregate. In the third concrete mixture (63A), 63% of the natural
aggregate was replaced by recycled concrete aggregate. Remaining three mixtures were prepared with
recycled concrete aggregate B. In the fourth concrete mixture (31B), 31% of the natural aggregate
were replaced by recycled concrete aggregate. In the fifth concrete mixture (50B), 50% of the natural
aggregate were replaced by recycled concrete aggregate and in the sixth concrete mixture (62B), 62%
of the natural aggregate were replaced by recycled concrete aggregate. Because of using only coarse
fractions 4 - 16 mm of recycled aggregate, were maximal replacements 62% and 63%, which is 100%
replacement for coarse aggregate.
For effortless comparison, all mixtures were designed with the same parameters:
•

exposition class XF1

•

effective water – cement ratio 0.5

•

amount of cement 320 kg/m3

•

strength class C 30/37.

Amount of water was modified according to the water absorption capacity of recycled aggregate.
For all concrete mixtures five cubes of dimensions 150x150x150 mm and three beams of dimensions
100×100×400 mm were made.
PROPERTIES OF HARDENED CONCRETE
There were tested physical, mechanical and deformation properties of hardened concrete. It is
possible to say that there is a loss in the physical and mechanical properties of concrete with recycled
aggregate [2, 3]. The properties of hardened recycled concrete depend on the quality and amount of
recycled aggregate [2, 4, 5].
Density of hardened concrete
The density of hardened concrete were determined according to ČSN EN 12390 - 7 [6]. Fig. 3
shows the correlation between the density of hardened concrete and replacement ratios of recycled
aggregate in concrete. With the increase of replacement ratios of recycled aggregate the density
recycled aggregate concrete decrease. While the density of concrete containing 50% of concrete
recycled aggregate B was 2233 kg/m3, the density of concrete with 63% concrete recycled aggregate
was 2146 kg/m3. The decrease of density was similar to concrete with recycled aggregate A and
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concrete with recycled aggregate B.

Fig. 3 Correlation between replacement ratio of recycled aggregate and density of concrete
Water absorption capacity
Water absorption capacity of hardened concrete
concre was tested on 150 mm cubes. The average
av
results
are shown in Fig.4.. Water absorption capacity of hardened concrete contained recycled aggregate
increased about 2 times than reference concrete. It is determined that as the proportion of concrete
recycled aggregate admixtures increased, water absorption capacity increased in hardened concrete
with concrete recycled aggregate.

Fig.4 Water absorption capacity of reference and recycled concrete
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Compressive strength
Tests of compressive strength were carried out on 150 mm cubes. The compressive strength were
determined according to ČSN
SN EN 12390 - 3 [7]. Five concrete cubes were casted for each concrete
mix proportion for 35 days. The compressive strengths of the concrete
ete mixes are shown in Fig.
Fig 5. The
highest
est decrease of compressive strength was about 45 % for concrete samples with a 63 %
replacement ratio of recycled aggregate. The decrease of compressive strength was depended on the
amount of recycled
ed aggregate. Fig.
Fig 6 shows the correlation between the compressive strength of
hardened
ardened concrete and replacement ratio of recycled aggregate in concrete. This graph proved a linear
dependence between the compressive strength of recycled aggregate concrete and amount of recycled
rec
aggregate in concrete mixtures. With the increase of replacement ratio of recycled aggregate the
compressive strength recycled aggregate concrete decrease.

Fig. 5 Compressive strength of reference and recycled concrete

Fig. 6 Correlation between replacement ratio of
of recycled aggregate and compressive strength of
concrete
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Flexural strength
Tests of flexural strength were carried out on the beams of dimensions 100x100x400 mm. The
flexural strength was determined according to ČSN EN 12390 - 5 [8]. Three concrete beams were
casted for each concrete mix proportion for 28 days. The flexural strength was tested under a load in a
four-point bending. The average
rage results are shown in Fig.
F
7. The flexural strength of concrete
containing 63% of concrete recycled aggregate A was about 5.11 MPa and the flexural strength of
concrete containing 62% recycled
ecycled aggregate B was about 3.66 MPa. The increase of flexural strength
was caused by different
ent circumstances during hardening concrete. The samples 63A were cured under
water; other samples were cured on air.

Fig. 7 Flexural strength of reference and recycled concrete
Modulus of elasticity
The modulus of elasticityy was conducted on beams of dimensions 100×100×400 mm. The dynamic
modulus of elasticity was tested by ultrasound method. Out of the ultrasound method results was
calculated static modulus of elasticity:
elasticity
Es = 0.83 Ed [9].
The average
ge results are shown in Fig. 8.
8 The decrease of modulus
us of elasticity was different from
concrete with recycled aggregate A and B. Modulus of elasticity of hardened concrete contained
recycled aggregate A was decreased about 52% than reference concrete and of hardened concrete
contained recycled aggregate B was decreased about 39%.
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Fig. 8 Modulus of elasticity of reference and recycled concrete
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, experimental results for the physical, mechanical and deformation properties of
recycled concrete included a different replacement ratio
r
of different types of recycled aggregate are
presented and discussed. Regarding the physical, mechanical and deformation properties of concrete
produced with recycled aggregate from constructions and demolitions, based on the results of this
research it is possible to conclude that:
•

The increased content of recycled aggregates
ag
causes a deterioration physical, mechanical and
deformation properties of concrete with recycled aggregate.

•

The use of recycled aggregate in concrete, it is concluded that the increasing replacement ratio
of recycled aggregate in recycled concrete negatively influences resulting properties of
concrete.

•

The main degradation of properties was observed for compressive
compressive strength, where more than
45 % decrease for 100 % replacement of coarse fraction by recycled aggregate was reached.

•

It is possible to say that recycled aggregate concrete is possible to be used in the construction
with low requirements for compressive strength and frost resistance.

•

It is necessary to optimize a concrete
concre mixture with
th respects to deteriorated properties. The
deterioration of properties is not possible to compensate for the increased amount of cement.
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FORCE ANALYSES OF A DOVETAIL JOINT
Karel ŠOBRA1, Jorge M. BRANCO 2, Petr FAJMAN 3
Abstract: Two basic approaches of an analytical solution of the response of the dovetail joint to the monotonic
loading are discussed in this paper. Force distribution to the monotonic compression and tension of the joint and
an effect of positive and negative bending moments are solved using various simplifying assumptions and using
principle of virtual work. In the solved examples, the material characteristics obtained from the experimental
campaign performed at the University of Minho, Portugal, are used.

Keywords: dovetail joint, analytical equations, principle of virtual work

INTRODUCTION
Due to neglected maintenance, influence of wood-rotting fungus and wood-destroying insects,
mechanical damage, etc., wooden trusses, which are basically ones of the oldest structures in the
world, degrades and need to be repaired. Since historical trusses frequently belong to buildings of the
Cultural Heritage, their reconstruction is usually under supervision of Monument Care Department of
Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic. Therefore all interventions must preserve the originality of
the construction. Due to this, traditional carpentry, usually all wooden, joints have to be used.
All interventions have to be supported by an accurate diagnosis and analysis to decide if an
inspected element can be reinforced or needs to be substituted. In this analysis phase, the assessment

of the behaviour of the carpentry joints is crucial. Joints play an important role in the stress
distribution within the structure as they represent the key elements in terms of strength and
ductility [1].
In spite of that historical joints are constructed in the same way during the ages, just by routine,
there are not many studies, nowadays, focused on historical joints [2-11].
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Work presented in this paper aims to contribute to need of analysis of carpentry joints by presenting
an analytical evaluation of one of the most wide spread carpentry joints, the dovetail.
DOVETAIL JOINT
During Gothic and Baroque periods high roof with angle more than 50° were used. Collar beam
truss (seen in Fig. 1) is an evolution of a construction, which can be used to resist higher wind load
which is caused by bigger inclination of a roof. Utilization of the collar beam in the construction of the
truss minimizes rafters span and in the same time increases stiffness of the truss as a whole. Due to this
the collar beam truss was one of the most commonly used truss construction during Gothic and
Baroque periods.

Fig. 1 Collar beam truss: chapel in Kozojedy (Jičín, Czech Republic) on the left and truss of Church of
Saint Anna in Prague (Czech Republic) on the right – the dovetail joints are in circles
The dovetail joint is the most commonly used traditional carpentry joint, which can be found in
collar beam trusses. It is complete wooden joint which connects two elements in a general angle. In the
joint, both elements are weakened of 1/3 of the width of thinner one to fit together and whole joint is
held together by the key.
Forces in the joint are transferred through the direct contact of the contact surfaces (further called
compressive areas). Even the highly deformed key can still hold whole joint together, but due to gaps
which appear in the joint, compressive areas are smaller and local stresses increase. For different types
of loading different compressive areas are involved to the force transfer as can be seen in Fig. 2.
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a)

b)

Fig. 2 Compressive areas of the joint for a) clockwise bending moment and b) anticlockwise bending
moment
Since the forces which the joint is able to transfer are depended on the compressive areas, it is
possible solve the joint’s equilibrium from the geometry of the joint. It is obvious that α angle has
main influence on the compressive areas size. With the rising angle α, the size of the compressive
areas is lover, what causes bigger stresses in the joint and lower bearing capacity of the joint as a
whole. Relationship between the compressive areas size and α angle can be seen in Fig. 3. Elements
with cross sections b= 0.12 m × h= 0.16 m and B= 0.12 m × H= 0.2 m were used for Fig. 3. Influence
of the offset o was neglected during the size of compressive areas calculations. Labelling of the areas
corresponds with the labelling of the forces at Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3 Angle - compressive areas size diagram
At Fig. 3 Az is the compressive responsible for transfer of the force Fz from Fig. 2. Other
compressive areas shown at Fig. 3 show the same relationship between a compressive area and a force
from Fig. 2 as was mentioned for compressive area Az and force Fz.
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Force distribution in a dovetail joint
Despite the full theoretical utilization of the compressive areas is not possible due to manufacturing
errors, method mentioned above is useful only for homogeneous materials. Properties of wood are
different in different directions and depended on the angle of loading. Due to this it is necessary
connect material characteristics (strength depended on the loading angle, stiffness, …) and the
geometry of the joint
Since different compressive areas are used during different types of loading, it is useful to solve
that loading types separately. At the beginning it is important to describe joint’s behaviour to the basic
types of loading – compression and tension of the joint and influence of positive (anticlockwise) and
negative (clockwise) bending moment.
When the joint is under influence of tension, the compressive areas (bold and with arrows) shown
at Fig. 4b) are used for load transfer. As it was mentioned above, forces are transferred by direct
contact what causes deformation of those areas. Maximal force which can be transferred by a
compressive area is possible to establish according to (1).

a)

b)

Fig. 4 Compressive areas of the joint a) for compression of the joint and b) for the tension in the joint

Fu ,i = Ai f c , β

(1)

In (1) Ai is a compressive area and f c , β is compressive strength of wood depended on the lading
angle to the grain in the place of the compressive area.
For further analysis it is important to establish some assumptions. For certain simplification it is
assumed, that parts of the joint which can be deformed in some direction, have the same deformation
in this direction. If the elastic bearing capacity of the joint is assumed, the joint is strong as its weakest
part. And the last one assumes uniform stress distribution on a compressive area. From the second
assumption, using equation (2), it is possible to calculate the deformation of the weakest part of the
joint.
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ri = k β−1 f c , β

(2)

In (2) ri is deformation of a compressive area and ki−,β1 is reciprocal value of the stiffness of wood
according to the loading angle.
Based on the assumption of the same deformation, it is possible to calculate force, which is
transferred by other (not the weakest) compressive areas on limit deformation. Then, overall bearing
capacity of the joint is calculated as sum of the forces on all compressive areas during limit
deformation. Deformation and force distribution on the compressive areas are possible to obtain using
this approach what is used for the calculation of the joint response to the loading.
Stiffness of the material is used during calculation of the deformation of a compressive area as is
possible to see in (2). Usually it is difficult to find stiffness of wood and its calculation from other
material characteristics is not possible. Due to this an experimental campaign performed at University
of Minho, Portugal, Guimarães, was made. Some material characteristics including the stiffness of
chosen wood species were established during the campaign. The following wood species were studied
during the compression tests: Scots pine (Pinus silvestrys), Silver fir (Abies alba), Maritime pine
(Pinus pinaster) and chestnut (Castanea sativa). The first two are ones of the most widespread wood
species in the Czech Republic while the others two are common in Portugal. In the model calculations
shown later, material characteristics obtained during the experimental campaign are used. More about
the campaign can be found in [12].
Bearing capacity of the joint to the compression was established according to (3). Values of
transferred forces to the loading of N= 25 kN can be found in Tab. 1. Since the key element, especially
a compressive area which transfers loading to/from the key should be the weaker part of the
construction, results of the force analyses to the tension is almost the same as in compression. Bearing
capacity to the tension of the joint is shown in equation (4).

πd 2 
TR ,c = f c ,0 A1 + f c ,α A2 a + f c ,α A2b = f c ,0 
b γ1 +
 2 3 
 h 2 
 2h 1 
+ f c ,α 
b  γ 2 a + f c ,α 
b  γ 2b
 3sin α 3 
 3sin α 3 

(3)

2 
πd 2 

TR ,c = f c ,0 A1 + f c ,α A2 = f c ,0 
b  γ 1 + f c ,α  k H 0 b  γ 2
3 
 2 3 


(4)

Symbols used in (3) and (4) are described in Fig. 5. Ai is a compressive area, f c ,0,i is the
compressive strength parallel with the grain, f c ,α ,i is the compressive strength angled to the grain in
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the angle α, zi and xi are arms of the forces to the key, what is the point of rotation, γ i is coefficient
of area (how many percent of the compressive area is used from theoretical maximum compressive
area) and b is the width of the skew element.

Fig. 5 Symbols used in equations (3) – (6)
The same approach is possible to use to determine response of the joint to the bending moment.
During action of positive (counter clockwise) bending moment two compressive areas act in force
transfer as is possible to see at Fig. 2b), what is captured in (5). When negative (clockwise) bending
moments acts, three compressive areas according to Fig. 2a) are used for force transfer. Bearing
capacity to negative bending moment can be calculated by (6).

+

M = f c ,α A4 z4 + f c ,α A5 z5 = f c ,α

k


−k
2  H − zk H − z k
k
2 o 
b
γ 4 +  − ko 
γ5 
3  sin α
2
2
 2




 h 2
 H − zk
h 
M + = f c ,90 Az xz + f c ,α ( A2 z2 + A3 z3 ) = f c ,90 
bγ z 
+
 +
3sin α  
 tgα
 3sin α 3
H − zk zk − o 2
z −o
k 2
+ f c ,α 
+
bγ 1
bγ 2 k
2
sin α 3
2 
2 3

(5)

(6)

Symbols used in equations (5) and (6) are the same as was used in equations (3) and (4).
Since forces are transferred by direct contact of the elements, it is assumed that deformations
measured during experiments on those compressive areas can be influenced by decline of local
stiffness. The same behaviour was observed during the compressive test in the experimental campaign,
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where two different stiffnesses were obtained. The lower one, called “local”, was measured in the
places where material in direct contact with support and force actuator (those places showed higher
deformation than specimen as a whole) was used for calculation of the deformation of the compressive
areas. Other option is to calculate alternative stiffness according to (7) where two springs, represented
two material with different stiffnesses, are connected in series.

K=

k g kl

(7)

k g + kl

In (7) k g is the “global” stiffness and kl is the “local” stiffness. Approaches of using different
stiffness, mentioned above were used to calculate forces from Tab. 1, where comparison of calculated
forces according to used type of stiffness and according to the angle α between elements is shown.
Tab. 1 Forces transferred during compression of the dovetail joint

Skew angle of the joint α
30°

Force

45°

60°

[kN]

kg

kl

K

kg

kl

K

kg

kl

K

FN,1

23.4

18.1

18.9

24.1

20.3

21.0

24.4

21.4

22.0

FN,2

1.6

6.9

6.1

0.9

4.7

4.1

0.6

3.6

3.0

Principle of virtual work
If an analysis of the joint should be more detailed, influence of friction forces is assumed or
influence of the key on the geometry of the key should be known, the approach mentioned above
cannot be used. It is necessary to made new model for the force equilibrium. More complex
equilibrium to the compression is shown at Fig. 6a).

a)

b)

Fig. 6 Forces in the joint during a) compression and b) tension
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For the joint it is possible to set equations of equilibrium, three basic equations are available;
equations of equilibrium in horizontal and vertical direction and one moment equation of equilibrium.
In general, there are more than three unknown forces in the joint. To solve this problem, principle of
virtual work [13] can be used. Thanks to the knowledge of the stiffness of wood materials it is possible
to use both the virtual forces and the virtual displacements. Remaining conditions of equilibrium,
which are necessary for finding the solution of equilibrium, can be replaced using principle of virtual
work. For final virtual work solution (9), displacement solved using approach mentioned above can be
used.
In (8), equations used for the joint loaded by compression force are shown. Friction forces Ti can
be calculated using coefficient of friction as T = µ N , where µ is the coefficient of friction and N is
the compressive force acts to the friction area. Since in the joint there are only three unknown forces
according to the (8), it is possible to calculate equilibrium only using (8).

M + : Fx 6 ⋅ xF 6 − T3 ⋅ zT 3 − T1z ⋅ xT 1 − T1x ⋅ zT 1 = 0
→: − N 2 + N k + T1x + T3 = 0

(8)

↑: −V2 + Vk + F6 + T1z = 0
As is shown at Fig. 6b), during the tension there are four unknown forces in the joint. Force which
will be later calculated using the principle of virtual work is horizontal force F5 x . At the beginning the
equilibrium is created on the essential system – joint without the F5 x force. In the next step force
distribution on the essential system is calculated. Than the joint is loaded by non-dimensional virtual
force X - usually chosen as “1”. Force distribution is calculated with the virtual force. From those two
states, the equilibrium of displacements according to (9) will be created and unknown force F5 x can be
calculated. Force F5 x is equal to X j from (9).

δ ij ⋅ X j + δ i 0 = δ

(9)

In (9) δ ij is displacement in the place i in the direction of acting virtual force X j , X j is virtual
force in the direction j, both those quantities are calculated on the joint with acting virtual force, δ i 0 is
displacement in the essential system in the place i and direction of j, δ is displacement known from
the previous chapter “Force distribution in a dovetail joint” in the place where X acts in its direction.
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Tab. 2 Forces transferred during tension of the dovetail joint calculated based on the principle of
virtual work

Skew angle in the joint α
Force [kN]

15°

30°

45°

60°

F5x

0.9

4.6

7.9

8.3

F5z

0

0

0

0

Nk

23.3

17.1

9.8

4.2

Vk

6.5

12.5

17.7

21.7

The same approach can be used for calculating force distribution for both bending moments, where
even more unknown forces appear. For the positive bending moment there are six unknowns and for
the negative bending moment there are seven unknowns.
CONCLUSION
Two different ways of solving the force distribution in the dovetail joint loaded by solitary forces or
moments were shown. Those two approaches are possible combine to obtain more detailed solution.
It has to be pointed, that with higher inclination of the angle α between the elements, loading of the
key element, which can by the weakest part of the joint, especially when wooden key is used, rises. In
the analytical solution, the mechanical properties obtained from the experimental campaign performed
at University of Minho were used.
Nowadays experimental test of the joint loaded by solitary forces and moments are made. Those
experiments should prove theoretical behaviour shown in this paper. If the analytical solution will be
in the match with the experiments, analytical solution will be extended for the combination of the
forces. Behaviour of the joint, described with analytical formulas should be used for verification of
results of a numerical model created in TNO Diana FEM software.
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INFLUENCE OF PVA-CEMENT COMPOSITE CURING
CONDITIONS ON ITS MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
Jaroslav TOPIČ1, Zdeněk PROŠEK2, Tomáš PLACHÝ3, Michael SOMR4, Václav NEŽERKA5,
Pavel TESÁREK6
Abstract: Main goal of the presented study was to investigate the influence of different curing conditions on
mechanical properties of cement-PVA composite pastes. Most of the cement composites are cured in water but
thanks to the instability of PVA the results can be affected. Therefore, the samples having the same composition
were exposed to different curing conditions in our study to see and evaluate the effect. The first set of samples
was stored in water after their removal from molds, while the second set was stored exposed to air at a constant
temperature and relative humidity. To determine the influence of curing conditions on mechanical properties, the
hardened specimens were subjected to destructive testing of compressive and bending strength.

Keywords: Cement, PVA, mechanical properties, curing conditions

INTRODUCTION
One of the numerous possibilities to alter the properties of cement-based materials is the addition of
polymer that bonds to the cement matrix. PVA, easily soluble in water, is commonly used for such
purpose [1, 2]. The properties of concrete and other cement-based materials are also significantly
influenced by the curing conditions, especially at the early ages, since presence of water is responsible
for the cement hydration process and material hardening [3, 4]. The purpose of this paper is to
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investigate the influence of the curing conditions during the first 28 days of hardening on the
mechanical properties of PVA-cement pastes.
EXPERIEMNTAL METHODS AND SAMPLES
The destructive testing was performed using standard procedures. The flexural and compressive
strengths were determined on the 28 days old samples using the LabTest 4.100SP1 device. The testing
was displacement controlled at a constant rate of 0.1 mm/s in the case of three-point bending and
0.3 mm/s in compression. The flexural test was accomplished on prismatic 20 × 20 × 100 mm
specimens and consequently the compression was applied to the halves of the broken specimens, with
the effective area of 20 × 40 mm.
Each set contained 6 samples to be tested in bending and twice as much in compression. The
samples were made of Portland cement CEM I 42.5 R (Radotín, CZ) and modified using 16% PVA
solution SLOVIOL® R (Fortischem, CZ). Water / cement ratio was constant, equal to 0.35.
Composition of the tested specimens is summarized in Tab. 1. One half of the samples were placed
into a water bath immediately after their removal from molds (24 hours after they were cast) while the
other was kept at common laboratory conditions at constant temperature and humidity exposed to air.
Tab. 1 Composition of the tested samples

Set

Curing
conditions

PVA
[wt. %]

Cement
[g]

CEM
PVA 1.4
PVA 4.0

dry/wet
dry/wet
dry/wet

0.0
1.4
4.0

1000
1000
1000

w/c = 0.35
Water
PVA solution
[g]
[g]
350.0
0.0
232.5
87.5
100.0
250.0

EXPERIEMNTAL RESULTS
The experimental results are provided in Figs. 1-3. The compressive strength of PVA-enriched
cement pastes was significantly reduced and almost constant with respect to the PVA content, see
Fig. 1. The drop in strength was probably caused by an increase of porosity, responsible for the
effective area reduction and stress concentration near large pores. The strength reduction was more
pronounced in the case of samples cured exposed to air (dry).
The flexural strength is proportional to the amount of PVA in the cement paste as clearly
demonstrated in Fig. 2. When compared to the reference cement paste samples, the PVA modification
clearly contributed to the higher values of flexural strength. The results presented in Fig. 3
demonstrate the influence of PVA on the values of Young’s modulus, which is reduced in the early
stages of hardening in the case of the PVA-modified pastes, compared to the reference samples.
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Fig. 1 Dependence of the compressive strength on the amount of PVA in cement pastes after 28 days.

Fig. 2 Dependence of the flexural strength on the amount of PVA in cement pastes after 28 days.

Fig. 3 Dependence of the Young’s modulus on the amount of PVA in cement pastes after 28 days.
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Based on the presented results it is obvious that the PVA additions to a cement paste contribute to
the reduction of compressive strength and values of Young’s modulus. On the other hand, the PVAmodified pastes exhibited higher flexural strength. The curing conditions have even more significant
impact on the mechanical performance of cement pastes – making the cement pastes less resistant to
tensile stresses during three-point bending and stronger with respect to compressive loading. The nondestructive testing appears to be a suitable tool for monitoring of mechanical properties in time to
accurately capture the hardening mechanism in different curing conditions [5, 6].
CONCLUSION
The addition of a suitable amount of PVA to the cement-based composites can favorably modify
their properties, such as mechanical strength parameters. A maximum amount of 4 % of the cement
mass is usually pursued. The PVA additions result in the reduction of the material stiffness and
compressive strength, but the ability of the composite to withstand tensile stresses is supported.
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COMPARISON OF DYNAMIC AND STATIC STIFFNESS
VALUES IN TIME EVOLUTION: MECHANICAL
PROPERTIES OF GYPSUM SAMPLES
Richard ŤOUPEK1, Jaroslav TOPIČ2, Zdeněk PROŠEK3, Pavel TESÁREK4,
Tomáš SVOBODA5, Tomáš PLACHÝ6
Abstract: The paper presents monitoring of mechanical properties of the gypsum samples. Especially, the
stiffness evolution in time is investigated. It is monitored using destructive (stress test) and non-destructive
(resonance method) methods. The stiffness was determined non-destructively at first and then destructively. The
results gave us the time dependent changes of the gypsum stiffness. From the comparison of the stiffness values
determined non-destructively and destructively, it is evident that results from non-destructive testing are about
30 % higher.

Keywords: stiffness, dynamic method, static method, gypsum, mechanical properties

INTRODUCTION
For testing of mechanical properties of porous building materials there are usually used destructive
methods at present. The samples are irreversibly damaged during these tests and test cannot be
repeated on the same sample [1, 2]. This state can be seen also in Czech standards which deal with
determination of the mechanical properties because the mention of non-destructive tests occurs mostly
only for determination of the frost resistance of the materials.[3].
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The most widely used non-destructive methods, which can be used for testing of mechanical
properties of materials, are ultrasound and impulse excitation methods [4, 5].
TESTED SAMPLES AND USED METHODS
Tested samples were made from the grey gypsum binder (Gypstrend, Ltd. Czech Republic) with the
water/gypsum ratio 0.71. The samples have the standard dimensions 40 × 40 × 160 mm. The samples
were unmolded after 30 minutes and stored freely in the laboratory conditions with the average
temperature 20 °C and relative humidity 50 %.
At first, the impulse excitation method was used for determination of the dynamic Young’s
modulus on each of the specimen. The specimen was supported in the middle of its span - the
fundamental longitudinal nodal position. The acceleration transducer was placed at the centre of one of
the end faces of the gypsum specimen. The opposite end face was struck by the impact hammer. Both
signals, the excitation force and the acceleration, were recorded and transformed using Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) to the frequency domain, and the Frequency Response Function (FRF) was evaluated
from these signals using the vibration control station Bruel&Kjaer Front-end 3560-B-120 and program
PULSE 14.1. The test was repeated five times for each gypsum specimen and resultant readings were
averaged. From an averaged FRF, the fundamental longitudinal resonant frequency was determined for
each specimen.
Based on the equation for longitudinal vibration of the beam with continuously distributed mass
with free-free boundary condition, the dynamic Young’s modulus Edl can be determined using the
relation
E dl =

4lmf l2
bt

(1)

where l is the length of the specimen [m], m is the mass of the specimen [kg], fl is the fundamental
longitudinal resonant frequency of the specimen [Hz], b is the width of the specimen [m] and t is the
thickness of the specimen [m].
After non-destructive testing, the specimens were tested destructively in three-point bending test
and in standard stress test.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
From the results on the Fig. 1 it is evident that there are differences in mechanical properties – in
this case stiffness. The difference between maximal and minimal value is about 30 %. The maximal
value was achieved at the time of three days from the specimen creation. The comparison of the
stiffness from the non-destructive and destructive measurements is mentioned in the Fig. 2. The values
of the stiffness were calculated as an average of three measurements, the maximal standard deviation
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was 10 %. From the Fig. 2 it can be seen that the difference between non-destructive and desteructive
testing decreases in time which could be caused by the decrease of the water content in specimens.
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Fig. 1 Time evolution of static and dynamic stiffness
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Fig. 2 Differences between dynamic and static stiffnesses – time dependence.
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CONCLUSION
The time evolution of the stiffness of the gypsum specimens was determined using two different
methods in the initial phase of development of a solid structure after hardening of the gypsum slurry. It
is evident from the obtained results that the results from both methods are comparable with respect to
the time dependence and both methods can be used.
Especially, it is suitable to use non-destructive tests when the mechanical behavior is needed to
determine in time or environment dependence because these methods eliminate disadvantages of
destructive methods.
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EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF VIBRATION
GRANDSTANDS CAUSED BY CROWD OF SPECTATORS
Martin Verner1
Abstract: The paper describes a research in experimental measurement of vibration of sport stadium
grandstands superstructure caused by the behavior of fans during sporting matches. The arrangement of the
experiment and the process of gathering the results are described in the first part of the paper. The second part
presents the results obtained during two specific football matches – AC Sparta Praha vs. FK Teplice (November
2nd 2014) and AC Sparta Praha vs. FK Mladá Boleslav (November 24th 2014). Natural frequencies of the
superstructure were experimentally determined. Furthermore, the maximum levels and the dominant frequencies
of the forced vibration caused by intense cheering of the crowd were identified.

Keywords: Grandstands, natural frequency, stadium Letna, FFT, dynamic experiment

INTRODUCTION
The behavior of supporters has changed significantly during last years. They are not passive more
but they support actively their teams. Together with this change, structural changes of stadiums are
introduced. The main goal is the capacity. Because the biggest challenge is the overall urban
development, architects are projecting multi-floor grandstands with a long cantilever beam. This
combination leads to the point that the most interesting thing is dynamic load. Today, dynamic load is
not fully described in any standard. There are running experiments during matches and music concerts
to compute this load. This article is about measurement done during two football matches.
THE FOOTBALL STADIUM LETNA
The experiment was done during a match on the Letna stadium. This is the home stadium of AC
Sparta Prague (Sparta). This stadium was chosen because of two major points: the supporters are one
of the most active on today’s football scene and secondly, the stadium is constructed using a long
steel-concrete cantilever beam. Combination of these factors leads to the maximum dynamic response
of the construction.
History
The stadium has been used since 1917. In year 1934 it was decided to rebuild it for a capacity of 45
000 people, but in the same year the main grandstand was burned down. So in year 1937, new iron-
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concrete one was opened. Between years 1967 and 1969 all other grandstands were replaced by new
from iron and concrete with the steel cantilever beam. Outer grandstand, which is pointed to the
“Letenska plan” was used by communist functionaries during celebration of the 1st May, army shows
etc. On the 9th of September 1994 was the stadium completely modernized, only seated places remain
and the stadium meets all standards. From 2002, the stadium has heated grass. [1, 2]

Fig. 1 Grandstand Letna [3]
Fans placement and their behavior during match
Most active fans are called “Ultras” or “Banner-carriers”. This group is well organized and lead by
one guy. “Ultras” are located in a small piece of the stadium. This part is called “Kotel”. “Kotel” is
most of the time responsible for atmosphere, leading all fans, performing chores (visual supporting).
But they are responsible also for the biggest problems on stadiums. The biggest problems are the fun
pyrotechnic during matches, interrupting the match or even stopping the match at all by their fights.
In the last years (since 2004), new supporting method was introduced in Czech sports - jumping.
Fans are dragged more in the match and new shouts like “Jump, if you are Spartan!” started. Leaded
by “Kotel”, usually the whole stadium starts too. Passive fans become active and the active even more
active. The passive fans are not a big risk during this type of supporting, but the “Kotel” is well
organized and is really fast synchronized to the rhythm of the shout.
At the beginning of century, “Kotel” of Spartans made big problems. It was located just next the
gate at the east side of the stadium. Management of Sparta tried to get these fans out of the stadium.
The tickets were sold only on name and the police patrols were usually there. The result of all these
things was just that the “Kotel” moved from the ground floor to the first floor of the stadium. It is
located now at the end of balcony grandstand which is causing the biggest effects.
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Fig. 2 View of the “Kotel” [4]

Sensor 3

Sensor 2

Sensor 1

Fig. 4 Experiment set up - location of sensors [5]
EXPERIMENT
The experiment began few days before the first match. After the grandstand was investigated,
places which will have the biggest dynamical response in vertical direction were chosen. Horizontal
direction was not measured during this experiment. Piezoelectric sensors Delta Tron, type 4507 B005
were used. Dimensions of this sensor are: 10 mm × 10 mm × 10 mm, weight: 5 g. They were attached
to the construction using magnets. Under the “Kotel” part of the grandstand, four steel cantilever
beams were located. We found a microphone on one of these beams. Even the stadium owners didn’t
know the purpose of this microphone and we were using strong magnets, so this beam was refused
from the experiment. Sensors were put at the end of each remaining beams. Sensors were connected
via cables to the measurement infrastructure, which was located next to the “Kotel” part of the
grandstand. This leads sometimes to the situation where the infrastructure was affected by the smoke
from pyrotechnic (smoke bombs and flares).
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EVALUATION PRINCIPLE
The experiment was evaluated by software, which was developed by prof. Polák, and it is called
Program Material Damping. Evaluation was carried out that each record was transformed from the
time domain to the frequency domain using the Fast Fourier Averaging's Transformation (AFFT).
Averaging was conducted over 2n samples using Hanning window weighting. The frequency that the
fans were able to induce was compared to the natural frequency of the grandstands. For better
evaluation and reducing compute claims, matches were not recorded continuously but were divided
into several sections.
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Fig. 5 Frequency level of the first match (area: 2-4Hz)
Subsequent evaluation was performed by using the software Microsoft Excel. Only values of
frequencies under 4 Hz were processed. First, the frequencies induced by viewers during its
encouragement were determined. Then, the natural frequencies of the grandstands were determined.
For better illustration the individual records were graphically plotted into one record. The graphical
illustration allows us to observe the changing of the frequency of spectators during the match.
EXPERIMENT EVALUATION
Match Sparta – FK Teplice (2. 11. 2013)
Short description: Match Sparta - FK Teplice was played in the 13th round of Gambrinus ’s League.
The result of the match was 2:0 for Sparta. Goals for Sparta were scored by Brabec (45 +1 min) and
Costa (81min). The greatest dynamic response was recorded during the experiment at this time. .
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The graph shows: Viewers caused the most dynamic response during the celebration of goals
scored (2.40 Hz) Maximum response was achieved when the fans thanked his team at the end of the
match (2.52 Hz).
Match Sparta – FK Mladá Boleslav (23. 11. 2013)
Short description: Match Sparta - FK Mladá Boleslav played in the 15th round of Gambrinus ’s
League. The result of the match was 4:1 for Sparta. Goals for Sparta were scored by Krejčí (43 min),
Hušbauer (67min), Costa (81min) and Bednář (90min). The greatest dynamic response was recorded
during the experiment at this time.
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Fig. 6 Frequency level of the second match (area: 2-4Hz)
The graph shows: Viewers caused the most dynamic response during the celebration of goals
scored (2.33 Hz). Maximum response was achieved when the fans thanked his team at the end of the
match (2.34 Hz). This fully corresponds with the results that were achieved in the first match. This was
the last match during the autumn part of the Gambrinus ’s League, after the match the fans performed
the popular choreo that caused the greatest dynamic response during the experiments.
Graph also show that the biggest dynamical response was recorded during goals scored by Costa
and Bednar, as they are the favorite players of the crowd.
Natural frequency of the grandstand
The natural frequencies of the grandstand were also determined during the experiment. Based on
the evaluation of the two matches the frequencies of the grandstand are defined as follows:
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Tab. 1 Natural frequencies of the grandstand
Frequency number

Frequency value [Hz]

1
2.66
2
2.89
3
2.98
4
3.06
5
3.27
6
3.45
7
3.83
Other frequencies were not evaluated.
The experiment cannot determine at which frequency the beams vibrate by them self and when the
grandstand vibrates as whole. To determine these quantities, it would be necessary perform other
experiment. This experiment is planned in the future.
CONCLUSION
The experiment deals with frequencies which fans produce during sports events. The results had
shown that fans are most active in the times when the team scores a goal and then after the matches are
over and fans give thanks to players for the enjoying the match. Fans are able to cause the frequency
close to the natural frequency of the grandstand Letna. In the future there will be performed several
experiments (eg Holešovice sport hall, stadium U Nisa), which will confirm the validity of the
experiment results from the grandstand Letna.
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FROST RESISTANCE OF CEMENT-FLY ASH COMPOSITES
Ondřej ZOBAL1, Pavel PADEVĚT2, Tereza OTCOVSKÁ3
Abstract: One of the main indicators of the durability of building construction or building material is the frost
resistance. This paper deals with the frost resistance of the binder in concrete, namely cement-fly ash
composites. Mixtures with fly ash were compared with the reference cement paste. Substitution of fly ash was 40
and 50% by weight of cement. The specimens were subjected successively 50, 100 and 150 freeze-thaw cycles. It
was a destructive type of a test for frost resistance, where the endpoint was the change in weight of specimens
and their waste during freeze-thaw cycles.

Keywords: cement, fly ash, freeze-thaw resistance

INTRODUCTION
Durability of building structures and materials is currently under construction one of the most
important factors. The proof is the inclusion of the durability of in the European Union in CPR
(Construction Products Regulation) between the basic requirements for building construction and
materials [1]. The basic indicator of the durability of building material is frost resistance. Frost
resistance of binder is essential especially for the concrete. This experiment is concretely focused on
cement-fly ash binder. When substitution of clinker with fly ash is carried, it has an impact on the
material and mechanical properties of the resulting mixture [2]. As shown in the literature, the use of
fly ash in concrete binder by over unwarranted negative opinions should not be a problem for
resistance to alternation freezing and thawing [3]. Example from practice is construction of the body
dam Orlik, where was replaced from nearly 30 % cement with fly ash in the design of concrete
mixtures. This concrete even after more than 50 years in operation exhibits excellent mechanical and
material properties [4]. During the construction, the frost resistance was checked, among many other
parameters, when the decrease in tensile strength and compressive strength after 150 freeze-thaw
cycles against not frozen samples [5] was measured. For elimination of distrust in this issue, it is
important to carry out further experiments. The experiments would be especially long term. This paper
compares the frost resistance of the cement paste and the cement-fly ash mixture with the substituting
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clinker 40 and 50%. The specimens were 17 and 32 months old. Frost resistance was measured by a
destructive method. The specimens were subjected to 50, 100 and 150 freeze cycles. It has been
intended to change weights of samples and waste.
POSSIBILITIES OF MEASURING FROST RESISTANCE
The frost resistance can be determined in various ways. The most frequently used procedure
according to ČSN 73 1322 - Determination of frost resistance of concrete (1969) [6]. Specimens must
be in the form of the beams with dimensions 100 x 100 x 400 mm and must be saturated. The samples
are exposed during the test cycles freezing at -15 to -20°C for 2 hours and thawing at +15 to +22°C for
4 hours. The number of cycles is as needed 50, 100 or 150. The monitored parameters are - weight
loss, change in tensile strength for bending and compressive strength. Coefficient of frost resistance is
derived from the ratio of the tensile strength of frozen and not frozen samples. Although it is the most
frequently used approach, so major disadvantage associated with modern cements is that the tensile
strength in bending can increase in concrete during freeze-thaw cycles and thus the coefficient of the
frost resistance can be greater than 1 [7]. An alternative to destructive testing frost resistance is the
standard ČSN 73 1326 - Resistance of cement concrete surface to water and defrosting chemicals
(1985) [8]. The main difference is that the test specimens are stored in NaCl. The weight of the waste
is measured during freeze-thaw cycles. .The standard ČSN 73 1380 - Testing the freeze-thaw
resistance of concrete - Internal structural damage (2007) [9] describes the non-destructive test method
of the frost resistance. But this approach is not yet used too. The principle is to determine the relative
change in the dynamic modulus of elasticity of specimens after freeze-thaw cycles based on the transit
time of ultrasonic pulses or a transverse frequency. The disadvantage, however, is the absence of the
evaluation criteria and the length of the freezing cycle of 12 hours [1].
COMPOSITION OF THE MIXTURE AND SPECIMENS
For the measurement of the frost resistance, there were used specimens made from a mixture of the
following composition. As a reference mixture has served "pure" cement paste -100% cement and 0%
fly ash (designation CFA 1000). The other two mixtures were made by substitution of cement with fly
ash - 40 and 50% (designation CFA 6040 CFA and CFA 5050). The ratio of water and binder was 0.4
for all mixtures. For the production of mixtures there were used Portland cement CEM I 42.5 R
(Radotín) and fly ash from the power plant Mělník (conforming to ČSN EN 450-1 - fly ash in
concrete).
The specimens had the beam shape of dimensions 40 × 40 × 160 mm. The samples were 17 and 32
months old (designation new and old).Six groups of specimens (3 different mixes, 2 different ages)
were used for measurements. Three specimens made of each mixture (total of 18 test specimens) were
used. All specimens were stored all the time of ripening in a water bath. Specimens were fully
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saturated. Standard for testing the frost resistance requires fully saturated specimens. Before the
measurements, all specimens were measured and the initial weights were recorded. .The volume
density was calculated from the measured dimensions and weights. The age of specimens does not
affect the volume density (maximum difference 1.6%). The expected effect of the volume density has
substitution of cement with fly ash. The reference mixture has a value of volume density 1980 kg/m3,
at 40% substitution of cement there was a decrease by 6.6 % (1850 kg/m3) and substitution of 50% by
weight of cement, it was 9.6 % (1790 kg/m3). Tab. 1 summarizes the composition of the mixture and
volume density.
Tab. 1 Composition and designation of test mixtures and their volume density
Designation
CFA 1000 new
CFA 1000 old
CFA 6040 new
CFA 6040 old
CFA 5050 new
CFA 5050 old

Mixture

w/b

Age

∅ Volume density

cement [%]

fly ash [%]

-

[months]

[kg/m3]

100
100
60
60
50
50

0
0
40
40
50
50

0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4

17
32
17
32
17
32

1990
1962
1844
1856
1780
1806

METHODOLOGY FOR MEASUREMENT
The methodology for measurement is based on standard ČSN 73 1322. The specimens were
successively subjected to 50, 100 and 150 the freeze cycles. The climatic chamber firm Weiss WKL
100 (Fig. 1) was used for the measurement. Each cycle consists of two phases. The first phase is
freezing - temperature -20°C, duration of 4 hours. The second phase is thawing - temperature +20°C,
duration 2 hours. The monitored parameter is the change in weight of each of specimens and possibly
also the weight of the waste after each set of cycles.

Fig. 1 Climatic chamber Weiss WKL 100
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EVALUATION OF MEASUREMENT
The results of the measurement of frost resistance for each mixture were summarized in the
following tables 2-4. There is always the designation of the mixture, the number of freeze-thaw cycles
and change in weight for younger and older specimens. Weight is then converted to percentages.It can
be seen that the trend is very similar for all mixtures.After the maximum number of freeze-thaw cycles
(150 cycles) Minimal weight loss (up 1.6% compared to not frozen specimens) is after the maximum
number of freeze-thaw cycles (150 cycles). There was not identified any waste. Tables are
complemented by a graphical representation of the results. The comparison of the trend of weight
changes of younger and older specimens can be seen in Figures 2-4.
Tab. 2 Weight after freeze-thaw cycles for cement binder without fly ash

Reduction in the weight [%]

CFA 1000

cycles
0
50
100
150

m [g] - new
481
480
479
474

[%]
100.00
99.79
99.58
98.54

m [g] - old
501
500
499
496

[%]
100
99.80
99.60
99.00

100,00

99,50

99,00
CFA 1000 new
CFA 1000 old

98,50

98,00
0

50

100

150

Cycles
Fig. 2 Trend of weight loss cement paste without fly ash at different ages in percentages
Tab. 3 Weight after freeze-thaw cycles for cement binder with 40 % fly ash

CFA 6040

cycles
0
50
100
150

m [g] - new
465
463
462
459

216

[%]
100
99.57
99.35
98.71

m [g] - old
448
447
446
442

[%]
100
99.78
99.55
98.66

Reduction in the weight [%]
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100

99,5

99
CFA 6040 new
CFA 6040 old

98,5

98
0

50

100

150

Cycles
Fig. 3 Trend of weight loss cement paste with 40 % fly ash at different ages in percentages
Tab. 4 Weight after freeze-thaw cycles for cement binder with 50 % fly ash

Reduction in the weight [%]

CFA 5050

cycles
0
50
100
150

m [g] - new
456
455
454
451

[%]
100
99.78
99.56
98.90

m [g] - old
434
433
432
429

[%]
100
99.77
99.54
98.85

100

99,5

99
CFA 5050 new
CFA 5050 old

98,5

98
0

50

100

150

Cycles
Fig. 4 Trend of weight loss cement paste with 50 % fly ash at different ages in percentages
CONCLUSION
In the design and projects of building construction, there is often neglected the important factor of
material resistance to alternating cycles of freezing and heat. Therefore, this issue should be given
more attention. Long-term experiments should also serve for this. For the binder in concrete, wherein
the cement is replaced with fly ash, it is a particularly important aspect. Fly ash due to his belated
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pozzolanic activity enters into process of hydration in the course of time. This paper describes the
destructive testing frost resistance of cement binder specimens with different substitution of clinker.
Specimens with substitution of 0, 40 and 50% of fly ash by weight of cement were subjected
successively to 50, 100 and 150 of the freeze cycles. From the performed measurements there can be
seen that the weight loss after freezing cycles is minimal. The substitution of clinker with fly ash did
not affect the results. Age of specimens also had not effect to the frost resistance. It can be deduced
from this initial measurement durability cement binder mixtures with fly ash, that fly ash should not
adversely affect the frost resistance. The goal of further work is confirm this assertion. It will be tested
for tensile strength. Then the frost resistance coefficient will be determined. We would like to made
comparison of frost resistance using non-destructive methods. Furthermore, we perform a test of the
frost resistance of concrete samples from the body of the Orlík dam after more than 50 years in
operation. If the results of the further planned measurements will end positively, we believe it will help
to alleviate the skepticism concerning to the greater use of fly ash in cement and concrete.
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ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK IN PREDICTION OF
SOLUTION FOR ESHELBY’S INCLUSION PROBLEM
Lukáš ZRŮBEK1 , Jan NOVÁK2 , Anna KUČEROVÁ3
Abstract: In this contribution we present our approach to estimate mechanical fields (strain, stress or displacement) inside isotropic infinite body with isotropic inhomogeneities. For isotropic ellipsoidal inclusion domains the
precise analytical solution has been given by J. D. Eshelby. By changing the size of the semi-axes of the ellipsoid,
several shapes of inclusions can be obtained, for example spheres, coin-like ellipsoids or even infinite cylinders.
But for other special shapes like short cylinders, there is no analytical solution. Therefore we are creating a model
to be able to train Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and with its use then predict mechanical response around these
special shapes. At this state Eshelby’s solution serves as a source of cheaply obtained results to create the model
and test its properties.

Keywords: micromechanics, isotropic inhomogeneities, isotropic ellipsoidal inclusions, Eshelby’s solution, artificial neural network

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, composite materials form an integral part of the world around. Whether it’s a wellknown material or material being just developed, we want to know the most about its properties and
its behaviour at the macro or micro level. In this paper, we focus on the micro level behaviour of
composite non-dilute material consisting of inhomogeneities or inclusions and isotropic infinite matrix.
Our main interest is the evaluation of micromechanical fields (strain, stress or displacement) on this type
of materials.
In 1957 J. D. Eshelby [1] presented in his fundamental work that there is analytical solution for
isotropic inhomogeneity with domain that can be described by equation of ellipsoid (1). The x, y and
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z symbols represent coordinates of a point and the a1 , a2 and a3 are the semi-axes of ellipsoid in x, y

and z directions, respectively. If we change the dimensions of ellipsoid semi-axes we can describe many
different shapes of inhomogeneities, like spheres, oblate spheroids, prolate spheroids, flat ellipsoids,
coin-like ellipsoids or if we assign an infinite value to one of the semi-axes we obtain cylinder or elliptical
cylinder.

x2 y 2 z 2
+ 2 + 2 ≤1
a21
a2 a3

(1)

But for other special shapes of inhomogeneities which may occur in the macro or micro structure
of materials, there is no analytical solution. As an example we can mention short cylinders, suitable
for description of steel fiber reinforcements of concrete. The aim of our work is to create model that
uses artificial neural network (ANN) to predict the mechanical response around these special shapes of
inhomogeneities. So far the Eshelby’s solution for ellipsoidal inclusions serves us as a cheap testing
example to train the ANN and to investigate its properties.
SINGLE INHOMOGENEITY PROBLEM

In a simplified form, the principle of the solution of mechanical fields in an isotropic infinite medium
containing single isotropic inhomogeneity is illustrated in Fig. 1. Solution given by J. D. Eshelby shows
that problem of single inhomogeneity can be decomposed into exactly two tasks of a known solution
and then assembled back by making use of the superposition principle. The solution of a single inhomogeneity problem is therefore given as the sum of homogeneous infinite body problem and homogeneous
inclusion problem, so called perturbation part of mechanical fields [1, 2].
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Fig. 1 Principle of Equivalent Inclusion Method: a) inhomogeneity problem, b) problem of infinite
homogeneous body, c) homogeneous inclusion problem
In case of multiple inhomogeneities (see Fig. 2) the solution of mechanical field within a body with
N inclusions is obtained as the sum of N single inclusion tasks scaled by a multiplier associated with

each inclusion so as to fulfil self-equilibrium as presented in paper [3].
Using these solutions and computer programming the µMECH library [4, 5] was created for solving
micromechanical fields in materials with single or multiple inclusions.
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Fig. 2 Principle of Equivalent Inclusion Method: a) multiple inhomogeneity problem, b) infinite homogeneous body, c) multiple homogeneous inclusion problem
ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK

Artificial Neural Networks are computational models based on central nervous systems, especially
on brain [6, 7]. These models are capable of machine learning and recognizing of patterns in given data.
ANN consists of many simple processing nodes – so called neurons – interconnected into systems that
can change their structure during the training (learning) phase. To each connection between two neurons
is assigned an adaptive value representing synaptic weight of this connection. Based on given data and
respective results used as an external information flowing through the system, these weights are balanced
in a way that the output of ANN corresponds to the actual results.
There are numerous types of ANNs from single-directional systems to complicated multi-directional
systems of neurons with many inputs and nested loops. One specific type of ANN is the feed-forward
neural network. In this system, neurons are organized into layers where connections among neurons
are placed only between adjacent layers, as shown in Fig. 3. There are no loops, cycles or feed-back
connections.

Fig. 3 Architecture of multi-layer perceptron
The most widely used example is the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) with the sigmoid transfer function
and the gradient descent method of training – so called backpropagation learning algorithm. The power
of MLPs lies in their ability to approximate nonlinear relations which corresponds to our problem, so
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when speaking about ANN in the following text, the MLP is considered.
UTILIZATION OF ESHELBY’S SOLUTION

As described in section SINGLE INHOMOGENEITY PROBLEM, the solution for materials with
multiple inclusions is decomposed into separate solutions, each for every inclusion. Therefore, we assume here only single ellipsoidal inclusion in the infinite isotropic body. But even so, the solution of
mechanical fields depends on many input variables, such as type of load, Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the inclusion and matrix, dimensions and rotation (Euler angles) of the inclusion in space,
coordinates of the inclusion centre and coordinates of a point where we want to evaluate mechanical
response.
Simple model and samples generation

For maximum simplification, we decided to start with the simplest model where the only variable is
x coordinate of a given point. The y and z coordinates are set to zero as well as Euler angles and all

other variables are constants (a1 = 0.15, a2 = 0.1, a3 = 0.05, Einc = 10, νinc = 0.25, Emat = 1,
νmat = 0.25). In such a case when inclusion is not rotated (α = β = γ = 0), the coordinate system

of the inclusion coincides with the coordinate system of the applied load and we can limit the range
of x to only positive numbers. That is because in this case the mechanical fields around inclusion are
symmetrical to planes defined by semi-axes of inclusion and the centre of the inclusion matches the
centre of a used coordinate system. Furthermore, because we are trying to predict only mechanical
fields around the inclusion we introduced new variable r which is equal to the distance from inclusion
surface, i.e. r = x − a1 . It should be noted that the solution for a point lying directly on the surface of

εxx

the inclusion is not defined, therefore we work only with r > 0.
2
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

reference solution
uniform distribution
exponential distribution

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35

0.4

0.45

r

Fig. 4 Reference solution for model

To create input samples for r we generate uniformly distributed values in range (0; `i where ` is
distance from inclusion surface with mechanical response equal to zero. For this, we can safely con-
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sider ` = 3 · a1 . But as can be seen on Fig. 4, the mechanical response is changing rapidly with the
distance from the surface of the inclusions. With uniformly distributed values of r we get only small
amount of samples describing sufficiently the mechanical response near the inclusion. To increase that
amount we transform 100 uniformly distributed samples to exponentially distributed samples, i.e.

f (q) =





1
b−a


0

for a ≤ q ≤ b,

⇒ f (r) =

for q < a or q > b,



λe−λr

for r ≥ 0,


0

for r < 0,

(2)

where the parameters of the uniform distribution are set to a = 0 and b = 1, the cumulative distribution
function of exponential distribution is

F (r; λ) =



1 − e−λr

for r ≥ 0,


0

for r < 0,

(3)

and can be used as mapping from r to q
q = 1 − e−λr

(4)

as well as from q to r
r=

−1
ln(1 − q), for q < 1.
λ

(5)

The resulting range of r = (0; rmax i is also influenced by λ
λ=

−1
ln(1 − qmax ), for qmax < 1.
rmax

(6)

ANN training

For the ANN training phase the reference results are needed. We used the above-mentioned µMECH
library and solve the perturbations for 100 points given by [r(q) + a1 , y = 0, z = 0] coordinates where
r(q) = (0; `i and ` = 3 · a1 = 0.45. As a result we get displacements vector, 6 independent components

of strain tensor and 6 independent components of stress tensor for each sample. But in order to keep the
model simple we decided to predict only one element from the results, the perturbation strain εxx .
To create and train the ANN we used software called RegNeN 2012 (Regression by Neural Network) [8] which is a software package for computing a regression for given data using artificial neural
network. During the training phase the neural system itself is created. It is composed from input neurons
in the first layer, n neurons in the second, so called hidden layer, and one output neuron in the third layer.
Number of neurons in the first and hidden layer depends on the number of inputs and the self validating
process for which the software uses so called cross-validation method. In this method the samples are
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divided into m parts from which m − 1 parts are used to calibrate the weights between neurons and
the remaining part is used for validation. Then one neuron is added into hidden layer, the process of
calibrating is repeated with different m − 1 parts and for validation is used the currently remaining part.
This is repeated m-times and finally the ANN with smallest error is saved.
As an input data for the ANN training phase, we used q values and corresponding results εxx (r(q)).
The reason to use q values is that we can express r in dependence of q and the uniformly distributed
values of q are more suitable inputs for ANN training phase.
Model verification

2.5

ε̂xx (ṙ(q̇))
ε̃xx (ṙ(q̇))

1.5
e

εxx

2

1
0.5
0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

0.18
0.16
0.14
0.12
0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0
-0.02

1

0

0.2

0.4

q̇

0.6

0.8

1

q̇

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5 Simple model verification: a) Comparison of the reference solution and the prediction, b) Error
distribution
To verify our simple model we use new set of 1000 samples ṙ(q̇) also in the range (0; 0.45i created
by transformation from uniformly distributed values q̇ in range (0; 1). Then using the ANN trained in the
preceding step on the reference samples, we predict results ε̃xx (ṙ(q̇)) for the q̇ values. These predicted
results we compared with the corresponding exact Eshelby’s solution ε̂xx (ṙ(q̇)) which we obtain by the
µMECH library (see Fig. 5a) and the error e (7) is plotted on the Fig. 5b.

e = ε̃xx (ṙ(q̇)) − ε̂xx (ṙ(q̇))

(7)

SUMMARY AND LATEST RESULTS

As can be seen from the data in Fig. 5, the ANN can accurately predict desired results. But the closer
the points are at the surface of the inclusion then less accurate the prediction is. This is due to a short
increase of values of εxx close to the surface of inclusions after which the values are dropping rapidly
towards zero. Such abrupt changes of curvature cannot the ANN adequately capture during the training
phase and the predicted results are therefore a kind of smoothed approximation.
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At this stage when we are able to predict the results influenced by one input variable (r), we are
extending the model by other input parameter ϕ (8) which is the ratio of the Young’s modulus of inclusion Einc and Young’s modulus of the matrix Emat . We keep value of Emat = 1 and change only Einc
by raising it to the power of k i.e.
Einc k
.
Emat

ϕ=

(8)

To this moment we run only few tests, where 100 training samples were generated in the software
called SPERM 2.0 [9] as optimized Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS). One of the generated variables
was q = (0; 1) from which we create exponentially distributed distance from inclusion surface r =

2.5
1.5
0.5
-0.5

2.5
1.5
0.5
-0.5
0 0.2 0.4
0.6 0.8
q

1

-4 -2

ε̃xx (r(q), k)

ε̂xx (r(q), k)

(0; 0.45i and the second variable was the exponent k uniformly distributed on range h−5; 5i.
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-4 -2

4
0 2
k

(b)

Fig. 6 a) Reference solution ε̂xx (r(q), k) dependent on two input variables, b) Prediction of ε̃xx (r(q), k)
dependent on two input variables.
For the verification process we created 10201 samples on regular grid constructed within the prescribed bounds of r(q) and k . On the Fig. 6a can bee seen how the reference solution ε̂xx (r(q), k)

e

changes depending on the input variables r(q), k and on the Fig. 6b the predicted values ε̃xx (r(q), k).
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Fig. 7 Error distribution for two input variable model.
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Solely by visual comparison of Figure 6a and 6b is clearly visible that the predicted values do not match
the reference solution. Exact error values according to equation (7) is plotted in Fig. 7. This is most
likely due to the small amount of samples used for training the ANN and therefore in the next step of our
work we will focus on creating a sufficient number of input samples and better trained artificial neural
network.
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